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An Introduction 1 to r the English eac er
Preparation Study

The Uses= of the Guidelines

Chief_of_thei-Bureau_ofiFederal,Strite7LocaRelaiiont
COnnectkistState-Dep&riment-ofIducation
ETPS Advisory Board-- = =

TK__ the preparation of teachert- for: the
schools_ of:=America, we may honor- the

past,: but we may -not- live in it We pay
hoinage :to a great tradition in the de=
velopmenti of :our-ifistitutiOiis =and-acknowl-.1.
edge the work of -those -who have struggled
to -_ achieve the :ideals appropriate -'to the
times. To the extent that -these -- ideals
have -been ithieved, they become the basis__

for the= -work-we_ have now to7(16.- The
---Guidelines _ have - been-- cOMpOted; not_ as
a_-Tmoriument to Mirk-the cloSe of an era,
but theiblteprint of a basic' design-=for

--the_promisingfuture
The Guidehnes,-:theri, are not a centri,,

to-:the -archlyes to be admired i and
forgotten. Their purpose is to motivate, to
stimulate, and --to give a-- sense -ol-cikettiOn

- =to those who__plai-and=a_source of encour-
agement_': to -those -=who improve
praCtices=in-the- collegek: In brief,- a `docu-
ment which _is -to serve as_ia_guide_implies-
mOtionittrhedirettion-of a-goal; it is.an
strument which-,___Implyirig-- principles: by
expressed exhortations, reyeali--the=_aimi- of

-those who made it::-
.

But the uses- of_ the Guidelines -will be
numerous and varied -The -State:directOrs

_of teacher education -and certification, who
had part in thedeveloiiinentof this-paper
will find it- necessary to adapt th-ein- sot*

-they- will beeompatible-with- state policy
_written -ins. statutes.- The various --stages: of
deVelopment inithe- several institutions pre,

Compilers' isrotei The Staff _and the_ --idvisorY
Board --of, the ;English -Teacher .Preparation
Study wish- -to thank -the rEileutive Com-_:
mittee-of2 the----NCTE :and --Richard `S.: Altn,---
editor -Of she English jOurnal, for making:this
exposition :of the Guidilinei :fin-- the Prepinw
tion of Teachers of English possible._ W_E _hope

t tthahe' introdtiiiory essays, clastic-Tsiatenients,
aril current , -state CettificatiOn:requirementi
will prove ireful --46 individual teacher's_ who
study-the- Guidelines to lepartnients of English
and -of lEdui4tion,".'imd-- to-state :certifiCation
officials.

F. Shugrue -- _-

_Modern Languager-Association-
TEldoruia Evertta
-National,-Council-of -Teachers of-English



paring teachers may dictate further adapta-
tions. _ --

Indeed, the state director -must be con -
stand y aware of two aspects of his work.
As -the administtator in the state - agency
charged with carrying out statutory- duties,
he Must_ clothe -the -legal mandates with
certain interpretations- calculated to make

- the fUnctions of the institutions conform
to the needs of present day society.- The
-r;uidelines-tnay hete serve as a standard
of judgment in the evolution. -of public
policy. In the :secend_place, the stater direr=
for is a professional leader whose purposes

-include the Stimulation and-encouragement
Of iMp_rovements-s_ in teacher==education.-
He is the catalyst Who brings to- bear.-the
best thinking of the:professibm-both-philos-
ophers- and -practitioners, on- both the
prOved.programs= -and- those- seeking tee--
ognition-Her must be alert to opportunities
wherein-he may promote changes which
show- promise= of-_ improvement, and in
fluence those iti=itieFt- oinpladent_institutions
Who seem not to-respond to society's needs:
The Guidelines may- then serve=as a state-
ment= of aspirations in the direction of
social eVolution.

To approve z a- -college -- program is

exercise _a-z-_degree- Of; wisdom beyond- the
abilities ,of Many-individuals, who may
deed_have some knowledge -in -one _- or two
fields-of learning,-but hardly ails of thoSe
areas- on-whick_therare -asked- to -pass
judgment. And to stimulate- improvement
implies A- breadth of understanding as to
What-Conititutes iniptoVetinent and-the direc=
Lion _of progfeA _A -breadth ell knowledge
and -diScernment not _frequently ymichsafed .
tOthose who adninister, a public office; The
GUidelines-may serve -as a compass__as well
as_a road map.

In-the use -of die__Guidelines, the itiblectT-
matter. Specialist_ and the rfessional_ edm;
'Catot._--Will find the "Means of harmonizing
their putposes; Both are presumed to :be

'intent on preparing teachers- who are
grounded ini.significantleatning in the field
of- their -nriajorr_endeavors,- and 'skillful in
communicating _their Itr'lwledge for the-
profit of_ inn- mature- learners: Scholarship in
itself is adinitable and essential in the_conn.;

011 RN AL

plex cis ilization wi.:ch encompasses us;- vo-
cationalism and inevitable a so-

.plisticated social order is to survive. One
_ 'Without the_otheris empty, and dangerous.

The Guidelines are a- joint effort _of the
-National: Council of Teachers of _English,
, the Modern Language-Association of Amer,
ica, and he National Association- of State
Directors of Teacher, Education-and Celli-

- fication. Studied, analyzed, debated. repeat-
edly redesigned and restated, and finally
crystalizd- as -presented in- this document,
the Guidelines- represent the hest- thinking

= -of -hundreds-_ of persrins, .scholars in the
related disciplines,- teacher educarots-__clevot-
ing-- a lifetime _to - translating. scholarship

teacherS, and ethicators -with
no el assrooin -assignMehrs,- consultants - from
-state agencies with a-direct -interest -in- the
pieparationof English reacheissup_crvisois:
-writers; _school I- administrators, .curriculum
ditectOrs,linterested_ laymena-host of per-
sons -and institutions deeply_ concetned with

-the -problems ofz. preserving the best that
we have---in -language-arid fiterattite, of: as:-
sutipg- thc bOt :usage_ att_ainable:tiirough_ the
development of skills, of applying sound
Scholarship:in-the:Schools of- America, -and
of transmitting _the _rudiments -of- -our cul-
ture to-a literate people; I

Those who use- these Guidelines =may- not
_ aware- of a_ -long= standing,- Declaration

of =Policy adopted by NASDTEC to ex-
ptess-z its Will ingn-e ss -cooperate-in- efforts
of this

The members, in -their respective states,
as 'well as in-theit national association,

Continue to work ;Closely With__ lay
and professional- -groups and -persons to
imptoye-ptogratts of readier_ education

- throughout the United States.

-Several years- -have been devoted to. the
Study :and_ preparation :Of in
science,- mathematics,- and modern _foreign
-language4 now at-the--conclusion- of- the
EngliSh- Teacher preparation, Study, we
can -work towari the improtrenient_ of the
preparation- of .teachers- of -- English, sup-,
ported by-a general consensus of those Who
have commitments in this area:



The Importance of the Study

John HOrt Fisher_

Executtve Secretary- --

Modern;Letn4uage-=-Associtition_ _

-ETPS AdvisOry BOorci _

ND gladly -ivold he-lerne and gladly
teche." Chaucer" 600 years:_ago= epito-
_theivalities of a -good teacher. :He _

must; throughout-his -life; =be :as- willing= to
learn as Fto_ teach.--;For-the college teacher;
thiS -reqUirernent leads to -the -eXpectatitin
that-he will -continue to-learn: through re-
search :_aiid_w-ritingolie_"Publish or --perish"-
that Wer-hear so much -about- in the= news.
For the-elementary school and high school
teaclierfit generally means inservice-stUdy
*Or summer study to keep up with the-=new

=methods- and =materials -of:the_ subjeCt -he
_teaches. In any case,_ the ideal Is that the
teacher: is forever-young,foreVer, eager;

=forever curious. _

If "ic =is
_

theSe qualities of -mind and per:
Sonality_ that' are so important in= a- teacher,
why_ should -we draW up elaborate lists _ of
guideline-S*1r' the preparaticin :of teachers ?
Why not simply take the y6utigster!S_pulSe2...
and = try to giiesS how_ soon his arteries
will- begin -to =harden:- The -answer is that
any "profession" is.- "devised- on the .prin=,

mutual assistance;_ very nearly=-like
Alcoholics lAnonymous.- Proper education
"conditions" the doctor or- -laviyeror

'-teacher-=to behave in certain= ways. Con,
tinning- =contact with= other Members of his
profession -keeps-- before= the professional
person _examples of exeellent performance,
and keeps the professional person iii_touch

-with the new: ideas -and- new developments

in his field. The hard, grinding work of any
job- wears one clOwn.,When we are tired,
we may be refreshed by:golf or by building
furniture_ in the basement.- We may be
equallyrefreshed by talking shop with our
colleagues_ and Seeing how they are deal-
hig=with: the same problerhi we face.
--Elementary and high school* teaching

has, up to now, been a quasi- profession.
Although many people stay with it is A'
career, many lothers pass through teaching
oni-the way to marriage, to- administration,

mor-66 soe other.career. On- the one hand,
those, of us who deal On the public level
with congressmen- and_ taxpayers are Striv-
ing to see that teaching becomes sufficiently
secure and rewarding- to hold many thOte
good teachers=and the teachers' unions may
achieve these ends Much more effectively
than our profesSional groups have been able
to:A16. But the problem is only one-half
With the public Who Support teachers. The-
other half ,=iS with teachers ourselves.
Unless we are willing to set_ and. maintain
high- standards for our profession -as doe,
tors and lawyers_ have been willing to do=,;-
we cannot demand the pay and the working.
c_ onditions of- professional Workers. --

The Guidelines of the English Teacher
Preparation -Study are the -sober, serious
attempt of the English profession to de,
scribe the sort of standards it believes

!Continued on page 550)
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The Study SlefroisPect

NASDTEC Executive Secretiny
WeiterniMichigan University
Director of ETPS

Y June; of 1960. the Nationil.Association-
of State Direttors-of Teacher-Education-

-and -Certification (NASPTEC)_ and : the
Atherican-AssociatiOn_ for the Advancement
-of _Scienci:(AAAS) were -well-_- _into their
studies =on the'priparation teachers -- Of--
science and :mathematicS.- Ac,-their national
conference- in :Sib Diego- that -Itnonth;_
NASDTEC members --b-ecame = acquainted
with two- visitors from _the National Coun,
cil -=of TeacherS of-- Etiglishi Donald= R.
Tuttle, then of Fenn College,,and Eugene E.

-Slaughter,-__-of -Southeastern State College._ in
Oklahoma; `who- observed, that.; the prepa-
ration_ of- _EngliSh-teachers was- badlyziO
acd of improvement. was the prepara-
tion of teachers -of science and mathematics.

The studies With AAAS-continued until
Augdst::1963,- During that rime_ GenevieVe

-Starcher, NASDTEC Member from _--West_-
- Virginia, ipresiderit _NASDTEC, -_-a_nd-
menibee Of the --NASOTECAAAS--
Visory_ Roard;-- began- planning =for' an En-

Study James:- g.- them
Executive_ Secretary of NCTE. The Mod-'
ern Language_ A.-ssoiatioit of America,
whiCh had.-beett'concerned- with-_the prep-
aration of -_triehers- the
Basic _Issuei Conferefidei- of 1958 and was
cooperating with-__-NASDTEC-Ort _the de,
Velopnient -Of_,GuidelineS_ for,:progratni in
therrodern-i foreign. languages, _w_aSz_ =im-
mediately- invited-to-join-these:discussions.-

& special- group, including members of
the ETPS Advisory Board and dozent of
person:s frotn the_:three co-sponsoring or-
ganiations and from i;Western Michigan
University, worked closely to achieve the
authority 'Which the ETPS Guidelines pos-
Sess.: One Contributor : must be mentioned

- by rfiameDiv William P. -Robinson, Jr.,
Rhode Island Commissioner of Educatiqn,
who Council of Chief State
School Officers =On the Advisory Board of

:the science and mathematics studies,---helped
to draft-- the propoSalz foe- -the English
Study, and , served conscientiously on its
Board. Throughout the ETPS he continued
to be a rock of dependability.

-The help of many ofganizations outside
the field of English- deserves recognition:
the- American Association of Colleges of

--Teacher Education, the National Commis-
_Teacher -Educational- Professional

Standards-, the Association- for- Supervision
and Curriculum Development,'-the Atsoci-

' ation _kr ChildhOod'Education Internation-
al, the-Speeeh AssoCiation=of America, and
the, Intern:Ilona' Reading Association,.

MLA, NCTE, and NASPTEC are now
Working to tee =that tbe Guidelines are- im-
plemented:_ Great iniprovement can take
'ace in the teaching- of English in the next

sew: years if these suggestions -are studied
-and used by:colleges and universities and
by state departments of edUCation.

478.



Introduction to the Guidelines

James R. Squire

Former Executive SectetarY
National Council.of Teachers of English
Chairman, ETPS Advise/7 Board

HE development ,of these-_ Guidelines
1 by thOusands of college-aiid university-

faculty members in English and Education.
State directors- of teacher preparation-and
certification, school- superviSots,_and admin--
istrators, and-by classroom- teachers_ repre-,
sents the culmination of the -first phaS-e of
detetmined -cooperative:activity _to improve

Mithe _pteparatiofi of teachers in r _ schools.
The very fact that so Many individuals,
representing different scholarly and--profes-
=nal interests and 'many- Points- of' view,
could '_and did arrive at a national- con-
sensus is in itself a considerable achievethent.

The antecedents of this project are many..
They- include_ more than ,a decade of effort
by national and state committees to
strengthen- state certification_ requireMents
in Englishi-theY include the pteparation of
the volume e-on teacher education by the
NOTE ConunisSion on the -- Curriculum;
they _include the efforts of the National
Commission- -on Teacher -Ethitation and
'Professional Standards to -Open .a 'dialcigue
on teacher education between scholars and
educators; 'they hiclUde_ the pioneer efforts
of-the Commission on English th_introduct
instittnei in adVanced study in Englishi- they
include -the influential ind highly signifieant
institute program initiated by the -United

- States Office Of Education "under authority

initially-provided= by the-National I
Edutation:Aci; above all they inch_
continuing joint effort' of the Modern Lan-
guage Assotiation of America and the Na,
clonal Council _of TeaChers of English, now
working closely with the National_ Asiocia,_
tiOn of State Directors of Teacher Educa-
tion and-Certification and Other organiaa-
lions. to make possible, a higher quality of
education in English for children in our
Sehools.
_But the -.preparation of -the Guidelines

is only an innial step. The development of
new preservice programs in college de-
pattments of English and Education, the
mstitinion -of -bold new pr4rams of con-
tinuing - education- by school- districts, and
the applicatiOn of these Guidelines to the
needs -of education in every state rem_ ain
the task ahead. The wisdom, hope, and
deterniinatidn which have marked, past _co-
operative_ -efforts must continue for many
yeats if these Guidelines are to serve Amer-
ican education well.

The teachers of English of the, United.
States are giateful to William Viall, Direc-
tor of this project, to Michael Shugrue and
Eldonna L. Everni; Associate Directors,
and to meinbers of the Advisory Board for
this important contribution -to our profes-
sional effort.
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Teacher Preparation and the English Classroom

The Ertglish Teacher as Professional

Albert- H.,Marckwardt

Professor of English and Linguistics
Princeton University
Past President, National Council of Teachers of English

THE agreement; =6y i large. number -of
professionally concerned indiVid9als, up-

on a set of broad p_,nCiples goVerning the
preparation- of -English teachers his- ini-
plications for many parts of the educution-
al structure. Certainly the- teaeber candi!
dates themselves will be-affected-by -what-
ever is= developed as a pattern appropriate
to- their= preparation for entry into the pro,
fessiOn. aearly the :Guidelines, if -taken
with the seriousness they deserve, will have
an important bearing upon the course of-
ferings in departments of education as well
as English. If the educational .philosophy
and point of view- which they_ illustrate do
have an effect on the colleges, they- mity be
expected, with some reason, to influence
certification codes and hiring practices:
And beyong this, there is the question of
their implications for the entire profeision.

Before this final Miner can be dealt
with, however,- it-is necessary to ask and
to answer two iiiestions that are even more
fundamental: Are:we a profestion? If so,
to what extent? We must begin with these.

On such a questionof definition, I am
just enough of a medievalist to delight in

ogies. I am also enough of a student
of burageto take than less seriously than
did Isidore of Seville and the scholastics,

eve-is _so -they, do provide something in
-the_ way of- contextual clues. I recall that
Latin _p-rof essus is the past participal- stem
of profifere, "to:declare aloud or publicly."
Somehow this --reminds one of Hamlet's
"Methinks the lady dash protest too much."
He-Might lust as well -have said "profess,"
-I= become even more alarmed when I learn
that fiteri is related to tabula, "fable."

So much_ -then- -for our lexicographical
jeu d'esprit. The question which inspired
it must still be considered in- all - seriousness:
Are we a profession? We had best begin
with a definition to determine just What-the
hallmarks _ of -a profession are.- The much
maligned Webster' ,Third Net,- Interna-
tional Dictionary is both sound and il-
luininating on -this point. It defities_a pro-
fession in_ the following terms:

A calling requiring-- specialized knowl-
edge and often long, intensive prepara-

_ non, including instruction in- skills and
methods as well as in -the scientific, his-
torical, or scholarly principles underly-
ing-such skills and:methods, main
by, fore( of organization and concerted
opinion -high standards of achievement
and Conduct, and committing its mem-
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bets to continued study and to a kind of
work which has for its prime purpose
the rendering of-a public service,

As a thumbnail sketch of the character-
istics o_f a profession, this covers the ground
more than adequately and is, in fact, the
best treatment of the term in any of the
conventional dictionary sources. A close
examination of the definition shows that in
effect there are five elements in the defi-
nition:

_(a) The ,...quiretnent of- specialized
kficiwIrage gained from long and

_ intenske_prep.aration;
(b) The mognituni -that there-: must_

be- zinstruction -in the- skills -and
methods -Of- the craft as well as in
_the hi torical :and scholarly prin,

-_ciples_ underlying i t ; _

__(c) The:: maintenance -of high_ stan-,
dards of achievement_ and conduce-

_ - = through -the force of =organization
_and concerted_opinion;-_,-

-(d) A _comniitmeni on the -part-of
smembersto continued study ;

(e) The= acceptance- ofs.public- service
I a prime-purpose --In the

of the profession; z_

rpHESE:chtraciciisrici are phrasecf_with-
. _ stir c'Irityas to invite a sober judgment
about our presenr situation with respect to
each -of-thens.5With respect -to -the require;
ment- of-specialized knowledge, it will be
recalled -that the NCTE survey_ of the pro-
fessin made in 1961 found thit, "programs
forspreparing teachers of -English =-tend to
be_ poorly :planned, --faulty-_
and -unnecessarily__ -inconsistent :With _ one
another, "- The_ireport-_goes on =to -say that,
"maw-- currently: _employed- -teachers of
English ire deficient in knowledge of:their
subject = and in ways-of presenting- it ef-
fectively.7 _True enough, this was nit_ years
-ago,' but- wieh-theimany- teacher_ shortages
which'Aave plagued' sections --of the coun:
-try in recent years; iris difficult to believe
that the iskuation -has- improved-Materially
since-that-time.- Inadequate _preparation ss
still too much with-us. z

Unfortunately, from-the pOint of 'view of
our current culMre---the second criterion
-is so stated as to place the emphasis some-

what in reverse. We -do reasonably well
with instruction in skills and methods, or at
any -rate ,we--devote- a considerable- amount
of tin_ to them.- If anything it is the his-
tory and _underlying principlesiwhich are
shortchanged. Every NINA institute direc-
tor is constantly under pressure to- provide
practical instructioncourses that will tell
the teacher what t_ and when to do it.
It is most unfortua that teachers- have
had little. concern for the "why"for the

, underlying reasons, the basic philosophy,
the fundamental assumptions, those elements
which would enable the -teacher to-decide
the =what and -the when for -himself, in
terms of the conditions -under which he is
working.

.
as: a professiOn we arc by

no means -- atone in- our concern- for the
practical:' Colleges of Medicine and schools
of are_ often_ Criticized for -the amount
of- attentior, they -rive to the theory and
principles: v rich : he beneath -the- diy-to-

'day- practice. The_orientation to-the trade-
_ approachrather_thanzthe prokssional
college -pervades_ _many disciplines,- even

_-those_With a strong intellectual heritage.
--The third _criterion deah-with the m_ain-

tenant, by -force': of Organization and
-Opinion, -of- high standards of achievements
and-conduct-It fair-to say that for _the
mosti_ part _sve -have the -desiie -to- do- well.
What we actually accompli4 may be quite
-another Matter,-It is a matter of that,
as -recently- as = -1960, 13f000 secondary
school students-failed college-entrance tests
in English.z-At that time seven-tenths of
the colliges and universities of this country

,,fisund_ it -necessary to 'offer remedial work
in -English._ With the- constantly'increas-
ing -number of two-year colleges, the pro-
portion-will -strinnhtedlv increase. It is

-true that if-teas, conditions, -especially
with respect to:the number of students per
class- and- the number of - class hours per
teachet -Were -Mote favorable, more might
be accomplished, but unfortunately the
record here is not impressive. -

We are _told __that a _profession commits
its members-to= -continued -study. Certainly
teachers have been -_encouraged to under-
take pcislraduatesitodies, but unfortunate-
ly the universities-have often WW1 to pro-
vide_ courses wear.. suited to their needs.

4
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In addition, we have tended to measure
quantity rather than quality, course hours
-and credits rather than the growth of the
mind. Too seldom have we recognized
that the- terms, course and study, are not
necessarily synOitymous.

Unfortunately, members of college and
university faculties have often been derelict
in their obligation to furnish leadership,
guidance, anti encouragement to -their col-
leagues in the schools. To cite just one in-
stance, they have been particularly unimag-
inative in devising inservice programs, in

independentndependent study and use-
furactionresearch.

Finally, we are giien to Understand that
the work in -which a profession engages
has as its prime purpose the rendering- of-
. ptiblk-aervice. Here, it would seem,:we

_-_ _can_ genuinely qualify but: again this is a
matter of purpose and intent rather than
actual attainment. To the degree -that we
are well prepared and:do achieve (Mr.-goals-

-- we render a public service; the farther we
fall short in the- former, the more -we fail

ALL told. a sober assessment of our suc-
cess in meeting these five criteria gives

us a score of about one and one-half out
of five: -a percentage of thirty. Ultfortu-
nately;-this is not a convnicing- record. It
entitles us to say that we have the be-
trings of a profession rather than a full-

one. _-- ---

One important point which the- Web-
_ _ ster definition failed to make was that -a

profession- generally determines on
qualifications for entry into the-guild. This

-_ is true of all branches of the medical pro-
fession and of -the laW as well. True enough-,
state certification is a regular :practice in

_ -connection ivith them, but the profession
controls the certifying-agencies. It -is else
same With the_ _ -- and=:_architects.
Only in education ve we permitted per-
sons outside the substantive (midi to make
these decisions, with--tonsequentes which
have Often beeitUnicirtunate.-

This brings us to the Guidelines them
selves. The- most significant: thing about
them is that they- _come at -the_ problem
it the v Oat= which= has -just been
disc self-determination- of =quali-
fications.- In essence -they Lm:lent an -at-

tempt to arrive at a consensus by a large
number of professionally concerned people,
as the report says, "to identify areas in
which the beginning teacher must Five
studied," and, "to suggest -the directionas
well as the diversity and- depthof further
study."

The consensus w7as not arrived at easily,
at least in comparative terms. Some_ ten
Years hack, a similar ittateillatt of quali-
fications fur secondary-school teachers of
modern languages required no moire than an
intensive weekend of work for some ten
persons to hammer out three sets of criteria
which, in the course of a year,- were- ap-
proved 1w every professional and scholarly
organization in the-country- whichkad any
concern with fareigit,language instruction.

In English. on _Abel other-hand, it rook
_seven or eight regional_ conferences, a na-
tional meeting, and twenty -t-Wo_ drafts of
the- Guidelines; composed: and revised over
a- two-year perk-id :to achieve_ the same re,
suit.= It is not ditScul4 however, to account
for the differente.At the time, the foreign,
isragepecTleT_were- -concerned_ -solely
with in the secondary --schools.
Moreover, they - Were describing __primarily
the_teacher's -competenie_i a set of skills.
Our- problem -was far_ More extensive, both
in range_ and in depth. In addition, pro-
fessional -educators __and State certification
Officers Were involYed- from the-outset, and
as it :turned but, = this was a wise -move.
What is surprising, perhaps, is that we were
able to -work- th_ exinclusson -at all. That
we--_did -constitutes an important profes-
sional triumph_.

Now let- -us look at- some of the features
of the GUidelines to see where they are
relevant- to- the concept of a profession as
it has been set forth in the earlier part of
this discussionFir-sr-of all,' the emphasis
is- clearly upon-tkill-and competence rather
than courses or credit hours. This is all to

-the rod, centering the attention where it
thould -be.- Moreover it has Conant's _ap-
proach_ -to teacher preparation as a dis-

tint:he4-Precedent.e is, in addition, an insistence upon
literacy; the :teacher' should be able to
Teak and _Write well. Unfortunately, this
is not always the -cm. _even- with -some el
the-leaders-of the: profeision. Some -of the
committee reports submitted to _me- for
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comment during my year as president of
the National' Coutidil of Teachers of En-
glish left me in a speechleis rage. Some of
the papers written by teachers participating
in summer institutes make me wonder, when
I saw them, holY their authors would ever
be able to diStinguish--good writing- from
bad_ Clearly much of this is an instance
of "Physician, -heal thyself!" and see no
danger of an overdose of medicine.

THE Guidelines show a welcome einpha-
sis.upon-breadth. For one_ thing there is

the recommendation that the -teacher know
at least one foreign -language. Letitis hope
that - knowledge will be- interpreted as the
ability to use-the language. in addition; they
recommend the study of literature written
in --language other-- dian -English- and some
exposure to the cultural history- of non:71_

- English-speaking _peoples. Admittedly these
recommendations will be difficult_ to imple-
ment, but even a -start toward them would
eliminate -much of the parochialism and
naivete with which we are plagued at the
presenttiine.

Equally -pleasing is the -insistence upon
underlying theory, fundamental to a true
professional approach,_ as Wei-have_ already
seen. One-instance of this is to be found in
the insistence upon every teather'S ac-
quaintance with two grammatical systems,
on the assumption that this will develop a
degree of linguistic sophistication. There is
a similar provision with respect toirhetoriC,
calling for a familiarity with the principles
of classical rhetoric and an understanding
of their relationship to modern -rhetoric&
In exactly_ the Same view there is a rec,_
ommendation that the teacher be- -familiar
with the current theories, not a current
theory of reading.

Also in keeping with this concept of the
professional outlook is the stress through=
out the-Guidelines upon critical awareness
of one's_ self, of language, of literature, of
the world. It is this, and the matters dis-
cussed in -the foregoing paragraph- Which
make of the-Guidelines a set ,of truly- pro-
fessional criteria, something beyond a union--
card set of skills.

It conceives of the teacher as operating
on a level above that of an educational
assembly line. But to operate in this fashion
carries a professional responsibi ity along

wiithit: the teacher must be prepared to
make his own judgments, to arrive at his
own decisions. Others may furnish him
with pertinent facts and information, but
the duty of- evaluating them is his. The
Guidelines are based upon this -concept of
theteicher's professional role_ _

Finally; there is an appropriate insistence
upon- continued study, based upon the
concept of growth in the profession as an
ongoing process, again a point of -view im--
plicit in the Webster definition. Admitted-
lv the goals -which the -Guidelines-_set-,are
high, but so is the importance-of -pre-
paring teachers -to deal:effectively with the
native= language and_literature. By _placing
emphasis upon the profession, the Guide-
lilies highlight the fundamental- nature of
the discipline:

-This-leads- me to_ sound al- final:warning.
We- -have gong through one period in -our
recent educational history when the intel-
lectual disciplines were slighted and almost
ignored -to the detriment_of the educational_
process, needlesi to say. The_ re_are diStorb-
ing_signs that We -may_ be at the- thresh-
old-of_ another. This is precisely_ why we
need. aiSit011t profession,: based upon- a
strong professional sense, _ a -dear under-
standing of our aims, a full-comprehension
of the facts that will Support them. A dis=
organized- and confused- profession is in no
shape_to_counter the facil and specious_ ar-
guments ortheeven more confused proph-
ets of a_latter _day who seem prepared to

_sacrifice the fruitfuLcooperationof-, the past
decade among shoolinen, professional ecru=
tam, and- those whose primary concern
is with subject rnattet, To the extent that
the Guidelines can c_larify our profession-
al aims, develop Our sense of direction and
mission,_-and, shape_ Our professional _pet-
spettives,,t0:_that_ degree will, we be able
to defend with force and vigor -the values
in which we- have an abiding__ faith.

To make- this difente, and even better,
to move forward on our own, we _rnott
be more than 30 per tent Of a profeision.
We- must add to what we already have
the breadth and depth of learning, a list
Of sharp_ critical _hoods, and the readiness
to examine searchingly,_ o judge rigorously,
and to speak out in defense of the educa-
tional values we consider to be vital to Our
nation and indeed to all Of hoinanitY.
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---- _Teacher,
developed in the English:

--Teacher:Preparation StUdy are but the
latest in a -Ionglline of- documents related.
to- the

_

preparation of _teachers of English
kir :the. schools. -The parallels and signif-
icant _differences' in the------proeedures_ by

-- which these Guidelines ivereideVeloped,- in
thenature and scope Of,tkerecomnienda-
dons, in 'the_ sanctions thei-represent,i and
in the prospects of =their influence may._ be
more apparent, however, when -placed in
the context Of a century, of-Ttoncern with
the caliber and preparation of teachers of_
Englisli_ Efforts inthis direction a century
ago:-were_ _addressed, first, to establishing
the status of English as a school subject;
-second, to improving -the quality and_ prep-
aration of all _teachers; and, third,- as En-
glish gradually_ became.- accepted as -a _sub-
ject, -to becoming` more concerned With
special training for :teachers of English.

As-early as- 1642 and 1647," laws were
passed in Massachusetts to establish schools

--fortheteaehing_ of English; largely -reading
and writing. And in 1749, Franklin justified
the importance of English as a-part of the
prograni for the academy in 1Philadelphii.
Yet as laze as the 1860't and 1870's, English
was generally of little importance lit Amer-
ican schools and colleges.

But, in 1869, Charles W. Eliot announced

hit concern With the quality of education
Offered in our schools and colleges. Upon
the occasion of his inauguration as Pres-
ident- of Harvard College, he devoted his
address to discussing a- range of educational
problems. Regarding= the failure of talks
taking place it that time to add much to
theuStaple of educatidn," he. said, "A strik-
ing illustration may be found in the pre-
vailing neglect of -the _systematic- study of
the English language."I He went on to argue
tor the_enlargemehr of the American -edu-
cational program extending from the de=
Menraryschool throbgh college. He stressed
that "the heeded reformation in methods of
teaching the :subjects which have already
been nominally admitted to -the American
ciirrictilum -applies not only to the uni-
versity, but to the preparatory schools

to the primary. The American col-
lege is obliged _to supplement the American
school. Whatever eleinentary: instruction
the schools :fail to give, the college must
supply."2 Then he announced the Harvard
faculty's recent decision to establish some
admission requirements, including the of-
fering of prizes for reading aloud and "for

'Charles William Eliot, Educational Reform
(New York: The Century Co., 1898), p. 2.

2/bid., p. 4,
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the critical analysis_'of passages_ from En-
glish authors."

in 1873-74. however, Harvard changed
thiS entrance examination in English signif-
icantly by instituting a test requiring the. -
applicant to demonstrate his ability-to- use

_English grammar and rhetoric by writing a
composition: acceptable to- the . Harvard
faculty -on a _topic- related to _certain selec-
tions of English literature; Nor' long after;
colleges throtighourNety England and other
parts of the :co u ntry =established their own =

--versions- of- an admissions examination -test-
ing Candidate-preparation in-EngliShi-Comt
position and literature.;- _

These- examinations, and particularly the
canon of set=hooks upon which-- -the tests-
were based,_ had _enormous, -far-reaching
effects upon-the importance of English
the schools, the courses of-study,the amount
of time -allotted to the Study of:nglish,
methods of_Jeac_hing, and -the_ growing-, de-
mand for teachers -_-_especially_trained--- to
teach English._ Corollary =activities also de-
veloped among; --English teachers- but for
Somewhatdifferent- purposes; They ob-
jected to the superimposing-of a college pre-
paratory program, particularly the long
listi of classics picked by the upon
all- high sehoolsi student. Some_-__began to
develop programs -of --writing, language; and
literature more- in keeping _ with- students
not preparing for college.- This opposition
led to- the formation of regional_ groups _of
English teachers and ultimately the Nation-
al Council of Teachers of English.

_ President Eliot continued his vigorous
canipaign to establish the importance of
English in schools and colleges. In June
1884. he gave an address at Johns_ Hopkins
University on "What Is-Liberal Education ?"
-He discussed what he considered to be
indispensable components .of a_ liberal edu-
cation. He proteeded to justify _his ele-
vating certain moder.. subjects. to _"equal
academic value and rank with any subject
now most honored." The first is English.

3For an account of some Of the early history
of aspects of English in American schools, tee
Joseph Mersand's informative essay, "The
Teaching of Literature in American High
Schools, 1865-1900," Perspectives on Teaching,
Essays To Honor W. Wilbur Hatfield (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, inc., 1960),
pp. 271-302.

He pointed out the contrast between the
importance of the array of English writtts
.and the greatnegi of their literature and: the
loW status of- the subject in many schools
and its absence from some-He reported that
the modest English test required for adttiis-
sion- to colleges revealed "the woeful ig-
norance- of their own language -and liter=
ature which prev ails among the picked

--youth of the cotintry."-_i_ Hewent on to ex-
plain ,that "For ten years past Harvard
UniVersity hasbeen trying, fir_st to stimu-
late the preparatory schooli to give atten-
tion:to English,1 and, secondly,_ to develop
and improYe-itS own instruction in that
departMent;-'but itS:SudeesS-haS thut far= been
very - moderate. So little attentiOn is paid
to English- -at the preparatory schools that
half of 'the time,---labor, and money which
the University spendi upon English must
be devoted to _=the- Mere 'elements of. the
subject.-- . This omparative neglect of
the greatest of literatures in American
schools and colleges_ is certainlY a-reniark-
able:phenomenon:" Liter in the- same ad=
dress he said, that "English should be Studied
from the beginning of school life to the end
Of college life." This problem -of the status
of English relative -to that of other sub-
jects prompted the Department of Secon-
dary Instrucnon of the:National Education
Association-in 1887toiapproVeutinininionsly
a resolution__stating that "Inthe -Opinion of
the department, the English language Should
be given at least equal place with that
of the classics_ and science_ in the high
school's course Of study."

In many Of his talks in the 1880s and
1890s Eliot stressed the importance of de-

_ velopitig the. school programs and of giving
greater importanee to-certain subjects such
as English, history, modern languages, nat-
ural sciences, _"political econotny; But -he
also emphasized the accompanying need for
better teaeheri; for teachers! examinations,
for a better tenure system, for a higher pro-
portion of male teachers, who are more
likely than women to- make teaching their
lifework, for effective supervision of pro-
bationary teachers, for teachers "prepared
to specialize in teaching one subject" and
adapt instruction, to children of different

pp. 99-100.
5NEA Proceedings (1887), p. 395.
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ages and abilities, and for' changing Alfieri-
can teaching that rends to be '''.`chiefly driv=
ing and judging" to the kind that is "lead-
ing and inspiring. "? In an address to the
Harvard Teachers' Association in 1896,
Eli6t reported that "English has- now -won
a good placCin school programmes' and in
college requitements for-admission to Col-
lege. What- a marvel it is that it neier had
any place at all down to 1873,:when it first
appeared in the Harvard requirements."

T HIIOUGHOUT the 1890s and the first
decade of the twentieth century,- the

increasing number of atticles in professional
journals- and the initial:_ textbooks ---on the
teaching 'Of- English and the training of
English teachers testify-to the acceptance of
the front-rank itinpOrtance:of the -field and
to the need for teachers especiallyiptepated
to teach' it. But - unquestionably the most
significant educational development at the
end of -the century WO:- the work of- the
Committee of Ten; appointed by-the NEA
in 1892 to makd alstudy of secondary_ school
programs. =President Eliot of Harvard_ was
appointed chairman of this distinguished
committee composed of the U.S.- ComMisL
sioner of Education, the presidents of the
Universities, of Michigan,: Colorado,- and
Missouri, and" of Vassar College;-- a profess
Sor at Oberlin,: the headmasters of a boys'
and a girls' =independent schools,- and the
principal of d-pithliC high school.- The-Com-
mittee appointed a Conference to =investi-
gate the programs of each of nine subjects
commonly taught in secondary schools. Of
the ninety persons who worked on these

JOURNAL

Conferences, forty-seven represented col-
lege's and universities, forty-two were from
secondary schools, and one was a govern-
mental offiCerrwho- had fornietly been on
the staff-of a university. They studied the
programs :in over two hundred secondary
schools in many pant of the Country.7

Of = concern= here, though. -are the Oc-
- casional referetkes in this influential Clocu.,

itient to the preparatiOurofl teachers. In his
commentary introducing the reports of the
Conferences On-the nine subjects, Eliot re-
minds the reader that throughout each re-

-port = the COnferenCe --states that if schools
were Jo= arlopt_ thd,recomndendations for
imprOying the subjects studied in high
schOolS, then- teaeheiS of higher academic
Caliber and with better preparation, es-
pecially in =effective methods' of teaching,
would be needed not- only in elementary
and second-dry-schools but also in the mod-
el schook, notibil :schools, and colleges- in
Which-they are prepared: It was his opinion
that tilde' institutions were "capable of
making ptoMpr and successful efforts to
supply the, better -itrained and equipped
teachers for.whoin the reports of the -Con-
ferences call "S He particularly called to the
attention of colleges and universities their

- responsibilities for preparing teachers for
elethehtiry and = secondary schools. The
Conference on- English Made one specific
recommendation that the teacher of En-
glish:

must of course be familiar with the more
important facts of historical English
grammar, and be able to use them in
connection with the study of any_branch
of Englith, whenever they serve to ex-
plain difficulties -or to fix grammatical
principles. And he must also be able
to teach dialects and literary language
authority and usage, and the decay of
inflectionS.9

(Tildes reference here to the importance_ of
recognizing and adjusting to children's d--
dividual diffetencei becomes almost t -refrain
throughout his---addresSes, especially_ in his
criticism of schools- for -the !undesirable con- .
fortuity they insist -upon in pupils and in the
refOnns he proposed., It is also Consistent with
the system or _electives, _he had alieady in-
stituted at Harvard; This part of his crusade
is in puzzling contrast, h_ ovieyer,-to the unan-
imous stands taken_ in the Report of the
Cannnittee_ of -Ten (1894), kninini as "Dr.
Elides Committee," that "schools should make
no_adjnimients in thccOuriet recommended by-
the Committee for any students, no matter how
different their "destinations" mightbe.

Even though this reference seems to be
about the only specific recommendation on

7Report _of the Cominittee of Ten on Sec-
ondary School Studies' (New York: The Amer-
ican BoOk COmpany, 1894), p. 11.

p. 18.
9/bid; p. 92.
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the preparation of the teacher of -English,
one Should not be surprised by this lack.
At about die'time this Committee and two
others-Were working, many articles on these
studiespro and conand on- other aspects
of education in the schooli were appearing
in profesSional journals. -For example, irk the
first ten years of School Review, 1893z-'
1903, many articles- appeared on the-teach,
ing of English in elemental); _and secondary
schools. But only two -were on-the English

-teacher's preparation.1° And the writers' of
these two articles seemed concerned althost
-exclusively with: What the individual= pro=
spective _teacher_ should _get out of- experi-
.ences in cotirses- in literature and compo-
sition and With his personal qualitiesand
abilities. They did not =seem -to be at
aware of the possibility that colleges might
be responsible for offering some .kind of
progtath or selection of courses and ex-

_

periences organized for- the:benefit Of stu-
dents preparing to teach.

The makeup and procedures of this
Committee and its conferences, - however,
are extremely important. They sera- pattern
of close _cooperation among universities,
colleges, schools, and governmental 'agen-
cies in- working on- educational_-- roblems
that is- followed, to this- day;In = July1894,
Eliot spoke: to the American Institute of
Instruction,' At that time, his Report had
been available _to the public for six months.
In his addresS, "The -Unity of Educational
Reform," he propoSed to take up some -of
the criticisms and Objections that hid al-
ready been publiShed, chiefly the question,
"What do college men know about -the ,
schools?" He pointed out, first, the exten-
sive school experiences of the persons who
worked on the Conferences,- and; second,
that-the reforms called for apply through-
but the range of the educational _system
from primary school to university. He
closed on this note;

tosainuel Thurber, "The Teacher's Equip-
ment for Work in English Literature," School
Review, (Februaty 1894); J. Ft Genung, "The
Teacher's Outfit in Rhetoric, " School Review,
(September 1895). "Equipment" and "Outfit,"
quaint terms jndeed in this context, then seemed
to be fashionable diction in discussions of pro.
fessional preparation to teach.

If I-_ were asked _to _mention the best
part of the-contribution which the Corti-,
inittee Of Ten have made to the progress
-of- American edueation, _I should say that -
their -general method of work -was the
best part the method of investigation-
and _discussion by subject of instruction,-
teathersrand experts from 'all sorts of
colleges and universities, and-:_fidm all
sorts-of _schools; public, private, and
dowed, taking part in bothinvestigation-
and discussion: The Committeesmethod
of work emphasizes the community_ of
interest in -ill :'grades-,-- and the Jae( that
experience at everr,grade is valuable -for
suggestion and counsel-atall other grades.=
To my way of-thinking, the-present arti,_
-ficial _pa arbitrary diStinctions b etWeep-
-elementary and secondary schools, -or be-
tween grammar schools and high Schools,
have no philosophical foundation, and
are likely to -be profoundly modified; if
they do not altogether pass

On the whole,,ihe greatest promise of
'Usefulness_ which I see in the Report of-
the-Committee-of Ten lies in its obvious
tendency to promote cooperation among
school and college teachers,-and all other
.persons intelligently interested in ed--_uca
tion,-fOrthe advancement of well-thatked
and comprehensive reforms.11

THE work undertaken by the Committee
of Ten led:the-NEA to appoint two

- other committees_ to study certain aspects of
the schools: a ,Committee- of Fifteen on
Elementity.Education12 and a Committee of

.TwelVe on Rutal SchOols.13 The Comtnittee-
of Fifteen SubtConimittee on the Training
of Teachers was composed of five superin-
tendentS of public schools representing var-
ious sections of the country. On the basis of

isnot, op. cit., pp.'337-339.
12Report of the Committee of Fifteen on

Elementary Education with the Reports of the
Sub-Committee: On the Training of Teachers;
on the Correlation of Studies in Elementary
Education; On the Organization or City School
System (New York: The. American- Book
Company, 1895).

18Report of the Committee of Twelve on
Rural Schools (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1897).
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information and recommendations received
through a questionnaire and letters, the
Sub - Committee made several Teconimen=
dations- for improving the preparation of
teachers for elementary and secondary
schools.

One of the more 'interesting, perhaps
prophetie_ suggestions is that, .prier to as-
suining full -responsibility as .a practice
teacherithe student __should begin by teach,,
ing for some time a small group-of 'children
so that he could study the individual child --
as he leatns.new ideas:The student could
then -learn to :modify 'his- lesson planS
order to-adapt-- his:SUbject matter and--activ
ties TO' -the- -"ehild's tastes and -aetivities."
Here is an- early version of- %vhat is --n-ow_
known aspic-re-teaching.

The Committee also stressed the inipor=-
tance of the "training" teachers" -for
secondary schools-and for nornial schools,
claiming that secondary school teachers
"give educational tone to communities, as
well as inspiration to the body of teacherS,"
and that those who teach in_northal schools
"need broad scholarship, thorough under-
standing of educational problems, and
trained experience....' -'1i

With its recommendation -for a postgrad-
uate year of training for teachers, die- Com-
mittee- also anticipated our present fifth -
year and internship programs. During that
year, the student would be-employed by the
school in- which he would do his practice
teaching all morning. Afternoons .he- %%told_
attend college elasscs,-- particularly those
with a "professor of pedagogy,"- whdwOuld-
also arrange' occasional meetings with heads
of .departments in which the student was
teaching. Then on Saturday mornings he
would _participate in a two -hour seminar"
conducted by the professor of --pedagogy
and _attended also by the "more ambitious
teachers of experience in the vicinity." The
Committee reported_ that such a prograM
for secondary school teachers was planned
by Brown University and the Providence
High-iScheol for the next year.35-This-co:-
operative arrangement is further evidence
of the importance given at that early date

14Report of the Committee of Fifteen, pp.
34, 35.

15/bid., p. 38.

to a close- liaison between colleges and
schools to develop preservicc and inservice'
training of teachers.

A subcominittee of the Committee of
TwelVe__ also studied- aspects of the supply
of teachers: normal schools, training schools"
in :-high schools and academies, skimmer
training schools, institutes, provisions for
inservice education, teachers' meetings and
associations; reading circles, -libraries, Cur-
rentliterature, the- Ways teachers_ were

--hired, and salaries. The Committee re-
ported_ that perhaps the most -important

_subject assigned to it-was the "training and
preparation of teachers." -But it did not
clarify- the distinction between training-and
preparation.

Two of the Committee's recommendations
have particular -relevance today. First, it
urged normal schobIS to see that their
programs for prospective teachers reflect
more than they- did "the environment and
probable future life, of the children in the
schools... The question of relevance is
especially acute today in programs prepar-
ing teachers'- to- mirk with disadvantaged
schools.1"- Second, it said that corm iunities
must show a "clearer appreciation of the
qualities essential to a -good teacher. It is
too often the case that no distinctiOn is
made between a teacher of superior scholar-
ship, of proved ability in instruction and
discipline, of long experience,, and one far
inferior in all qualities essential to suc-
cess."1

The historic significance of these com-
mittees and their reports at the turn of the
century lies, then, not in specific recom-
mendations for the selection and prepara=
tion of teachers of _English for elementary
and secondary schools, for at that time the
very place of English as a school subject
was in question. 'Despite Eliot's longtime
convictions of its importance and his vigor-
ous support of it in his many addresses,

loSee the chapter on "Teacher Education" in
Richard' Corbin_ and Muriel Crosby, eds.,
Language Prograins for the Disadvantaged,
Report of the NCTE Task Force on Teaching
English to the Disadvantaged (Champaign,-
Illinois: NOTE, 1965).

17Report of the Committee of Twelve on
Rural Schools, pp. 77-78.
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.the report of his own Committee, which a

member- of the Committee- referred- to as
"Dr. Eliot's report," shows that the majori-
tY of the Committee considered _English to
be of secondarY- importance, inferior to
Latin and Greel:._ Not does the significance
lieln any influence -it might have had on
the political ,aspects of hiring or firing
teachers or 'on -ways - of - judging - whether
teachers were qualified. =Apparently- it had
none. The importance lies - instead- in, :its-

-Iongthne,but debatable- influence-upon the.
curricula itt_the schools and in-the Corn-;-
minces exemplifying_ the- great value- of the
genuine_ commitment of the racist _-presti=
gious representatives of- major uniyersities--
and colleges_ to help improve education in
th is cou ntry- bv -Working_ closelY, and over_
a_ long period .of time; with -superintendents,
principals, headmisters teachers; and rep-
resentatives :of_ state and _federal _govern-
ments. We still benefit from this rich
legacy-.

FOR further developments in -the -_grow-
Concern with the -preparation of

teachers of English between the work of
these- committees and`- the = founding of the
NCTE; _we__need to turn to the- writings
of individual teachers. J. F. Genung and the
prolific -Samuel Thurber have already been
mentioned. Texts on the teaching of En=
glish began to appear as:-early as 1887,
Alexander_ Bain's _On Teaching English...
(Longnians). _Percival. Chubb's The Teach-
ing ,of English in the Elementary -and the
Secondar37 School, an influential text, was
first published by Macmillan in '4902 but
went through revisions as late as 1929. At
least -two early texts had comments or sec,
dons also on the preparation of teachers of
English.

B. A. Hinsdale, a Professor of the Art-and
Science of- Teaching _at _the University of
_Michigan, published in 1896 Teaching the
Language-Arts: Speech, Reading, COMPo-
sition (Appleton). Ir discussing-the quali-
fications of the- teacher of -language arts,
he giVes primary importance to "dear per-
ception of the ,-elements of the arts, their
relations -to real knowledge, and skill in
bringing these elements /nto connection-
with young minds." Although he doesn't

seem to explain what he means by "real
kriowledge,"_he apparently means academic
subject matter, _-He was against the spe-
cialization of-teachers -in elementary schools
and-departmental method of teaching.. He
questioned -also- specialization even__ in high
school. where he_ found it -was sometimes
"carried .to a:harmful extent. He predicted,
however, that "the_ time-_will come When a
speeial -teacher_ Of English should be_ em-
ployed."_ig

Of_ far greater importance in this de-
velopnient a- textbook written_ by -three
writers: -who did _'believe in_Ispecialization
in _-Englis_h ;and_ in the _unification -of -the

`subject.: Ther: were George" R. Carpenter
and :Franklin T, Baker, -Professors of En-
glish_ at Columbia, -and. Fred N. Scott, Pro-
fessor-of English at the University of Mich:
igan, _Who wrote The -Teaching of En-
glish ElenientarY and the Secondary
School,- published- in 1903 (Lcingmans). It
was revised _and reissued up to -1927. Scott_
wrote the section- on "The Teacher and

-His Training," He discusses the purposes
of training in the teaching of English, spe-

-cial and lateral qualifications, and some
components of what the _teacher should
knoW and be able toteach,

Scott: belieVed that the main purpose of
special training- "is to_ give the-teacher, not
knoWledge of This subject, but self-knowl-
edge; not knowledge of methods of teach-
ing, but resources to -meet the exigencies
of the classroom. "" -The teacher should -be
able to "speak and write the English lan-
guage with clearness, accuracy, and free-
dom from bookishness" or "schoolmaster's
English." He should_ have extensive knowl-
edge of =both English and- American litera-
ture and the history of these _ literatures.
This is probably- the earliest stipulation
that -an English _teacher should also know
American literature. Scott then offers sug-
gestions on how to read literature and some
guides- on how extensively the teacher
should read. The teacher should know one
foreign language well, ancient or modern,
even those teaching in the elementary
grades. Readers familiar with the ekpen-

18Teaching the Language-Arts, pp. 199 -20b.
19 The Teaching of English, p. 307.
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ences of developing the ETPS Guidelines
will feadily.recall the agonizing over this
issue. -An 0 Scott offers somewhat rbi; same---`
rationale as that -presented- in the Guide-
lines: to help the teacher better understand
the- nature of his mother tongue. He says
also that 'a- knowledge- of Old- English -is
desirable:- He thought that the teacher, how-
eVer, could 'study Old _English on his own
more- easily _than be could- a foteign,,lan-

,

guage.--
Scott -believed that -a teacher's special-

qualifications should include his learning
'Ito* to read and "cOrrect"._compo§itiont
and,z"seholarship:in the' history and: theory
of rhetoric." Aware of the teacher's-possible
ahuse- Of this knOWledge by unloading -"his
erudition on the class," Scott savt that even
if thi§ is so,- "ignorance of one's subject _is
no- safeguard in the classroom."20

He was -Mtich exercised `about teachers'
preparatieri to -teach grammar and their'
silly notion's about language._He tayi that
if it is true that grammar is the worst taught
part of-the-English curridulum,-then it is_So-
because so few teachers "have made special
preparation for teaching grammar." Con-
tinuing- in this modern vein, he says that, to
him, special,preparation-included the teach-
er's becOming_ acquainted- With the best
school textbooks; having a knowledge of the
development of the English language and
Of the Science. of language, and studying
the psychology of speechHe wanted the
teacher to be- rid of "superstitious reverence
for grammatical rules" and gain insight into
the "true nature of usage and idiom." And
what date should we attach to the follow-
ing?

mulas; he Should come to see that the
underlying subject is virtually the -same
as that which underlies composition. and
literature, namely, the expressive and
communicative activities of the English-
speaking race:And he should come to
*see that- In teaching grammar his chief
duty' into awaken the minds of his stu-
dents to the meaning_ of their familiar
Modes of-expression. This knowledge, 'of
itself, if it could be brought home to the
consciousness of the teacher, would- effect
a revolution in the teaching of English
gramittar.21-- _

The year was 1903.
Scott believed that this teacher should

also know something about the "underlying
principles of literary criticism" so that he
can continue to read and study.indcpendent-
ly without being "bewildered by the con-
tradictory opinions of belligerent critics.
Or be overawed by the solemn platitudes
of self=constituted authorities...: He is also
less likely 0 be tainted with the shallow
sentimentalisM which in some schools takes
the place of intelligent appreciation." Final-
ly; he urges him to study comparative
literature even though the- subject was not
yet established. Because he considered the
subject iniporiant, One certain to gain.
stature, he recommends that the "ambi-
tious teacher of literature" would do well
"to follow with some care the progress of
this branch of hiS chosen subject."22

S
COTT'S program in 1903 is much more
than a first step in defining specialized

preparation for a teacher of English. It is a

From the study of the psychology of*
giant stride reaching far Into this century.
i anticipates current recommendations

speech he will learn' through what pro- and closely parallels some, even his support-
cesses the child acquires his native ing rationale: American and comparative
tongue and how the various elements of literatures, how to read literature, studying
this language present themselves to the , a foreign language, a substantial, program in
child-mind at different stages of its de- the English language including the modern
velopment. The total' outcome of this
study should be to give the teacher a

study of it, methods of teaching and

new cone on of the meanin of En-
evaluating writing, and especially his em-

pti g rsphasis of the importance of studying the
Oil grammar and its place in the curricf- 'psychology of speech." His awareness of
ulum. He should cease to regard it as i'''''
study merely of abstract rules and for-

21/bid., p. 317.
20/bid., P. 317. 22/bid., p. 318.
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the problems, his sense of the urgencies:
and realties of. what should be done, his
commitment to the improvement of the
preparation of teachers of English and-the
teaching of English, all,this involvement led
Fred N. Scott to join with James Fleming
Hosic of the Chicago Normal College and
Edwin L. Miller of the Detroit Public
Schools to- found the National Council of
Teachers of English, in 1911.

Scott *as the first president of the Coun-
cil- and served during its first two years,
1912-1913. He established much Of what is
still the pattern of 'the -organizatiOn.F Be-
cause of his prestige as a scholar,- critic,
author, teacher, and his stature in the Mod-
ern Language AssociatiOn, his influence, ac-
cording to James R. Squire, did much to
win for the Council the respect of members
of college and university faculties.

Hosic became Secretary- Treasurer -of the
Council. In-1912, -he established the English
Journal. Even though he owned it, the
Journal became the official organ of the
Council. Its early issues reveal the increased
activities and interests within the Council
in the teaching of English, courses of study
in the schools, the preparation of teachers

'of English, and close cooperation between
the NEA and this fledgling organization
that grew out of- the English section of the
NEA and its protests against the- effects
of college admissions examinations in En-
glish upon high school English courses and
methods of teaching being used to prepare
college-bound students -for these external
examinations. -that time, Hosic was
chairman of .te NEA Committee on Col-
lege-Entrance ExaMinations in English. The
Committee's report appears in the Addresses
and Proceeding: of the NM, 1912, of the
meetings held inChicago, the home of the
infant NCTE:

The growing enthusiasm in. the 1912
meetings of the English section and in the
Council for specialized training in English
was tempered somewhat, however, by the
strictures expressed by Vinci! C. Coulter,
Head of the English Department, State
Normal School, Warrensburg, Missouri,
Who spoke on "Desirable Equipment for
English Work?' He opposed the organiz-
ing of subject-matter departments In Sec-
ondary schools because the advantagei blind

us to what he saw as being serious
va ntages,-

.
one of which was the increasing

"demand for more highly trained teachers."
Ha thought that certain kinds of specializa-
tion would be a distinct gain for secondary
schools. But he objected to the kind of
"higher training" that:

has too often taken the form*of advanced
training in special lines and has given
us- teachers who present their material
from the standpoint of specialists in his-
tory, or science, or literature, rather than
fioni,the standpoint of SpeCialists in the
education -of children. Specialization in
Engliih in Our universities in the form of
the preparation of a "contribution to
knowledge," known as the Master's thesis
or.a Doctor's dissertation, usually has no
relation to the preparation for efficient
teaching in the schools. In fact, this
specialization too frequently results in
lust so -much useless lumber which the
unfortunate possessor mutt get rid of
before effective work can be done. This
inadequacy inthettraining of the teachers
for the schoOrs brings them to their work
unprepared to meet the actual problem
of teaching, and-unable to take active
stepirtoward the building-up of a work.-.._

equipMent of method and material.
The,actual work-of the English teather
in the school -seems to be further re-
moved froM the special work he has
taken inour universities by way of train-
ing than that of any other teacher.23

This issue of relevance is, of course, still
alive. It was raised by Eliot, by the Com-
mittees of Twelve and Fifteen, by Thurber
and Scott, by- the HOsic Committee on the
Reorganization of English in Secondary
Schools, by Walter Barnes, by the NCTE
Curriculum Commistion that published` An
Experience- Curriculum, by Warner Rice
who, while chaittnan of the Department of
English at the University of Michigan, long
argued for Ph.D. programs and dissertations
in English based upon the recognition that
the degree is a professional degree for col-
lege scholar-teachers, and especially byjhe

nAddresser and Proceedings of the 14EA,
(1912), p. 759.
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N-crE Task Force on Teaching English to
the DiSadvainaged. This question of rele-
vance underlies the rationale and specificity
of recommendations in the present Guide-
lines. This concern about the nature of
preparation led the officers of the new
NCTE to appoitft one of its first commit-
tees to find out just what kind of college
preparation teachers of - English-1n -high
schools had had.-_ Its study cif_ the reports
*Submitted- by 450 teachers ivas published in
the English Journal, May 1915::4

THE growing dissatisfaction with the in-
fluenee of colleges upon high school

programs, aking-them_ too restrictive and
irrelevant for many, if not -most, students,
a dissatisfaction which led to the founding
of the NCTE, also led to the appointment
in 1912- or 1913 of -one of the -most im-
portant committees in the development of
secondary education: the National Joint
Committee on the Reorganization of En-
glish in the High Schools. The members
represented the newlf-formed committee of
the NOTE on types of organization of high
school English programs and .the NEA
Committee on _College-Entrance Require-
ments in English. Of special importance to
the Council's :role is -that James Fleming
Rosie, one of the founders of the Council,
its first Secretary - Treasurer, founder of the
English Journal, and later president, -was ap-
pointed chairman of this joint committee.
The Committee's point of view and prog-
ress reports were presented at the NEA
meetings in 1913, 1914, and 1913. According
to the reports of those meetings, the hun-
dreds 'of representative supervisors, princi-
pals and teachers from all over the country- -
people knowledgeable about public schools
and their English programscnthusiastical-

24The Committee received 450 replies to
1500 questionnaires. Of these 450 high school
teachers of English, 90 per cent had a college
degree; SO per cent specialized in college En-
glish, that is. took five or more English courses
in coll6ge; about 50 per cent_ had some spe-
cialized training in the teaching of English.
Those who had had this special ilFaining re-
ported that in general they found it helpful.
Some of them -reported, however. that their
other courses in education were too theoretical.

ly endorsed the'work of the Committee.
Although the COmmittee's Report, often

called the "Hosic Report," is best known
for the recommendations for reorganizing
English programs in public secondary
schools, the Committee also offered com-
ments upon and recommendations for the
preparation- of teachers. It recognized the
ain_ facts the NCTE had reported on they_

--prepaiation of:high_ school teachers of En-
but it - also agreed with that com-

mittees conclusion "that as yet the question
as to what constitutes the -best preparation
for the English teacher has not been widely
or thoroughly considered."

In two statements expressing its point of
view, the Committee focuses attention upon
the importance of the quality of teachers:

II. Finally, the success of English work
is conditioned by certain material and
personal factors, the most important
of which arc the number and size
of clisse44he library and other equip-
ment, and the -preparation of the
teacher..

13. The supreme essential to success in
high - school English is the trained
teacherthe teacher trained by the
study of -his subject, by the study
of educational principles and meth-
ods, and trained by experience. The
novice and the itinerantoften one
and the sameare the chief stum-
bling blocks to progress in English as
in other fields. They must give way
to the professional imbued with the
sympathetic spirit. Such a person will
have rational standards. mature judg-
ment, and definite methods of MM.
SUreillentP;

Most of the report is an early textbook
on methods of teaching English in secon-
dary schools relevant to the Committee's
point of view and program. In discussing
methods, the Qimittee states that the
"chief- problems, materials, methods, all

:mimes Fleming Hosic, Compiler, Reorga-
nization of English in Secondary Schools,
Bulletin No. 2. (Washington, D. C.: U. S.
Office of Education, 1917), p. 28.

261bid., p. 28.
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have immediate implications for attitudes of
teachers and preparation for teiching,"21
and later comments upon the "lamentable
lack of any true pedagogy of English teach-
ing.";,

The Joint Committee did not make the
needed comprehensive study a what con-
stitutes the best preparation for high school
teachers of English. That attempt did not
conic until the 1960s. 811c-it did comment
generally upon the matter and offered two-
samPle programs- of -"what it was talking
about. It opens it special section-on the
preparation of teachers with the following
statement about the nature of the -act -of
teaching of English and the implications _it
saw for the preparation for such teaching:

The difficulty is that mastery of En-
glish does not consist in the learning of
facts and rules nor in mere mechanical
skill. Communication -is an art. . . It is,
indeed, not a task for a mere scholar ac-
customed to haying" bodies of -facts pre-
sented in lecture form from the teacher's

* desk. It requires knowledge, but also:'
skill skill in using that knowledge in the
guidance of others.=

Here the Committee is making somewhat
the same kind of distinction that Coulter
had made in 1912.

The Committee took from the English
journal, May 1916, a description of a pro-
gram planned by the University of South-
ern California, which required the candi-
date to complete four years of college and
a graduate year. It provided extensive stud-
ies in English, foreign languages, history,
public speaking, philosophy, and education,
together with a special course in the teach-
ing of high-school English, which would
meet for three hours a week throughout
the graduate year. At the same time, the,
candidate would be doing his practice
teaching.four periods a week and hive a
course in school management two periods
a week.

The Committee also reported sonic gen-

at Ibid., pp. 47-48.
28/bid., p. 71.
291bid.,p. 147.

eral information about offerings for teach-
eri of English and stipulated what it con -
'sidered to be

-Inasmuch as. almost all the larger col-
leges and'universities or the country have
begun- co offer special .nurses. for the
training of _high school teachers, particu-
larly 'in their summer sessions, it seems
likely that-inthe near future such courses
may become reasonably standardized..

Although th' Committee had acknowledged
earlier it did not. ktt.nv what "constitutes
the best prep:at-kin 'for the teacher-of En-
glish," it proceeded v. do what others have
since done: specify -what it considered in-
-dispensable:

(1) studies in the nature and elements of
the various literary types, in addition to
a bniad reading knowledge of English
and Anieri,:an literattire, (2) sufficient
training-in oral and written composition,
including public speaking, (3) a course
in the application of educational princi-
ples to the teaching of English in high
school, and (4) active practice under di-
rection. ... Preliminary steps have been
taken in certain states to demand specific
professional training of all high school
teachers, and it is certain that it is only
a question of time until this will be a
common practice.30 :

Specialists in English cducatipn today
might not quarrel with what is included in
these recommendations but would question
serious oinissions-4vhen 'compared with the
scope of the ETPS Guidelines, or even with
Scott's calling 'in 1903 for an enlightened
attitude toward language, for substantial
training in the English. language and a

foreign language, preparation in the psy-
chology of speech and in the processes
through which children acquire their native
speech, the ability to write and to teach
and evaluate compositions, the study of
comparative literature and literary criti-
cism, in addition to studies in Engiish and
American literature. Scott's analysts of the

olbid., p. 149.
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kind of preparation needed is both more
penetrating and considerably more forward -
looking than are the generalizations offered
by 1-losic's Committee. But the Joint Com-
mittee did introduce a new feature that has
gotten a great deal of vigorous attention
since the middle of the 1950's: the certifi-
cation of teachers.

The Committee also included, a brief
description of a then recently established
graduate degree at the University of Cali-
fornia that required, in addition to other
features, at least four years of professional
experience and two, full years of graduate
study. At least by 1917, patterns of five-
year and six-year programs of teacher edu-
cation resembling some of those today had
already been established.

In the light of recent developments in
appointing specialists as supervisors of En-
glish in several states, another set of recom-
mendations in the section on the _prepara-
tion of teachers may be of special interest.
The Committee included remarks on the
inservice education of teachers made by
Clarence Kingsley, High School Inspec-
tor, Massachusetts Board of Education, who
advocated the following activities for State
directors of high school English:

1. Visit English teachers in their class-
rooms so as to discuss their individual

2. &infer with groups of teachers regard-
ing common problems.

3. Issue bulletins embodying the results a
successful experimentation, giving id-
erences to useful materials.

4. Revise from time to time State manuals
on the teaching of English.

5. Make whereby State di-
rectors of could, in alternate
years, serve as matructon in institutions
preparing teachers of English. In this
way, they could bring to the prepara-
tion of teachers an intimate knowledge
of the needs of the schools, and during
the years in which they were acting as
field agents they could know what
prelinunuy training the teachers had
received."

p. 150.

AS this 1917 report indicates, the aware-
ness of some possibilities of preservice,

and insen-ice programs was expanding.
Whereas the Committees of Ten, Twelve,
and Fifteen had merely pointed out the
need for better- teacheri in general to im-
plement their. programs, Hosic's Committee
offered a point of view, policies, recom-
mendations, and sample programs. Specifi-
cally for teachers of English. The report
had its greatest impact, however. as the
culmination of the widespread revolt
against twenty or thirty years of restrictive -
high school English programs *geared main-
ly to priming students for college _Admis-
sions examinations. It would he more than
a decade before another sizable group of
English teachers and professors would de-
velop the point of view of the Hosk C.om-
mntee into a full-blown English curricu-
lum, kindergarten to graduate school. -

But during the intervening years, indi-
vidual teachers carried on the revolution by
showing how the philosophy of the Hosic
Committee could be made to work in the
day-to-day classroom teaching. of English,
by pointing out some implications- for the
preparation of teachers, and by anticipating
the next major curriculum development.
One was Walter Barnes. At that time, he
was head of the English Department at
Fairmont State Normal School, Fairmont.
West Virginia. He later became Professor
of English Education at New York Univer-
sity. He was teacher, author, editor. and
lecturer on the teaching of English. Three
of his lectures to teachers of English in
the schools and colleges in Western Penn-
sylvania and West Virginia "Making En-
glish Democratic" (1918), "Democratic
Ideals of Culture and Efficiency: Their
Relation to English" (1919), and "The Pal-
ace of Pedagogy" (1920)were published
together in The New Democracy in the
Teachingof English."

Throughout his lectures, Barnes empha-
sizes the im e of teachers' attending
democrat y in the classroom to the wide
range of students' characteristics, needs, ex-
periences, abilities, interests. This point of
view permeated also the discussions and pa-

" (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company,
1923).
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pees during the Anglo- American Seminar
on the Teaching of English held at Dart-
mouth College in 1966. It is treated in sonic
detail by_ John Dixon and Herbert J. Mut,
let authors of two reports on the confer-
ence, but particularly by _ Muller in his
second chapter. "Democracy in the Class-
room," of his report, The Vies of English.=

= In his lectures, Barnes vigorously -attacks
what:he: considered ta- be -the dull:_ -stultify-
ing,: largely_ irrelevant English programt
attitudes,- and teaching methods visited up-
on democratic -public high schools by Ulf-
toCratkrCollerS and _Universities.- He was,
it -now :seems,: an earlier:- Ben _DeMott
one-man- traveling - Dartmouth -= Conference,
in his-attitudes-cowards Englishl-and the
teaching Of k." Although_ we presumablynre
concerned here with the relevance of
Barnes' ideas on the education of teachers
of English, we first need a taste : of the
DeMottien flavor and attitudes-toward lk-
encore, talk, linguae,: and -Writing. In
talking about the traditional, aristocratic
treatment of literature, Barnes says:

Our favorite blunder is presenting this
literature as fine art, to be studied and
analyzed at specimens of art instead of
as dOcuments of life, romantic or realistic,
to be observed and reflected upon as
fragments of existence.... Are we taking
up a drams of Shakespeare's? Instead of
reading rapidly through the play, follow-
ing the story, and comparing it with life
as the children have observed life,
acquainted wish the characters
watching them act and react upon cir-
cumstances and upon one another. noting
passages of wisdom and eloquence with.11

"John Dixon, Growth Tbrowtb &ebb
(Reading, England: National Association for
the Teaching of English, 1967); Herbert J.
Mullet Tbeiltes of Eoglisb (New York: Holt.
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967).

34Protessor DeMott is chairman of the De-
partmenc of English, Amherst College. He was
a patticipant in the Anglo-American Seminar
on the Teaching of Enghsh bel4 ; Dartmouth.
For his inveighing against what he called the
traditional 'L Hist." and "Lit Crit." point of
view toward the nature of literature and the
teaching of it, see his article. "Reading, Writ-
ing.

(S r
Reality. U :nreality. . ." Educathool Rec-

ord, umme 1967) 197205.

which the pages of Shakespeare are so
generously strewn; instead of treating the
play as a cross-section of human ex-
istence, we must study the sources of the
plot and conjecture why the author
modified them, we must lea' rn the archi-
tectf the play, the exposition, rising

and so forth . . all matters of
interest to the technician, to the student
of the art of stagecraft, to the dwellers
of the Palace jof Pedagogy on the Hill],
but ,of no concern to the inhabitants of
the plains."

Instead, teachers should see that 1-ittrature
is alive as kmg as it has life, and it has life
as long as it influences life," and that "A
bit of literature can have no effect upon a
child if it makes no appeal to him. if it
fails to come home to his heart and bosom.""
Quite in keeping with the recommenda-
tions growing out of the.Dartmotkh Con-
ference, Barnes in- 1918-1920 emphasizes
throughout his = lectures the importance
of talk, the use =of English in everyday
life, 'idiomatic speech, the merits of ef-
fective, vigorous slang,- relating writing to
students personal experiences, the "para-
mount importance of oral exprrsion."

This is the spirit. the attitude he wanted
colleges to help foster in students prepar-
ing to teach English. He did not presume
to know, however, what English should be
taught in colleges and universities. But he
believed that some of it should be. related
to the subject-matter and methods of teach-
ing. English in high schools, -that future
teachers should study modern literature, in-
cluding fiction and poetry.- modern news-
papers and magazines, and oral expression
in its various forms. It is not the p. yam
he asked for in college English depart cots
but the freshness of outlook, the commit-
ment to the acceptance of children as they
are, the importance of making all aspects
of English relevant to and meaningful in
the lives of studentsall these Talkies now
so urgently in demand among teachers to-
day are what recommend Barnes contribu-
tions to the attention of those interested in

siTbe New Democracy in the* Teaching of
English pp. 29-30

Whit, pp. 6,17.

.
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preparing students to move into the plains.
suburbs, or ghettos to teach English. Barnes
also turns up in later developments.

THE stirrings symbolized and accelerated
by the 1917 Report on the Reorganiu-

:ion of English .v.d Secondary Schools and
by indit iduals= soch as Walter Barnes
created considerable activity among En-
glish teachers interested in developinf cur-
ricular materials sad among leaden in the
NCTE. Alone teachers and administrators
engaged in timvloping materials through-
out the 1920'si wrote to the NCTE head-
quarters to request copies of the Council's
curricular material's. It had none. As viewed
by the Council's leaders, the circumstances
seemed to be these:

The Reorganization Report was of course
recommended, but since 1917 the social
situation upon which the curriculum
should be based had changed materially;
the character of the school population,
especially in the high schonl, had
changed; the junior high school had
grown from an experiment into an ac-
cepted institution; educational thinking
and general practice had made material
advances; more detailed outlines had
come into fashion; new materials were
available for literature courses; and, most
important of all, the Reorganization Re-
port covered only Grades 7-12 whereas
any thoroughly effective training in En-
glish must be planned from the kinder-
garten up ?7

In recognition of these circtmstances, the
NCTE Executive Committee approved in
November 1929, President Ruth Mary
Weeks' proposal that a Curriculum Com-
mission be appointed to create an English
curriculum to be recommended for use
from kindergarten through gr.atieste school.
There were two especially significant fea-
tures of the sponsorship of this ambitious
project and of the membership of the Com-
mission. First, President Weeks obtained
the support of the- following educational

saw Wilbur Hatfield, An Experience Cur-
riculum is English, A Report of the Curriculum
Commission of the NCTE (New York: D.
Appleton-Century Company, 1935), p. ix.

organizations; each was represented on the
Commission: National Education Associa-
tion. American Associathin of Teachers
Colleges, Na- 'onal Association of Teachers
of Speech, Lational Association of Jour-
nalism Advisers, North Central AssOciation
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, South-

--ern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools. Second, the membership the
ComMission- represented the full range of
our educational system and all parts of the
country.-W.- Wilbur Hatfield of the Ci-
cago Normal Cllege, who had succeeded
Hosie as Secretary-Treasurer of-the NCTE
in 1919 and served in

to
capacity_ until

195.3, was appointed to the chairmanship
_of the Steering Committee. Throughout the
-membership of the fifteen committees more
than 100 representatives of schools. colleges.
and universities worked closely together,
thus following in the-pattern established by
the Committee of Ten in 1892. Of special
interest in this account of the English
teachers' growing awareness of the impor-
tance of the individual student and his
experiences as a major basis for an English
currsculinn is that U'alter. Barnes, then of
New York University, was a member of
the Steering Committee and co-chairman
with Hatfield of the Secondary Level
Committee on Literature.'

The publication of An Experience Cur-
riculum in- 1935 represents in a senseal-
most two decades latera fulfillment of the
promise and directives in the Reorpniza-
tion Report of 1917: a pattern curriculum
for English. Grades K through graduate
school, based upon the principle that "Ex-
perience is the best of all schools" and that
school and college curriculums should con-
sist of experiences, that is, "well-selected
experiences. "' The rationale and patterns il-
lustrate how all strands and materials of an
English program can be designed to ac-
commodate the wide range of individual
differences smog students, to capitalize
upon experiences in and out of school, and
to foster each child's creativity. At a time
when apparentle an increasing number of
American teachers of English arc now
showing interest in what may seem to
many to be points of view and methods of

seibid., pp. ix-xvi passim
p. 3.
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teaching Erig lish newly fashioned by British
teachers of English as reported In the Dart-
month Conference. they should also turn
back fifty years to see that in such docu-
ments as the 1917 Report on the Reor-
ganization of English. the lectures by
Barnes, and particularly An Experience
Curriculum much that may now seem quite
revolutionary coming out, of Dartmouth
had been put before us long ago.

BUT
somehow many of us, especially the

opinion-makers among us, seemed to
have lost or discredited This sense of
donuntil this current convereence Of
exciting. sensible ideas imported 'f-tom the
British largely through the Dartmouth
Conference and of our own sudden. jolting
realization that much of what we have
been doing in our English classes simply is
no longer relevant for today's youth. Per-
haps we lost the impact of An Experience
Curriculum because it ant all elkwere
soon overshadowed by the dreadful sub-
stance of World War II. The discrediting
followed in the early 1950s, especially as
represented by Bes-tor, Lynd, and the Coun-
cil on Basic tducation.4"Bestor's title, Edu-
cational Wastelands, The Retreat from
Learning in Our Public Schools, clearly
annunces his judgment. He equates_ an
experiential curriculum with anti-intellec-
tualism and a lack of faith in intcllecnial
endeavor and progressive_ education, as he
understands it, with regressive education,
and "Life-Adjustment Training" becomes
"A Parody of Education." He then pre-
sents his own program for the "Reorgani-
zation of Teacher Training" in which he
recommends practically abolishing work in
professional education with the exception of
supervised teaching. However, he also
chides academic departments for not taking
a more active part in preparing teachers.
Lynd also tries to annihilate "Education-

40Arthur E. Bestor, Educational Wastelands,
The Retreat from Learning in Our Public
Schools (Urbana The University of Illinois
Press, 1953).

Albert Lynd, Quackery in the Public Schools
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1953).

James R. Koerner, ed., The Case for Basic
Education (Boston: Little, Brown and Com-
par7, 1961).
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ists" and "Educationism" for their role in
perpetuating qtiackery in public schools.
Today. however, some academicians, par -
ticularl those who narticipated in the
Dartmouth Omference. applaud and pop-
ularize the recent rediscovery oc the im-
portance of students' experiences. no-gina-
tion, creativity, and the efforts to make
English relevantright no. They seem to
think of this present form of an experi-
ence curricalum, however, -_ not as a return
to concepts of- progressive education but
rather as a "humanitarian" education:"

Bur- perhaps another factor may also have
contributed to the loss of the significance
and momentum the experienced curricu-
lum symbolized: an unfortunate -weakness
in what should have been one of the re-
port's most important sections but one thit
apparently W2S and still is overlooked=
"Teacher Education in English:" buried in
Appendix C, last in the book.

If the Commission had hoped to prepare
and inspire succeeding generations of r n-
glish teachers to understand, try out, a-
ate, and improve a curriculum based upon
selected experiences, then surely it could
have given teacher education a much more
prominent role in the future of the curric-
ulum. Maybe, too, it should have applied
more fully the pattern strands. Although
strands of students' experiences are explicit-
ly developed and illustrated from kindergar-
ten on into college, they arc sirtually ig-
nored in the program of teacher education
offered in the modest section at the close of
the volume.

The Committee on Teacher Training
introduces its program by properly stress-
ing the importance of some criteria for
the careful selection of students preparing

4t For an analysis of these differences see
James E. Miller, Jr., "Literature in the Re-
vitalized Curriculum," The English Curriculum
in the Secondary School, The Bulletin of the
National Association of Secondary School
Principals, Number 3113, April 1967. Professor
Miller was a participant in the Dartmouth Con-
ference. In reviewing four stages of the de-
velopment of the curriculum, he says, in part:
"We are now, inmy view, on the threshold of
the fourth stage, which I call the Humanitarian.

. . (It) is mid will continue to be radically
different (rem the Progressive stage before it"
(p. 26).
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to become teachers of English. And it also
emphasizes the importance of an experience
curriculum within the program of teacher
education, but for the candidate: he should
have such experiences as "travel, field work,
case studies, research, journalistic and liter-
ar publications, dramatics, pageantry,
dance drama, puppetry," and culminating,
of course, in practice teaching or intern-
ship:v.:

Then the Committee presents somewhat
detailed descriptions of realistic programs
for -the preparation of teachers for ele-
mentary schools. for those preparing- to
teach English in junior and senior high
schools, and for- those intending to use
English as a teaching minor or supporting
subjec , all extending for at least four
years and some for five. Each is designed
to help the candidate improve his ability
to speak, write, read, and to read aloud
and interpret effectively literary selections;
increase his knowledge of a wk..; range of
literature; including literature for children
or adolescents, contemporary literature,
myths, legends, sacred writings, world lit-
erature, as well as English and American,
literary criticism, and of objectivc studies
of students' reading development that will
help the teacher select and teach literature
and stimulate the individual's reading in-
terests accordingly; and acquire the ability
to teach a variety of reading skills. In
addition, those interested in teaching in
secondary schools should have courses in
advanced composition, including creative
writing, history of the English language,
including current usage problems and an
interpretation of Leonard's Current English
Usage,43 and present day grammar. The
professional preparation should be built
around supervised teaching but also include
methods of remedial teaching and a course
in special materials and methods of teach-
ing various components of English.

The practical programs outlined in this
volume closely resemble those in use today,
perhaps are superior to wine. They
quite in keeping with recommendatons
in the ETPS Guidelines. Good as they are,

42An Experience Curriculum, pp. 312-315,
passim.

43Sterling Andru; Leonard, Current English
Usage (Chicago: NCTE, I932i.

however, they also reveal a major weak-
ness, at least as described in the report.
Their product still might not be prepared
to implement in his teaching and associa-
tions with children the principles and pro-
cedures essential to a curriculum based
upon students' experiences. The only kinds
of experiences even mentioned throughout
this section on teacher education are those
of the candidate himself. There is no ex-
plicit directive to college faculties about
the importance of their accepting the cen-
trality of students' experiences as a major
factor in their learning. Nothiiig is said
about the impottance of the candidates
knowing about _An Experience Curricultim
and-about his learning how to identify and
capitalize upon students' experiences during
his experiences in working with case studies
and in. observations, field work, supervised
teaching, and, later, inservice et'ocation.

Apparently the Committee en Teacher
Training and, presumably, the entire Com-
mission had merely, assumed that the merits
of the experiential curriculum were suffi-
ciently self-evident that college faculties,
future teachers, and supervisors of directed
teaching would, of course, automatically
mine the gold therein. Perhaps too few did.
Perhaps too notch had been assumed. And
perhaps also herein lies a warning to the
organizations sponsoring the present Guide-
lines not to assume that now they are
readily available to everyone the values
of the suggestions are self-evident enough
to recommend themselves immediately to
institutions preparing teachers of English,
to state certifying agencies, and to districts
offering programs of inservice education.

TN the decade following the publication
1. of An Experience Curriculum, many in-
dividuals published reports of studies of
varying scope. The most ambitious were
those conducted by Dora V. Smith of the
University of Minnesota and President of
the NCTE in 1936-37. Throughout much
of the 1930s she was engaged in significant
research into the teaching of English in
public elementary and secondary schools.
She reported her findings and evaluations
in three volumes." From these investiga-

44/nstruction in English, Monograph No. 20
of the National Survey of Secondary Education,
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tions, especially from her visits to numerous
classrooms and her inquiries into programs
of teacher education, she extracted implica-
tions for the preparation of teachers of
English. These she reported in two articles.
In the first, "The Academic Training of
High-School Teachers of English,"45 she
recommends 'that the future teacher have
strong preparation in liberal. arts: history,
"as wide range of natural science as pos-
sible," appreciation of music and art, and
an understanding of basic questions in social
sciences and geography.- More closely re-
lated to his teaching field is training in
speech, oral interpretation of litetature, in
the use of major reference sources in li-
braries and classification of books, and other
materials, journalism, and dramatic -arts.
She recommends within the English major
studies in the "major contributions of En-
glish, American, and in certain instances,
world literature, taught sometimes by types,
sometimes by theme, and sometimes by
chronology," contemporary literature, in-
formative prose, literature for adolescents,
and the historical development of the En-
glish language, showing the "inevitability
of linguistic change." She pleads for a sense
of reality throughout this program and for
a five-year program, of teacher education.

The following lengthy quotation taken
front' ProfessofSmith's report on the "Im-
plications of the New York Regents' In-
quiry for the Teaching of English" is- pre-
sented here because in it she points out the
relationships between the needs of teach-
ers of English as she saw them in her visits
to their classes and in talking with them and
the preparation then offered by colleges and
universities in New. York State. This ques-
tion of relevance was also a part of the

Bulletin No. 17, 1932 (Washington, D. C.: Gov-
ernment Printing Office). New York Regents'
Inquiry into the Character and Cost of Public
Education, Evaluating Instruction in English in
the Elementary Schools, by Dora V. Smith
(National Conference on Research in English;
Research Bulletin No. 8, 1941). New York Re-
gents' Inquiry into the Character and Cost of
Public Education, Evaluating Instruction in
Secondary School English, by Dora V. Smith
(English Monograph No. 11, National Council
of Teachers of English, 1941):

4sHarvard Educational Review, (March
1938).

inquiry made some twenty years later by
the NCTE Committee on National Interest
in preparing its report, The National In-
terest and the Teaching of English.46 The
same questions will inevitably arise in ap-
plying the Guidelines to programs through-
out the country.

cite New York State Syllabus in En-
glish] presupposes training on the part
of English teachers in written composi-
tion, oral expression, and usage, includ-
ing trends in the historical development
of- the English language. In reading, it
requires a general knowledge of English
and American literature, with emphasis
upon type rather than chronology, and
upon recent centuries rather than pre -
Shakespearean periods. It assumes 'On the
part ecsr CA:achers a wide reading of all
types of literature, including biography
and informative prose of recent decades.
In addition, it requires acquaintance with
the best books available for adolescents,
knowledge of current magazines and
newspapers, and understanding of li-
brary techniques and reference sources
useful at the high school level.

Comparison of these needs with the
teaching-training programs in eleven col-
leges and universities training 65 per cent
of the English teachers in the high
schools visited reveals an urgent need
for reconsideration of the whole prob-
lem of teacher-training in terms of the
requirements of the secondary school.
Only two of the eleven institutions re-
quire a course in speech of prospective
teachers of English. Cornell University
offers a course in oral expression for
teachers, recognizing the importance of
voice control, tone quality, and articu-
lation for those who would guide pu-
pils in the classroom, and taking into
account the social aspects of speech em-
phasized in An Experience Curriculum.
Courses in the history of the English
language are offered in eight out of
eleven institutions but are required in
only one. Whether these deal with the
inevitability of linguistic change and ac-
ceptable standards in current usage it is

46 (Champaign: NCTE, 1961).
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impossible' to tell. The largest portion
of the English major requirements for
degrees in New York State is devoted
to literature. The emphasis is upon
chronology rather than upon type, and
The content is English and traditional
to the exclusion of the American and
the contemporary. Fewer than one -third
of the institutions- require a course in
American literature of prospective teach-
ers of high school English. Two offer
no course in the American field. Five,
however, present certain courses in lit-
erary types- which undoubtedly include
both English and American- material.
No, institution requires work in con-
temporary literature, and only one a
course in adolescent literature and li-
brary reference for high schools. The
seriousness of the problem may be il-
lustrated by the fact that one college
which trains approximately one-half of
the English teachers in the schools vis-
ited in a great city system requires a
twenty-four credit major in English,
nine of which must be in Anglo-Saxon
and Middle English, and, none at all in
speech,, contemporary literature, Ameri-
can literature, or books for adolescents.
Is it any wonder that studies of the.
voluntary reading of high school pupils
bring discouraging results? In contrast
to this is the program being developed
at the University of Syracuse, which
patterns its courses rather directly upon
the needs of the high school teacher in
the state and the nature of the cultural
influence it is desirable that he or she
exert in the community. [This program
was designed by Professor Helene Hart-
ley. Her ideas on the preparation of
teachers of English will be discussed
later.]

In this connection I am concerned, as
a member of a teacher-training staff,
with the fact that much of the poorest,
most old-fashioned teaching in the New
York schools is being done by the
graduate but one or two years removed
from the training college, where he has
in many instances been taught better
modes of procedure. The conditions sur-
rounding teaching in the large cities are
being studied by local 'and, national

groups. Those surrounding the young,
inexperienced teacher almost totally with-
out supervision in the field May well
challenge the attention of organizations
like ours I NCTE].47

In her report, Evaluating Instruction in
Secondary School English (1941), Professor
Smith mentions some other inadequacies
among teachers she thought should be
brought to the attention of institutions pre-
paring_ teachers._ Because she found that
many of them were unaware of the results
of research related to the very teaching
problems they were encountering, she states
that "It is imperative, if mere personal
argument is to be superseded by a scientific
approach to the problems of curriculum
making and instruction in English, that
teachers be acquainted 'during their preser-
vice training with the major findings of
research in their own field. "4s She also found
only one out of ten of all the English
teachers she worked with in this study
had read An Experiewe Curriculum, an
official publication of -the NCTE which
she claimed had done more than any
other single volume to stimulate thought
concerning practices in teaching English
throughout the country."49

PROFESSOR Smith's comments about
college English requirements in the 1930s

might be compared to results obtained in
1960 from 454 institutions by the NCTE
Committee on National Interest in its study
of programs for preparing teachers of En-
glish in secondary schools. Some encourag-
ing changes in college requirements had
occurred during the twenty-two years but
not as much as might be hoped for. The
Committee found that 86.8 per cent of the
institutions required a survey of English
literature; 83.7 per cent required a survey
of American literature, 'a substantial in-
crease over what Miss Smith had found in
New York State; 37 per cent, a survey of

4TEnglisli Journal, 28 (March 1939) 188. This
article is also included in Dora V. Smith, Se-
lected Essays (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1964), pp. 317-336.

48Evaluating Instruction in Secondar9 School
English, op. cit., p. 257.

4s/bid., p. 216.
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world literature. Although the number is
still low, the 21.1 per cent requiring courses
in contemporary literature, 29.1 per cent,
a course in literary criticism, 38.8 per
cent courses in literary types, and 15.9
per cent, courses in literature for adoles-
cents, 41 per cent, a course in advanced
composition, and 17.4 per cent, a course.
in modern,English grammar'55--all these per-
centages represent some gains in require-
ments for future teachers over those of the
1930s. Yet the Committee found that much
work has to be done to give more reality
to programs for preparing teachers of En-
glish. Echoing Miss Smith's remarks of two
decades earlier, the Committee states that

The most notable deficiencies [in the
preparation to teach literature] are in the
areas of world literature and contempo-
nary literature and in the apparent in-
difference of colleges to educating teach-
erkin methods of literary criticism. The
overwhelming majority of colleges do
not require a course in literature for
adolescents. Although students may elect
work of these kinds in most institution;
the absence of any widely held require-
ments suggests that existing programs in
teacher education tend to neglect prep-
aration in these areas.52

The chances for more accelerated im-
provements in the near futute, however,
should be somewhat better. The ETPS
Guidelines not only exist, but they also
represent a consensus of a wide cross-
section of the profession. The Specific rec-
ommendations related to what goes into
courses offer a means of looking behind
course numbers and titles to see just how
relevant the concepts, content, and proce-
dures are for future teachers. Furthermore,
the Guidelines are endorsed by MLA,
NCTE and by the representatives of both
organizations who may be in the most stra-
tegic position of all to put the. Guidelines
to work in English courses, the departmental
chairmen who are members of the Associa-
tion of Departments of English. And now a

50Tlie National lmerest and the Teaching of
English, pp. 60, 81, 82, 84 passim.

51Ibid., p. 86.

new group of participants has been in-
troduced: the National Association of State
Directors of Teacher Education and Certi-
fication. It could be that English depart-
ments preparing teachers may have some
difficulties in overlooking the Guidelines
from now on.

But whether these marshalled forces
equipped with shining new Guidelines will
actually bring about recommended changes
that will surface =in future' surveys and
thereby show that colleges and universities
have taken seriously the realities of prepar-
ing teachers of English may, depend in
part upon the whole enterprise's finding
answers. to questions posed by Dora V.,
Smith thirty years ago. How do the require-
ments and options in preservice programs
relate to the realities of teaching English in
the varieties of schools and communities?
How are changes brought about in pro-
grams that are largely irrelevant to the
kinds of teaching called for in the
schools?52 What can be done to acquaint
teachers with the results of .respectable
research in their own fields and then help
them -use the results in their teaching?
How can we stimulate teachers to continue
to read the professional literature in their
field? How can institutions and school
districts help teachers keep from returning
to outmoded concepts, materials, and
methods of teaching soon after they have
completed their preservice preparation?55

52111 1967, Professor Harold B. Allen, Univer-
sity of Minnesota, provided the profession with
an outstanding example of how such changes
might be brought about. He planned and con-
ducted a series of meetings for representatives
of all the colleges and universities in Minnesota
engaged M preparing teachers of English to ac-
quaint them with the Guidelines and their use
in these institutions.

aaThis observation made by Dora V. Smith
was later investigated by Professor Alice Sco-
field of San Jose State College. Through her
study of the teaching methods used by about
one hundred teachers of English who were
completing their first five years of teaching,
Mrs. Scofield found that many of these teach-
ers tended to use methods generally disap-
proved of by specialists in English Education.
For more information on this study see Alice
Fulmor Gill Scofield, The Relationship 'Be-
tween Some Methods of Teaching Language
Arts as Advocated in Methods Courses and as
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THE research and extensive writing ac-
complished by Professor Smith during

the 1930s and early 1940s actually con-
stitute a benchmark in the development
of programs for the education of teachers
of English. These notable achievements,
her many other contributions to the pro-
fession, and her admirable personal qual-
ities indicate very clearly why the Execu-
tive Committee of, the NCTE unanimously
chose her to be the Director of a new,
Commission on the English Curriculum
established in 1945. ;-

Thus began the most ambitious curric-
ulum project yet undertaken by the Omut-
a The representation among, the
one members of the Commission and
175 members of its committees followed
the pattern established in 1892 by Ekes
Committee of Ten and the ninety members
of, its nine Conferences: the full range of
our educational system, including one cal-
lege president, and all parts of the country.
According to the Director, "In addition,
more than three hundred and fifty school
systems in the course of the study borrowed
and tried out materials' and contributed
examples from their own `system."54 The
Executive Committee asked the Commission
"to examine the place of the language arts
in life today, to examine the needs and
methods of learning for children and youth,
and to prepare a series of volumes on the
English curriculum based on sound dem-
ocratic principles and the most adequate
research concerning how powers in the
language arts can best be developed."55 To

11 this charge, the Commission published
five volumes known as the Curriculum
Series: The English Language Arts (1952),
The Language Arts for Today's Children
(1954), The English Language Arts in-the
Secondary School (1956), The Education
of Teachers of English for American
Schools and Colleges (1963), and The Col-
lege Teaching of Englisb.54 Of direct con-

Practiced in the Classroom. Unpublished EdD.
Dissertation (Palo Alto; Sanford School of
Education, 1955).

54The Commission on the English Curricu-
lum, The English Language Arts (New York
Aston- Century - Crofts, Inc., 1952), p. viii.

Ibid., p. vu.
"All were published for the Council by Ap-

pleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York.

tern to this repoit is Volume V, The
Education of Teachers of English for
American Schools and Colleges, which will
be discussed later.

A statement that does fit here chronolog-
ically, though, was written by a member
of the curriculum Commission, Chairman
of its Comniittee on Reading and Liter-
ature,- and President of the Council in
1945-46, the late Professor Helene W. Hart-
rhyainolfuntracuse University. Under the

chairmanship of Max J. Herzberg, member
of- Executive Committee and a --Past
President of the Council, a committee- of
liaders in the NOTE contributed' 'papers
on The Emerging Curriculum in English
in the Secondary .School, which constitute
the entire issue of The Bulletin of, the
National Association of Secondary-School
Principals; February 1946. Min Hartley's
paper is on "The Preparation and Selection
of Teachers of -English," in which she
discusses aspects of academic preparation
and related personal attributes.

She bases the criteria for selecting future
teachers of English and for planning an
appropriste program upon what a teach-
er of English is expected to do in the
"emerging high school." It will be recalled
that in her *report on the Regents' In-
quiry Dora V. Smith commended Pro-
fessor Hartley's program at Syracuse for

closely related to the realities of
talc English in public schools. Pro-
fessor Hartley states that the kind of En-
glish major offered a candidate is more im-
portant than the fact that he has a major.
She, too, criticizes majors that consist al-
most entirely of courses in literature. Liter-
ature there must be, of course. She rec-
ommends including studies of "carefully
chosen masterpieces of the great liter-
atures of the world ." as well as English,
American, and contemporary. To help the
future teacher guide students' reading of
literature he should have read widely and
continue to read, should be able to read
aloud effectively, and should be able to
teach reading skills.

Among the essentials of his preparation
as a teacher of speaking and writing, he
should of course be able to speak and write
effectively and should be prepared to give
much more attention to oral communication
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, in his classes then is generally the case in
English classes. Aka his experiences and
preparation in writing should include the
more creative as well as expository modes
and should help him develop- a genuine
interest in fostering individual pupil's crea-
tiveness. Her emphasis upon the importance
of oral communication and creative writing
is _i- keeping with a plea that began at

- least as long ago as President Eliot, and
that has been greatly strengthened by- rec-
ommendations from Hosic's Joint Com-
mittee, Barnes, contributors to An Ex-'
perience Curriculum, and the Dartmouth
reports. She also describes in some detail
the kind of preparation the teacher should
have in the nature of lanpage, the history
and structure of the English language, and
modern concepts of usage and semantics.
Although interest in the importance of
semantics seemed to have declined for a
number of years, it is again on the rise.
The re-awakening of awareness of the im-
portance of semantics in the English cur-
riculum was evident also at Dartmouth.
Muller begins his own statement of what
he believes might be the basis of a language
program in secondary schools with this
sentence: "The students should acquire
some understanding of the nature of de-
notations and connotations of words."57

Professor Hartley was also in keeping
with past and present emphasis upon ex-
perience. She stresses the importance of the

Englishexperiences surrounding the lish teacher
and pupils studying a subject "closely bound
to the experience of living for its inter-

yretation and significance." She had been a
member of the Commission that wrote
An Experience Curriculum. And through-
out the rest of her distinguished career, per-
haps culminating in her rich contributions
to Volume V of the Curriculum Series,
The Education of Teachers of English
(1963), she continued to strive for improved
preparation of teachers of English.

ONE stud' of the preparation of teachers
of English near the close of the 1940s

apparently. introduced some new features
into such inquiries. In 1946-47, a subcom-
mittee of the Committee to Study English
Curricula in the California Educational

57 Tbe Uses of English, p. 72.

System surveyed programs offered by fif-
teen of the eighteen Institutions then ac-
credited to prepare teachers of English foi
secondary schools.

The Committee inquired about the usual
components of programs: general educa-
tion, teaching major and minor, and pro-
fessional education. But througfi. its ques-
tionnaire supplemented by interviews with
faculty and students on .eleven of the
campuses, it Ilso looked into the question
of balance in the preparation in compo-
sition, v.:unmet, literature, ipeech, drama-
tics, journalism; the proportion of the prep-
:station in general education, major and
minor, and professional education; the ef-
fectiveness of cooperation between the
faculty in English and those in Education;
the educational training and teaching ex-
periences of faculty .preparing teachers,
particularly those teaching methods courses
and supervising directed teaching; and
whether prospective teachers were getting
any experience in working with homo-
geneous and heterogeneous classes and with
small groups within classes, in considering
the advantages and disadvantages of various
kinds of grouping, and in selecting, Orga-
nizing, and presenting materials' and activi-
ties appropriately to accommodate abilities
and needs of individual pupils.

The committee found that, contrary to
common criticisms of the supposed exces-
sive imbalance of preparation in favor of
professional edunation, about 30 to 40 per
cent was devoted to general education,
about the same percentage to the teaching
major and minor. and related subjects, about
13 to 15 per cent to professional education,
and the rest to electives. In short, ap-
proximately 85 per cent of these five -year
programs was devoted to general education
and the academic major and minor and
related subjects.

In its report, the committee offered rec-
ommendations on arrangements for and
supervision of directed observations fol-
lowed by directed teaching, aspects of
courses in methods of teaching English in
secondary schools, on how the departments
of English and Education can strengthen
their contributions to the education of
teachers, and proposed some questionsper-
haps they would be called guidelines today
that might be used as a means of a de-
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partment's evaluating aspects of its pro-
gram." AB of these matters and many others
were taken up in considerable detail in
Volume V of the NCTE Curriculum
Series.

Charles Willard and John D. Mies made
a different kind of informative study in
Illinois of teachers of English and_., their
recommendations for improving programs
of teacher education." The teachers recom-
mended such courses as practical instruc-
tion in methods of teaching English in
'secondary schools, including the teaching
of= reading; Supervised teaching; modern
English grammar and -usage; advanced com-
position; contemporary literature; literature
for adolescents; and foundations of psychol-
ogy. These recommendations and those
emerging from Shirley M. Carriar's study
of problems encountered by beginning
teachers" reinforce the contributions that
can be made by a program of teacher
education designed somewhat- in recogni-
tion of the realities of teaching English
in public schools.

VROM that period on, many individual
I. statements and proposals and reports
prepared by groups appeared and continue
to do so. Valuable references to the wealth
of publications are the bibliqraphies pre-
pared annually by the NCTE Committee
on the Preparation and Certification of
Teachers of English. Professor Autrey Nell
Wiley is chairman and editor of the orig-
inal bibliography and the annual supple-
ments published in College English :It The

"Alfred H. Grommon, "The Training of
Teachers of English for the Secondary Schools
of California," The Educational Forum, 12
(November 1947) 87-102.

59"A Study of the Present Teichers of En-
glish in Illinois and Their Recommeiidations
for an Improved Program," Illinois Bulletin,
41 (May 1954) 8.

wolnnrstetiotsal Problems of Beginning En-
glhb Teachers in Colorado, I956-57, Unpub-
lished Doctor's Field Study, (Greeley, Colo-
redo: Colorado State College, 1958).

"Autrey Nell Wiley, ed., The Preparation
and Cerdfcation of Teachers of English, A Bib-
llollraPhY (1950-1956). (Champaign, Illinois:
National Council of Teachers ofEnglish).

"The Preparation and Certification
of Teachers of English: 1958 Supplement to A

preparation of this bibliography is a great
service to the profession. Regrettably, it
has not been possible to review and in-
corporate in this brief account many of
the references in these bibliographies.

The activities of this Committee involved
its members deeply with an aspect, of
preparing teachers that so far had received
only passing attention: the standards of
certification. -It had been mentioned in the
Hosic report in 1917. But it did not get
the vigorous attention it deserved until the
middle of the 1950s. One early indication
of an awareness of its importance and of
problems- created by 'the wide variations
in standards from -the meaningless to the
respectable can be found in the report,
"The English Language in American Edu-
cation," written by Thomas Clark Pollock
for a special committee of the Modern
Language ASSOChtiAiS Commission on
Trends in Education. It was first published
in 1945 and later appeared in PLMA, Feb-
ruary 1951. Speaking for the special com-
mittee about the inadequacy of some states'
certification requirements in the Pol-
lock reports that:

Some states require only six semester-
hours in college English, some require
as many as thirty semester-hours; some
require of the prospective English teach-
er no college hours or courses in English
at all. In general, the requirements are
inadequate in at least three ways. First,
they do not provide adequate qualitative
standards of selection. . . . Second, the
quantitative standards they set up are
usually inadequate. The average require-
ment is much below the minimum for a
college major in English. Third, they
usually make no distinction between the
various kinds of college courses in En-
glish.

We therefore recommend that certifi-
cation requirements for teachers of En-
glish include provision for a quality of
work high enough to indicate probable
mastery of the subject matter studied;
quantitative standards, in terms of se-

Bibliography (1950 - 1956)," College English, 21
(April 1960) pp. 379-383. A supplementary bib-
liography has been published in College English
each year since.
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mester-hours or some other index of ex-
posure to learning, high enough to indi-
cate that the prospective teacher has had
a fair opportunity to master the subject;
and analytical standards which will re-
quire, not only that the prospective
teacher has had work in a college de-

nt of English, but also that he has
had the type of study which we have
indicated as necessary for a properly
qualified teacher of the English language.
Whenever possible an examination which
tests ability and mastery rather than the
amount of time previously spent in learn-
ing should be substituted for formal
course requirements."

In the middle of the 1950s, Donald R.
Tuttle, then Professor of English at Fenn
College in Cleveland and now Chief of the
E.nglish Section in the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation; Eugene E. Slaughter, Chairman of
the Department of English, Southeastern
State College, Durand, Oklahoma, and pre-
viously Director of Language Institutes
Branch, U.S. Office of Education; and John
fk Fisher, then Professor of English, Indiana
University, and now Executive Secretary
of MLA, became disturbed over these
variations in standards for the certification
of teachers of English. Professor Tuttle
worked tirelessly throughout the State of
Ohio to win support for his campaign to
persuade the state officials to increase cer-
tification requirements for teachers of En-
glish. Coupled with this problem was and,
to some extent, still is the undesirable ad-
ministrative practice of assigning English
classes to teachers unprepared to teach
English." Fisher and Slaughter made ex-

"George Winchester Stone, Jr., ed., Issues,
Problem, E Approaches in the Teaching of
Engllsb (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Win-
ston, Inc., 1961), pp. 156-157.

"Donald R. Tuttle, "A Professional Teacher
of English for Every American Student," Col-
lege English, 19 (November 1958) 87-91. Ad-
ditional studies of the assignment of teachers
of English classes can be found in The Educa-
tion of Teachers of Enekb for American
Schools and Colleges, pp. 166-169. For a more
recent study in Wisconsin see Ruth E. Falk and
Robert C. Polley, "A Survey of Teachers of
English in the State of Wisconsin," Wisconsin
Council of Teachers of English, Special Bulle-
tin, No. 12, September 1965.

tensive biennial surveys of all states' re-
quirements for teachers of English. In re-
ports of follow-up surveys, Fisher analyzed
discernible trends in requirements. During
the period of these surveys, 1954-1960, ap-
preciable increases were made in the num-
ber of credits needed for certification to
teach English." Although some require-
ments were still indefensibly low, many
states had increased their requirements con-
siderably, and all are far above the weakest
Pollock reported in the 1940s. Many states
are working with specialists in subject mat-
ter -and in education to establish reasonable
stuidards for certification.

Fuither evidence of this growing con-
cern in the last half of the decade can be
seen in the 1955 annual meeting of the Coun-
cil on Cooperation in Teacher Education
at which a group discussed what may have
seemed like a surprising topic: "The
Learned Societies and the Crisis in Teach-
er Supply and Preparation." Shortly there-
after, the National Commission on Teacher
Education and Professional Standards,
generally called TEPS, organized three
national conferences involving representa-
tives of about sixty organizations, not only
of professional educators and state officials
responsible 4ftir certification but also of
academicians in a wide range of subject-
matter fields, including representatives of
MLA, NCTE, the College English Associa-
tion, and the American Council of Learned
Societies. At these national meetings, rep-
resentatives discussed the full range of
problems of selecting, pr , and certi-
fying teachers for public sc ools. Four
reports were published." In a single follow-
up volume, The Education of Teachers,

John H. Fisher, "Certification of High
School Teacher," College English, 22 (Jan-
uary 1961) 271-275. For detailed information
about requirements in 1954 and 1957, see Fish-
er's reports in College English, 16 (March
1955) 362-365; and 19 (May 1958) 344-348.

"National Commission on Teacher Educa-
tion and Professional Standards. The Educa-
tion of Teachers: New Perspectives; Official!,
Report of the Second Bowling Green Confer-
ence. (Washington: National Education Asso-
ciation, 1958).

---. The Education of Teachers: Cur-
riculum Programs. Official Report of the Kansas
Conference. (Washington: N.E.A., 1959).
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Conflict and Consnuus, G. K. Hodenfield,
Education Writer for the Associated Press,
who reported each of the national con-
ferences, and T. M. Stinnett, Executive

NCTEPS, who "added only
materials," reviewed and analyzed

the papers, discussions, and reports.* Al-
though this report contains little on the-
preparation of teachers of English, it does
convey the purpose of these important con-
ferences conjoining the academicians and
educationists and contributed greatly to
the movement toward using specialists in
academic discipline, as consultants to state
departments of education on matters related
to the certification of teachers. Two pro-
plms for the preparation of teachers of
English for secondary schools, however,
are reported in some detail: Fenn College,
Cleveland, pp. 70-72; and Stanford Uni-
versity, pp. 89-91. These shortened versions
are based upon more complete descrip-
tions in Curriculum Programs, the report
of the Kansas Conference.

One of the cosponsoring .organizations
for the TEPS Conferences was NASDTEC
(National Association of State Directors
of Teachers Education and Certification).
Perhaps in the course of these conferences
involving NASDTEC working together
with representatives of such academic fields
as mathematics, biology, modern languages,
and English may be found the origins of
the projects leading to the development of
the guidelines for the education and certi-
fication of teachers of mathematics, science,
modern foreign languages, and now English.
During the decade, 1955-1965. a good
deal of educational ecumenicism developed
among. members of college departments of
English and other disciplines, state de-
partments of education and their certifying
officers, learned and professional societies,
departments and schools of education, the
U.S. Office of Education, and in some
casesas in Englishamong the key organi-
zations within the field.

. The Education of Teachers: Cer-
tification. Official Report of the San Diego
Conference. (W on: NE.A., 1960).

New Horizons. for the Teaching
Profession. tWashington: NE.A, 1960.
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HIS last is exemplified by the Con-
ference on the Basic Issues in the Teach-

ing of English held throughout 1958.
Twenty-eight representatives of the Amer-
ican Studies Association, the College En-
glish Association, the Modern language
Association, and the NCTE met in three
three-day sessions to identify what they
considered to be the basic issues in the
teaching of English throughout the schools.
colleges, and universities. The group identi-
fied twenty-one basic issues related to goals,
content, and problems of teaching English,
and fourteen in the preparation and certifi-
cation of teachers. The report, The Basic
Issues in the Teething of English, was
published as a supplement to English Jour-
nal, September 1959.

The following issues. in the preparation
and certification of teachers for the ele-
mentary and secondary schools are identi-
fied:

22. How much and what kind of train-
, ing in English should the elemen-

tary school teacher have?
23. What skills should an elementary

school teacher have in order to
develop eagerness in pupils to learn
to read and write well?

24. How much of the teacher's train-
ing should be in education courses

- and how much in courses pri-
marily devoted to language and
literature?

25. Ideally, how much college study
iof language and literature is de-

sirable for the secondary school
teacher?

26. What standard qualifications in
lish can be established for sec-

on school English teachers?
27. What is the responsibility of liberal

arts colleges in the preparation of
effective teachers of English?

28. What kind of training in teaching
methods does the future secondary -
school English teacher need?

29. How can the Master of Arts degree
be made -more effective in the
preparation of secondary school
teachers?

33. How can we achieve articulation
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of. teaching and teacher training
at all levels in English.a

34. How can opportunities be made
for continued education and intel-
lectual growth for English teach-
ers on all levels?

The basic issues raised by the conference
are not new, of course. As perhaps this
review has already shown, many of them
have concerned people in this field since
at least the beginning of thli century. But
the crystallization of these persistent prob-
lems and the detailed questions and com-
ments delineating each issue by represen-
tatives of the key organizations symbolizing
the profession of teaching of Englishat
all educational levelsis of utmost signifi-
cance. This list serves the profession as a
convenient, stimulating inventory of where
we are and as an inescapable directive on
the business before it.

One direct follow-up of the Conference
on the Basic Issues was the publishing of a
volume of selections on Issues, Probkin,
6 Approaches in she Teaching of English.N
Part I, "Issues & Problems," includes the
report on the Conference. The bulk of the
book consists of selections on the major
aspects of English that had been published
since 1900 as chapters of books, sections
of reports, or as separate essays. But of im-
mediate concern here is Part IV, "A Pro -
gram for Action." It includes "An Articu-
lated English Program: A Hypothesis to
Test" which developed out of the discus-
sions of the basic issues. One of the hypoth-
eses to be tested is related to the prep-
aration of teachers of English. This one-
page statement, like the more extended
discussion of teacher education in An Ex-

in this section, the Advanced Placement
Program is cited as one example that articula-
tion is occurring. For a dhiussion of some
implications the growth of the APP may have
for the preparation of teachers of English. see
Alfred H. Gunman, "The Advanced Place-
ment 's Implications for the Prepara-
tion of Teachers of English," College Eighth,
21 (April 1960) 373-378.

*Op. cit. Edited by George Winchester
Stone, Jr., who, thenExecutive Secretary
MLA, had been a participant in the Basic Imo
Conference, and is now Professor of English,
New York University.

perience Curriculum, is placed at the end
of the book.

Some of the specifications are in keeping
with recommendations made elsewhere:
elementary school teachers should have a
minor in English, courses in children's
literature which includes myths, folk tales,
courses in the teaching of reading and of
writing, and an advanced course in writing;
secondary teachers should eso have an
advanced course in writing, much liter-
ature, including a study of myth, folklore,
fairy tales, Biblical lore, a "sound English
major, of the comprehensive type,' an
M.A. in English, work in literary criticism.
literary backgrounds, linguistics, and the
teaching of writing. ""

Of special interest is the emphasis upon
all English teachers' having a "thorough
knowledge of . . . the process of writing."
This emphasis in 1961 is surprising but
welcomed. Nothing more is said about just
what that "process" is. Since then, however,
illuminating, stimulating materials have
been developed in the Northwestern. Uni-
versity Curriculum Study Center, directed
by Wallace W. Douglas. This Center and
teachers in the cooperating schools have
attempted to identify somewhat spicifically
what the steps in the process of writing
seem to be and what teachers and students
can do to shift the focus away from the
end product of the writing assignment to
the whole process by which one tries to
write.

Anyone leading the Report on the Basic
Issues Conference and this one-page direc-
tive on teacher education might have dif-
ficulty reconciling the two documents.
Whereas the Basic Issues Report is in-
vested with the spirit of cooperative in-
q and discovery, the statement on
tr education is charged with stern
attitudn and harsh language. There is
much demanding of thoroughness and of
furnishing young minds. There is the chill-
ing statement that some of the teachers'
problems "derive from the sterility of their
continuing professional and intellectual de-
vel " And the piece closes with the
conG.dinj suggestion that departments
of English in liberal arts colleges help

p. 243.
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English departments in "teachers colleges"
improve their programs. And yet the rec-
ommendations are said to have been "drawn
from 120 pages of the minutes of the four
conferences held on the basic issues."Te

UNQUESTIONABLY the most impor-
ant development in this field in 1961

was the publication of the National Coun-
cil's daring, revealing, influential document,
The National Interest and the Teaching of
English, A Report on the Status of the
Profession, written by a special Committee
on National Interest. The
pared to fulfill a resolution a at
the 1960 convention of the Counc calling
upon/ the Executive Committee to do all
it could to gain support for the teaching
of English, to inform the "nation's leaders
in government, business, and education" of
the neglect of English in "current educa-
tional efforts, and, most pressing, to try to
persuade the Congress to extend the NDEA
of 1958 to ,include English and the hu-
manities as a vital first step toward im-
proving instruction in English and of stim-
ulating program development in this in.

_portant area."
-3 The report boldly announces to the
public the rather general inadequacy of
the preparation of even the English majors
teaching English in the schools and that
about half of the teachers assigned English
classes in secondary schools in 1959-1960
had not completed an English major in
college. The details of these findings can
be found in the report.

But of special relevance here in tracing
the prelude to the ETPS Guidelines is "A
Standard of Preparation toTesch English:7i
developed initially by the NCTE Com-
mittee on Preparation and Certification of
Teachers. In a sense, this outline is a
skeletal precursor to the more detailed
Guidelines. The Committee introduces the
outline with an overall statement about
the teacher's personal qualities, the balanced
nature of his general education, "including
knowledge of a foreign language and a
basic grounding in science, mathematics,
the social sciences, and the arts," Prepare-

To/bid., p. 235.
Tine Ns:doted Interest sad the Teaching of

English, pp. 40-42.

JOURNAL

don in psychology and professional edu-
cation, and his being a person who "has
dedicated himself to humanistic values."
The outline specifies the kind of prepara-
tion in modern English language and its
background, the scope of his preparation
in English, American, and world literature,
the ability to use a variety of modes of
critical analysis, and the kinds of abilities
he needs as a teacher to use effectively his
knowledge of his subject. Though modest
in scope, this outline represents an impty-
tent first step toward the identification of
specific standards.

The flatout effort by the Council's lead-
en to persuade the Congress to include
English and the humanities in the extension
and revision of the NDEA failed, but not
entirely. By this vigorous campaign, the
Executive Committee and the Committee
on National Interest informed and awak-
ened the profession to its political nsi-
bilities and to its professional Hides
in facing up to the facts of the status of
the teaching of English and of the urgency
of improving both preservice and inservice
education of persons 'assigned to teach
English classes. And it eventually led to
success in 1964, when English was included
in the extension of the Act passed by the
Congress.

A development beginning in the summer
of 1961 also had far-reaching effects. Dur-
ing three weeks of that summer, sixty in-
structors selected to staff the CEEB Sum-
mer Institutes to be held on twenty cam-
puses in 1962, studied, discussed, haggled
over, and plumed the three courses to be
offered to some 900 high school teachers
to be chosen to attend the institutes. These
professors of English and a few high
school teachers invited to teach in some
of the institutes were forced through an
"agonizing reappraisal" of what they
thought should constitute up-to-date, rele-
vant courses in modern English language,
advanced wridn, and literature to be pre-
sented to carefully selected high school
teachers instructing students preparing to
attend college. The courses in modern En-
glish language _and advanced writing were
selected to help teachers overcome these
serious deficiencies in their preparation as
revealed in published surveys. It was hoped,
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of course, that the these English
professors had in arming these courses
and then later teaching than to experienced
teachers of English would make some last-

impict upon them as individuals and
y upon their departments' pro-

grams foe huure teachers of English.
The next summer, 861 high school En-

glish teachers who generally taught college
reparatory students attended the twenty
=mutes, took the three courses, and in
accompanying workshops or seminars led
by instructors experienced in teaching En-
glish in secondary schools had opportuni-
ties to discuss the relationship of the courses
to their own classes and to prepare ma-
urials appropriate to them. This was a form
of strenuous inservice education. Two fea-
tures of the uTantjements were especially
sound in assisting the teachers to adapt
and apply elements of the institutes' pro-
grams to their own classes. First, each
candidate had to include with his sp-
lineation a letter from his principal stating
that if the teacher were selected to attend
the institute, he would be free to apply in
his own classes what he thought especially
relevant from the institute program. Sec-
ond, a member of each institute staff wu
expected during the following fall semester
to visit the classes of each teacher who had
attended the institute. Here was a sensible
program providing a two-way education:
the teacher and his students had an op-
portunity to confer with an English spe-
cialist from a college or university; the
professor had the sobering, firsthand ex-
perience of seeing in the classes of some
forty-five teachers what it is really like -to
teach English to big!! school students. The
triplrkvel experient es of college facul
in preparing and ca thing courses for
school instructors and then of actually
going into the tree ches during the follow-
up visits did indeeii make lasting impressions
upon some English professors." In some
college quarters where it was needed, the

"For information about another conference
foe college faculty in 1962 on the preparation
of English teachen, see The Acedernk Preps-
radon of Secondary Teed:err, The. Reports of
Four Committees of the Twenty-nne College
Cooperative Plan (Cambridge: Twenty-nine
College Cooperative Plan, 1962)- The MIT"

prestige of the CEEB lent considerable
support to existing college courses in mod-
em English language and to efforts to
establish them elsewhere. The institutes and
follow-up activities helped to articulate
English programs in schools and colleges.
And they later served as models for many
of the initial NDEA English institutes
in 1965.

LATE in 1962 another conference oc-
curred that augurs well for future in-

volvement of college departments of En-
glish in preparing teachers. In December,
chairmen and representatives of eighty de-
partments of English in colleges and uni-
versities throughout the country assembled
at the University of Illinois center called
Allen= Park, in Monticello, Illinois. The
conference was called to discuss research in
the teaching of English, especially rematch
related to the U. S. Office of Education
program known as "Project English." Im-
portant though the considerations of re-
search are, of greater significance here is
that the seminar led, first, to the adoption
of resolutions :cuing English departments'
responsibilities m the preparation of teach-
ers, and, second, to unmediate action on
the resolution that the chairmen esiablish
organizations of themselves on "state, re-
gional, and national levels."73 "These reso-
lutions were approved by unanimous or
almost unanimous votes" of the some 80
representatives of all kinds of institutions
in all parts of the country. Thus the As-
sociation of Departments of English wu
founded.

In their resolutions, the representatives

of undergraduate courses recommended by pro-
fessors of English representin4 five liberal arts
colleges and two universities is quite in keep-
ingwith recent recommendations in the pro-
fession. But the proposals for the teaching of
literature as a way of overcoming high school
students' indifference and ineptitude regarding
the reading otliterature are poles apart from
the concepts and attitudes expressed by Hoge.
Barnes. contributors to An Experience Cur-
riculum, and the British and American profes-
sors of English participating in the Dartmouth
Conference.

" "Resolutions Adopted at a Seminar of.En-
glish Department Chairmen," held at Allerton
Park, December 2-4. 1962, Colkse &gab, 24
(March 1963) 473-475.
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declared that one of the most impwaint
ilities of English departments in

co and universities is to provide both
preservice and inservice education for teach-
ers of English. They wisely point out that
in fulfilling this commitment departments
should "regularly review and evaluate their
training programs for teaching assistants
and their courses designed for the peep-
*ration of high school- teschen." Depart-
ments now have the widely endorsed Ern
Guidelines to help them test the relevance
of their program and specific courses for
secondaryschool teachers much more real-
istically than they could have envisioned
in 1962.

They also recommended that EtIlish de-
pertinent: make suitable provisions for
qualified experienced teachers who return
to take English courses. Teachers denied
access to English courses relevant to their
interests and needs will be forced thereby
to elect courses in other departments,
mainly in Education. Although such courses
as those in guidance, supervision, sdminis-
union. psychological and social founda-
tions of education are undoubtedly helpful
for educators for whom they are intended,
they are a poor substitute indeed for the
English teacher who needs a course in
modern English language, advanced writ-
ing, contemporary literature, or poetry.

The chairmen also emphasized in their

partments' ing "their cooperation
resolutions the of English de-

with elementary and secondary school
teachers of English," offering summer in-
etitutes and seminars for them, and, through
a national associatirm of departments , co-
ordinating their efforts with those of the
MLA, the NC1T., the College English As-
sociation, the College Language Association,
the Conference on College Composition and
Communication, and the American Studies
Association. kl from this list is the
Conference_ on Educating, formed
in 1963-64. Had it been in existence in
1962, undoubtedly it, too, would have been
included among the professional organiza-
tions closely related to purposes of to other
groups. In fact, the three or four persons
most directly responsible for founding the
CEE also participated in the Allmon Park
Seminar.

By itself, each of these resolutions and
others not mentioned here represents a
major advance toward mustering the full
resources of all dedicated to the improve-
ment of English instruction. Taken all to-
gether, they represent a colusiteness that
should prevent any unfortunate "Wain;
of effort. The cohesiveness is already evi-
dent. The dose correspondence between
some of these resolutions and, on the one
hand, the functioning of the CEEB insti-
tutes during the preceding year and sum-
mer, and, on the other, the Guidelines to
be C;eveloped` three years later should not
be surprising. Many of the eighty depart-
mental representatives who drafted the res-
olutions Ind helped plan and conduct
CEEB institutes and later contributed to
the development of the Guidelines.

TN 1963 appeared two especially infiuerial
reports: The Education of American

Teachers by James Bryant Conant'* and The
Education of Teachers of English for
American Savoie and Congests prepared
for the NOTE by the Commission on the
English Curriculum as Volume V of the
Curriculum Series. Conant, former presi-
dent of Harvard Unsvemty, Through the
vigorous attention he has long been giving
to _problems of education it this country
and- overseas, has proved to be a worthy
;.:...heritor of the genuine commitment to
improviag public education exemplified by
his Mut:nous E ...kcessor, Charles William
Eliot. Conant and his staff, supported by
the Carnegie Corporation' of New York,
made s two-year investiption of the prep-
aration of teachers for elementary and
secondary schools, including certification
requirements and practices. During this
broad-gauged study, he and his staff also
examined, of course, the preparation of
elementary school teachers related to their
functions as teachers of English and of
teachers of English for secondary schools.
Conant based his report substantially upon
visits he and his staff made to seventy-
seven institutions in twenty-two states.

This probe into the preparation and cer-

Ts (New York: McGraw-Hill Company, Inc..
1963).

"Alfred H. Grommon, Editor (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1963).
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tification of teachers included also an in-
vestigation of the "educational establish-
ment' represented, according to Conant, by
"organized school administrators, state De-
partment of Education personnel, classroom
teachers of various kinds, professors of edu-
cation, and the executive staffs of such or-
ganizations as the School Boards Associa-
tion and the Parent-Teacher Association:1T
Whereas Fisher and Slaughter were con-
cerned with their investigations into states'
quantitative requirements for the certifica-
tion of teachers of English for secondary
schools, Conant inquired also into and
analyzed both the educational and political
structures of the educational establishment
in the several states, the relationships with
academic departments in colleges and uni-
versities and with the public, and the in-
fluence of all this upon the preservice and
inservice education. of teachers and upon
standards and procedures of certification.

This is not the place, however, to analyze
and evaluate Conanes many recommenda-
tions for altering the educational pattern
and certification of teachers. Those of spe-
cial interest here relate to preparing teach-
ers to teach' English. He believes that pro-
spective teachers for elementary and for
secondary schools can be adequately pre-
pared in four-year programs."

He takes this stand despite his havingbeen
instrumental in establishing at Harvard in
1936 the first M.A.T. program, despite the
consistent recommendation by each of the
three national TEPS conferences that five
years of preparation be required for ele-
mentary and secondary school teachers, de-
spite the rapid expansion and development
of fifth-year M.A.T. programs nourished
by generous funds provided by the Fund
for the Advancement of Education, and
despite some states' requirements that be-
ginning teachers for secondary schools must
first complete a five-year college program.
But he does stress the importance of in-
service and continuing educational pro-
grams and makes excellent, specific recom-
mendations for the kind of "initial pro-
bationary period" school boards should pm-

ITT& Education of American Teachers, pp.
15-16.

781bid., pp. 202-3.

vide for new teachers to improve their
chances of succeeding as beginners:4

He specifies within the four-year pro-
gram planned for future teachers for ele-
mentary schools a substantial two-year,
sixty semester-hour program of general ed-
ucation, including a six semester-hour coutse
in the English language and one in the
Western world's literary tradition. The
rest of the program would consist of a
thirty semester-hour concentration in aca-
demic subjects and thirty in professional
education. He recommends that all students
have at least a three-semester-hour course
in reading instruction. Those to
teach in the kindergarten and first three
grades should have twice this much instruc-
tion in- the teaching of reading. He offers
detailed specifications for these courses. But
he also emphasizes the great importance of
these _students' having at the same time
extensive xpe es in teaching children
to read and in practicing techniques of
diagnosis and particularly of remedial

-teaching s°
In his recommendations for preparation

in subject-matter fields, Conant distin-
guishes between the needs of candidates
preparing to teach in the lower grades and
those preparing for the upper.. He believes
that those intending to teach in the lower
grades should distribute the thirty hours
of what would otherwise be a concentra-
tion over English, social studies and math-
ematics, and then some "integrated" courses
in the rest of the curriculum in these lower
grades. Those preparing to teach in the
upper grades should devote the thirty hours
to a concentration in English, mathematics,
social studies, or science, in addition to re-
lated courses in the program of general
education. He outlines courses in the teach-
ing of reading and mentions preparation in
literature for children. But he does not
recommend specifically any courses in

79/bid., pp. 70-72. According to Jeremiah
Finch, Professor of English, Princeton Univer-
sity, and a member of Conant's staff during this
study, some city school systems have now pro-
vided some beginning teachers with the kind
of probationary arrangements described by
Conant. Some internships in fifth-year pro-
grams also provide somewhat similar arrange-
ments.

so/bid., pp. 155-157.
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speech, dramatics, oral interpretation of lit-
erature, and advanced and creat writing.
He does advocate, however, experiences
working with and teaching children con-
currently with courses in child growth and
development, teaching of reading, a series
of workshops in the content and methods
of leaching subjects is the elementary
scluiol curriculum, followed by practice
teaching. F 1 he describes the qualifica-
tions of the end of clinical faculty he rec-
ommends supervise candidates' laboratory
experiences and practice teaching in the

schooh.83
For the teacher preparing for secondary

schools, he also recommends a program of
general education totaling sixty semester
hours. He reckons the extenr of the aca-
demic concentration, however, not so much
in course hours as in competence that can
somehow be measured by a comprehensive
examination. But he does not specify the
nature of that examination. The rationale
and some possibilities of such an examina-
tion in the field of English, are explored
in some detail, though; by Wayzie.0 Booth
in his chapter, "The Undergraduate Pro-
gram," in Volume N of the NCTE Curric-
ulum Series, The College Teaching of En-
glish (1964). Booth believes that a kind of
consensus already exists among English de-
partments of what a student majoring in
English should know and be able to do by
the time he completes. the program. He pre-
sents some speculative cuter tt based some-
what upon the aforementioned standards
for teachers of English:In a vein similar to
Conant's, Booth states that "once we shift
from coverage to competence,we can begin
to make our way with greater assurance
among the various programs and devices
that a department might or might not de-
velop."12 Then he presents a sample "Senior
Comprehensible Examination," one that
might also serve well the purposes Conant
has in mind.

Regarding, the concentration in English
for prospective teachers, Conant said that:

One might suppose that an adequate ma-
jor or concentration in English for the

in /bid., see Chapter 7, "The Education of
Elemenry School Teachers."

Theta College Teaching of English, p. 206.

A.B. degree in a college with a -liberal
arts tradition should be more than enough
for the high school teacher. Indeed, such
a major may provide enough hours of
study, but the level of competency in
different areas is another matter. 0 1 the
advice of highly competent persons in
the field, I have been persuaded that a
future English teacher should have
scolded not only British and American
Fv.rature in some depth but also the
structure of the English language, and
modern grammar; in addition, he should
have given some time to familiarizing
himself with adolescent literature, with
reading problems, with speech and drama,
and to composition at the advanced level.
Yet many a major in English in our best
collegei and universities may have omit-
ted some of these studies. Indeed, the
omission may be quite in order if the
graduate is not going to be a high school

teacher.
Obviously, what is essential is a close

cooperation between professors of En-
glish and the clinical professor in charge
of the methods course and practice teach-
ing. The same is true in every field and
needs no further underlining.tm

The correspondence between these sugges-
tions and those in the Guidelines is ob-
vious. Similarly, the point about the im-
portart of close cooperation between pro-
fessors t English and the faculty member
responsible for courses in methods of teach-
ing English in secondary schools and for
supervising the directed teaching done by
future English teachers parallels a resolu-
tion adopted in 1962 at the Seminar of En-
glish Department Chairmen: "Teachers of
English education should hold appointments
in English departments whenever possible."

Several of Conant's overall recommenda-
tions for the education and certification of
teachers for elementary and secondary
schools are now being tried out in a few
universities and colleges with the coopera-
tion of the certifying agencies in the states
in which these institutions are located.
Northwestern University, for example, has
published a brochure describing its pro-

83Conant, op. cit., pp. 172-173.
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gram based upon some of Conant's recom-
mendations. And, as was mentioned earlier,
some cities are providing beginning teach-
ers with an initial probationary year based
upon his ideas. But his conviction, apparent-
ly based upon his conversations with teach-
ers, that a four-year college program is
"more than enough for a high school teach-
er" is certainly not in keeping with the
conclusion generally accepted throughout ,
MLA, NCTE, the more than 100 universi-
ties offering fifth-year M.A.T. prcgrams,
and several states, that five years of college

fpreparation should be the minimum for
uture teachers for the elementary and the
secondary schools.

Yet despite the differences within the
profession concerning some of Conant's
recommendations, the entire profession is
indebted to him for the thoughtful,
thorough, imaginative attention he has
given over the past few years to our junior
and senior high schools, to schools in slums
and suburbs, and to the education of teach-
ers. In the long run, some of his most +rad-
cal recommendations may yet prove to be
the most worthwhile in nudging the edu-
cational enterprise along.

-ucation
of Teachers of English

for American Schools and Colleges pre-
pared for the NCTE by the Commission on
the English Curriculum was also published
in 1963. This volume represents by far the
most comprehensive study yet attempted of
the recruitment and the preservice and in-
service education of teachers for the ele-
mentary schools and teachers of English
for secondary schools and colleges. Thirty-
eight specialists in English, in the teaching
of English at all levels of our educational
system, and in English education contrib-
uted to this report.

They point out that the responsibility for
recruiting qualified future teachers of En-
glish actually begins with the elementary
and secondary schools and the communities
they serve, especially in communities hay-
ing, chronic shortages of teachers. In the
colleges, the responsibility belongs to the
departments of English and educauon.84

The committee of specialists in elemen-

84 The Education of Teachers of English,
pp. 6-8.

tary education, principally Dora V. Smith,
Alvina T., Burrows, Ruth G. Strickland,
and Mildred A. Dawson, recommends pro-
grams for the general education, academic,
and professional education of teachers for
elementary schools. Their discussion and
analysis are more comprehensive than Co-
nant's. As a guide to those planning pro-
grams relevant to a teacher's professional
responsibilities, the writers first present a
detailed analysis of what an elementary
school teacher does on a typical day work-
ing with children, in teaching reading, lit-
erature, writing, speech, and listening. The
sample programs selected from among those
in colleges and universities throughout the
country and the recommendations illustrate
how preservice and inservice education
contribute to a candidate's liberal educa-
tion and to his learning how to fulfill his
professional responsibilities as a teacher of
children.

Because on a typical day in an elemen-
tary school class the teacher devotes 40-
60 per cent of his time to various aspects
of the English language arts, the following
requirements are recommended for all stu-
dents preparing to meet the realities of
teaching in elementary schools:,

Regardless of the schedule of majors
and minors, all elementary school teach-
ers should be required to take in addition
to freshman English a course in ad-
vanced composition; one in the structure,
historical development, and social func-
tion of the English language; and two in
literature, one covering major writers
in American literature and one in English
or world masterpieces.

Especially significant, also, for all ele-
mentary school teachers are adequate
courses in speech (such as Fundamentals
of Speech, the Oral Interpretation of
Literature, Speech Disorders of Children,
or Creative Dramatics), and in Children's
Literature and Book Selection.

Students preparing to teach in the ele-
mentary school should have enough
undergraduate work in one academic area
and preferably in two to be eligible later
to pursue graduate courses in them85

85/bid, pp. 90-91.
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Such requirements would help correct the
deficiencies in teachers' preparation result-
ing from the shamefully low requirements
in certification reported in The National
Interest and the Teaching of Eng lish.0 To
further ensure the adequacy of the prepa-
ration of the beginning teacher, the com-
mittee recommended that all candidates for
teaching in elementary schools be required
to complete a five-year program. But
whether the program extends for four or
five years, the candidate should acquire
throughout his last two or three years of
preparationrather than during a fifth year
onlythe professional knowledge, under-
standing, appreciation, and skills appropri-
ate to his contributing to the education of
children during their first eight years in
public schools. Included also are detailed
discussions of courses essential to a program
of professional education, a variety of sam-

fle
programs, and specific recommendations

or the content of these courses.
Recommendations for the preparation of

teachers of English for secondary schools
are also far too comprehensive to be re-
ported here except in general terms. The
committees of specialists in the various as-
pects of English and English education who
wrote these chapters recommend prepara-
tion intended to be in keeping not only
with realities of present-day secondary
schools but also with discernible future de-
velopments. They urge colleges and uni-
versities .to establish institution-wide com-
mittees on teacher education to help co-
ordinate the full resources of the institu-
tion to the preparation of teachers, par-
ticularly in furthering productive coopera-
tion between academic departments and de-
partments of education in appointing quali-
fied faculty to work with future teachers,
in planning programs and courses, and in
recruiting and advising these students. The
nature and possibilities of joint appoint-
ments are described in some detail m Vol-
ume V."

&cause no research has yet indicated
that a particular program aas proved to
be significantly better than all others in
producing effective teachers of English, the

84Tbe National Interest and the Teaching of
English, pp. 43-49.

$t Ibid., pp. 318-322.

writers offer several examples of existing
patterns and then recommend what they
consider essential and what seem to be
justifiable proportions of emphases: about
40 per cent to general education, about 40
per cent to the teaching major and related
courses, and the rest to professional educa-
tion.

The essentials in a teaching major in En-
glish closely resemble thole emerging for
several years and are now Stipulated in the
Guidelines: a major of about thirty-six
semester hours in preparation in the history
of the English language, modern English
language, advanced composition, speech,
oral interpretation of literature, dramatics,
English literature, American literature,
world literature, contemporary literature,
drama, poetry, fiction, principles and meth-
ods of literary criticism, and journalism.
Such a program would fill the serious gaps
in the preparation of teachers of English
in secondary schools as reported in The
National Interest and the Teaching of En-
glish. The content of many of these courses
is discussed in detail in Volume V.

The preparation in professional educa-
tion is also presented comprehensively.
Some special features include the making of
a "case for professional education," in rec-
ognition of criticisms of elements in the
usual programs, recommendations on the
purposes and substance of essential courses,
and especially detailed descriptions of
courses in methods of teaching English, in
directed observations, and supervised teach-
ing." Because graduates of even an ideal
program, if one ever existed or could be
created, are novices when they begin their
first full-time teaching, the report also in-
cludes extensive discussions and examples
of inservice programs and of what colleges
and universities might do in making follow-
up studies of their graduates.

The many writers contributing to this
report strove to make it comprehensive,
up-to-date, and forward-looking. But many
problems remain. Of these, the authors
identified three deserving special attention:

"Far an informative article on what colleges
can do to improve student teaching see John E.
Reedy, "The Role of the College in Improving
the Quality of Student Teaching in Eqlish,"
=Newsletter, Number 9 (May 1967) 3-6.
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(1) One of the criticisms of teacher edu-
cation is that "professional educators have
not yet developed an ad uate unifying
theory [of teacher- education]; unal such
schema are available, the design of alternate
programs of teacher education must go
begging."" Do we have a unifying theory? Is
it desirable or possible to develop one? (2)
We do not yet have persuasive evidence of
what the indispensable elements of an ideal
program for preparing teachers of English
might be. (3) Row will the profession solve
the continuing , problem of recruiting
enough academically talented students for
careers in teaching to meet the demands?

ANOTHER major development directly
related to the education of teachers of

English in elmentary and secondary schools
occurred during 1963-64. In the opening
chapter of The National Interest and the
Teaching of English (1961), "What Has To
Be Done about the National Need to Im-
prove the Teaching of English?" the Com-
mittee on National Interest recommends,
among other sensible ideas, that. conferences
be called of "college and university per-
sonnel concerned with the education of
teachers of English." Among the ,groups
suggested were chairmen of the depart-
ments of English. As already pointed out,
such an organization was founded the next
year. Another group was the specialists
in English education. To what extent this
suggestion may have been a factor in sub-
sequent developments may not be entirely
clear, of course. Furthermore, several per-
sons prominent in English education partic-
ipated in the Allenon Seminar in 1962.
Nevertheless, about this time, some leaders
in English educationnotably Dwight L.
Burton, Florida State University; James R.
Squire, then Executive Secretary of the
NCTE; J. N. Hook, University of Illinois;
Robert C. Pooley, University of Wisconsin;
Stanley _Kegler, University of Minnesota
decided to call a national meeting of
specialists in English education, to be held
at Indiana University in March 1963. More
than three 'Kindred attended. .A similar
number atte0edilie second annual meeting

119Eltner R. Smith, ed., Teacher Education:
A Reappraisal (New York: Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1962), pp. 14-15.

held at the University of Illinois in 1964,
at which a permanent Conference on En-
glish Education was pro as an organi-
zationiviaalinthe N " -Burton was
elected the first chairman of the Confer-
ence. The organization was officially es-
tablished at the third annual meeting, held at
the University of Kentucky in March 1965.
Burton includes in his statement published
in the first Newsletter the objectives of the
Conference as defined in the constitution,
the first of which is "to provide an op-
portunity to discuss the organization and
teaching of courses within the realm of
English education and the preservice and
continuing education of teachers of En-
glish." A realistic, forward-looking agenda
for the Conference"Looking Ahead with
the CEEAn Important Message from
Chairman J. N. Hook and Past Chairman
Dwight L Burton"was published in the
CEE Newsletter, Number 6 (October 1966).
Some of the papers eresented at the annual
conferences appear an a follow-up mono-

gra
ph entitled Selected Addresses, published

y the NCTE. Additional information
about the activities of the Conference ap-
pears in the Newsletter published thrm or
four times a year.

Unfortunately, there is no room here
even to mention many of the papers pub-
lished in Selected Addresses. But one should
be: James R. Squire's address, "The Impact
of New Pr ms on the Education of
Teachers of ish," given at the Fourth
Conference on lisp Education in 1966.
Squire is concern lest a statement made in
a report published by the Fund for the
Advancement of Education be true also in
the field of English: that curriculum reform
in the U. S. does not affect the education of
future teachers enough because people in
teacher education tend not to be directly
involved with curricular developments in
the schools.ei His purpose in this address was

looDwight L. Burton, "An Organization
About To Be Born," CEE Newsletter, Number
1 (February 1965) 2.

10 1New Trends In English Education, Se-
meted Addresses (Champaign, Illinois: NOTE,
1967), p. 7. This observation seems to a ply to
the 1930s and 1940s when people in
education apparently did not make the report,
An Experience Curriculum, a central pan of
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to call to the attention of specialists in En-
glish education the following curricular de-
velopments he thought should be incorpo-
rated in programs educating teachers for
the elementary schools and teachers of En-
glish for secondary schools: (1) A Recon-
sideration of the Place of Oral English; (2)
A New Stress on the Psychology of Learn-
ing; (3) A V4orous Reappraisal of Super-
vision of Student Teaching; and (4) An
Awareness of All Forces Affecting English
Education. He closed with this timely ex-
hortation:

It is not my intent to deprecate the
splendid efforts in the many projects
described at this conference. I say only
that those of us concerned about the
future of English teaching must watch
carefully all developments in English re-
search and scholarship so that we see both
the forest and the trees. Let us not for-
get the continuing contributions of in-
dividuals [such as Northrup Frye, Wayne
Booth, Owen Thomas, H. A. Gleason, Jr.,
Paul Roberts].

Emerging from the projects are new
insights which clearly indicate a tre-
mendous potential for strengthening
teacher education programs. Whether
the potential can be wisely utilized in
our schools will depend upon the wis-
dom, persistence, imagination of those
concerned with English education and
the teaching of English. As we consider
new ideas, let us dunk not only of what
they mean for the schoolsbut of what
they mean for us. What new fields of
study? What new programs of self-
study? What new advanced research?
What new designs in course structure?
The potential of die, projects can ulti-

the preparation of teachers for elementary'
schools and teachers of English for secondary
schools. The same question arises currently: To
what extent are present and future students be-
ing prepared to teach English learning about
and using the philosophy, materials, and meth-
ods contained in the two books and six mono-
graphs emerging. from the Dartmouth Confer-
ence? The same could be asked about the use
of materials developed in the curriculum study
centers.

mately be realized only if the boldness
and excitement of many new English
programs are matched by bold new pro-
grams in teacher education. The projects
are showing us the way. But do we know
enough? Do we have the courage to fol-
low?*2

j IMPORTUNATELY, the following de-
velopments can be mentioned only

enough to, place them in the chronological
development of the field. Furthermore, re-
cent documents are readily available.
Among these is the follow-up report of the
NCTE Committee on National Interest,
The National Interen and the Continuing
Education of Teachers of English's Volume
V contains chapters on follow-up studies
and inservice education. But this National
Interest publication on continuing educa-
tion is much more informative on the "State
of the Profession, 1964." The Committee
presents its comprehensive surveys reveal-
ing the inadequacies in preservice and con-
tinuing education programs and in the su-
pervision of teachers of English. It reports
also its findings on the college preparation
of teachers in elementary schools and En-
glish teachers in secondary schools, the
kinds of courses they tend to take in col-
lege, and the kinds of courses, institutes,
and conferences experienced teachers rec-
ommend and would be interested in attend-
ing. The Committee suggests practical in-
provements in college programs in teach-
er education, in supervision in school; cit-
ies, and states, and in what districts and
institutes might do to help teachers im-
prove their professional competence. It also
points out what was then the relationship
between the amount of federal money
available to teachers in fields other than
English and the infinitesimal dribbles avail-
able to teachers of English. The report is a
rich resource to all those involved with the
preparation and continuing education of
teachers of English.

It was no mere happenstance that in
1964, the Congress of the U. S. included
English and reading among subject-matter

nakL, p. 14.
SS (Champaign, thinois: NCTE, 1964).
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fields in which institutes would be funded
through the extended and revised National
Defense Education Act. The tremendous
efforts made by officers of the NCTE and
closely allied organizations, particularly by
James R. Squire and the Committee on
National Interest, effectively educated
members of the Congress, the public, and
even teachers of English on the lament-
able state of the profession in many im-
portant respects and on the inescapable
need for financial support from the federal
government to support institutes and other
programs to begin as soon as possible to
overcome glaring weaknesses, that is, to
put into force at once the "Recom-
mendations Concerning the Continuing Ed-
ucation of Teachers."'4

In a section entitled "A Final Word"
closing The National Interest and the
Teaching of English (1961), the Committee
states that "Present programs for preparing
English teachers must be reassessed and
new programs developed to assist many
practicing teachers... . Research must sup-
ply better answers for some of the English
teachers' urgent questions." And contribu-
tors to Volume V also urged institutions
to design and .test new programs, courses,
and professional experiences for teachers.

One research project in the English Pro-
gram funded by the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion is designed to experiment with a
variety of programs for preparing teachers
of English: The Illinois State-Wide Curric-
ulum Study Center in the Preparation of
Secondary School English Teachers
(ISCPET). This project began in 1964 and
will terminate in 1969. It is centered at
the University of Illinois in Urbana, is
directed by J. N. Hook, and involves
twenty participating colleges and univer-
skies throughout the state. Its objectives
are the following:

1. To evaluate systematic, improvements
in programs for preparing teachers in
twenty cooperating Illinois colleges
and universities.

2. To conduct a number of special studies
designed to answer some persistent
questions about teacher preparation.

3. To develop a model showing how cur-

IN/bid., pp. 167-178.

ricular reforms in English teacher pre
aration can be effected systematically
instead of in the widely prevalent
patchwork fashion's

The representatives of the institutions pre-
pared as a working guide a list of "Quali-
fications of Secondary School Teachers of
English: A Preliminary Statement," which
is in this issue of the Journal pp. 546-9, and
is available at the ISCPET headquarters in
Urbana. This list has a special feature: the
qualifications are classified into those that
represent "minimal" competencies, "good"
competencies, and "superior." This pre-
liminary statement was prepared before the
ETPS project started in September 1965,
but can be used to supplement the Guide-
lines.

The results of the timely research proj-
ects and studies underway in the ISCPET
will be awaited with Considerable interest
by those involved with the improvement of
the education of teachers of English and of
the teaching of English in secondary
schools.

One brief item that appeared in 1964
should be of interest to -those concerned
with inservice education. James R. Squire
and Robert F. Hogan extracted from the
then forthcoming report, The National In-
terest and the Continuing Education of
Teachers of English, some findings of
special importance to administrators. Their
article, "A Five Point Program for Im-
proving the Continuing F-ducation of
Teachers of English," was published in
The Bulletin of the Natio'hal Association of
Secondary-School Principals, February
1964. In it, they call to the principals' at-
tention the ,following "specific areas in

95The NCTE Commission on the English
Curriculum, Summary Progress Report of En-
Orb Curriculum Study and Demonstration
Center: (Champaign, Illinois: NCTE, 1966),
p. 40. For further information about ISCPET
see the reports by Michael F. Shugrue, "New
Materials for the Teaching of English: The En-
glish Program of the USOE," PAHA, 81 (Sep.
tember 1966 Preprint) and "The Conclusion of
the Initial Phase: The English Program of the
USOE," PMLA,. 82 (September 1967 Preprint);
these two reports include a brief description of
research projects and special studies being con-
ducted by each cooperating institution,
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which administrators may work to provide
sound continuing education": "Teachers
profit from supervision, consultant help,
and departmental leadership: ... from a
library of professional books and teaching
aids made easily available in their school;

. from well planned meetings and yak-
:hops devoted to the _problems inve.:ved in
teaching English; ... from attendinjr state,
local, and national meetings devoted to the
teaching of English; ... from well planned
courses related to the teaching of their
subject." Although each of these suggestions
must seem obvious, of course, to specialists
in English education, the identification and
discussion of each may serve well the ad-
ministrators seeking help in talking with
school boards, teachers of English, and
neighboring colleges about practical in-
service education.

THETHE summer of 1965 saw the culmination
the NCTE's relentless campaign from

1958 to 1964 dedicated to persuading the
Congress to include English and reading
among the subjects eligible for categorical
NDEA institutes for experienced teachers
of English and reading in elementary and
secondary schools. Measured by the needs
of about 900,000 teachers in elementary
schools and about 100,000 teachers of En-
glish in secondary schools, the scope of
the English and reading institutes in 1965
may seem modest indeed. But when com-
pared to the almost exclusion of English
teachers from the benefits of federal funds
for educational programs. the support for

Nile Committee on National Interest re-
ports in 1964 in The National Interest and the
Continuing Education of Teachers of English
that: "During the first four years of foreign

institute programs under the National
ense Education Act, 10,321 teachers re-

ceived instruction in 218 modem foreign lan-
gme institutes and that, during 1962 alone, the
National Science Foundation supported 911 in-
stitutes for some 40,800 science and mathematics
teachers, 90 percent of them from the elemen-
tary and secondary schools. . . . During fiscal
1962, also, four federal agencies expended
$14, 906,000 in direct support to improve the
competence .cif elementary, secondary, and
college teachers, yet not one cent of assistance
vies provided for English and humanities" (pp.
69-70).

institutes for teachers of English and read-
ing seemed like a bonanza grander than
a Las Vegas jackpot: $5,500,000 for 105
institutes for teachers of English attended
by some 4,800 teachers in the elementary
and secondary schools who were taught
by more than five hundred college and
high school teachers.97 In part, because of the
haste in which proposals for these first
institutes had to be prepared after the
Congress included English in mid-October,
many of the programs offered in the ap-
proved institutes were closely patterned
after the so-called "tripod" curriculum of
the CEEB institutes of 1%2. Many of the
college teachers who had participated in
the CEEB program also prepared proposals
for NDEA institutes. But others who had
found the CEEB courses too heavy offered
institutes built around two subjects, fre-
quently a combination of modern English
language and advanced writing, though
others offered literary criticism, logic, criti-
cal thinking. Some were offered for de-
partmental chairmen, supervisors, and spe-
cialists in English education during the
summers of 1966 and 1967. In 1967, one
six-week institute was held in Austria for
American teachers of secondary school En-
glish engaged in teaching American stu-
dents attending Department of Defense
Schools and other kinds in Europe extend-
ing from Norway to Iran.

A special feature of the institutes in
1965-67 was that each participant had made
available to him free a sizable sampling of

.7experimental
curricular materials being de-

ecroePeind) in twenty-five Curriculum Study
Demonstration Centers. This windfall was
made possible by the USOE when it li-

nMichael F. Shugrue, "National English
Projects and Curriculum Change," The En-
glish Curriculum In the Secondary School, The
Bulletin of the National Association of Sec-
ondary-School Principals, Number 318 (April
1967) 91. According to Shugrue, about 5,300
teachers attended the 126 English institutes in
1966 and approximately 3,400 attended the 95
in 1967. For an evaluation of the institutes in
1965 see Donald ,J. Gray, The 196S NDEA In-
stitutes in English, Report of a Pilot Study To
Develop Criteria for Evaluating NDEA Insti-
tutes in English (Modern Language Association
of America and the National Council of
Teachers of English, April 1966).
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censed MLA and the NCTE to establish
the English Institute Materials Center
(EIMC) and provided funds for preparing
and distributing copies of the experimental
materials. Through the superb efforts of
Michael F. Shugrue, Director of EIMC, and
his staff these materials were distributed to
the far -flung institutes, even to the one in
Austria's Thousands of English teachers
were thereby brought up-to-date on recent
developments and experimentation in the
English curriculum. These materials were
not then available to the public. But the
extent to which these materials were used
in the institutes may, be quite another mat-
ter. Here was a significant opportunity for
the faculties of the institutes to guard
against being bypassed by curricular re-
forms, as Squire had warned in his afore-
mentioned address, "The Impact of New
Programs on the Education of Teachers of
English." For three summers, faculties in-
volved in teacher education had opportuni-
ties to incorporate the latest developments
into their programs for preparing teachers.
But whether institutions have generally
built them into their preservice and con-
tinuing education of teachers is not clear.

At this point, the future of categorical
institutes is precarious. They are said to be
guaranteed through 1969. By then, how-
everand perhaps even beforea new wave
of what are thought by "frontier thinkers"
to be innovative, bold ventures in remaking
nothing less than the whole of American
education may be in. Surely, nothing so
prosaic as helping English teachers im-
prove their work could possibly be sweep -
ing enough to revolutionize the establish-
ment, or so our visionary new leaders seem
to have decidedon their own.

Among the NDEA institutes were those
for teachers of disadvantaged or culturally

98For an account of this procedure and an
evaluation of the use of these materials see
Michael F. Shugrue at al, An Evaluation of the
Use of English Institute Materials Center Cur-
riculum Materials in NDEA Summer Institutes
in English (New York: Modern Language As-
sociation, 1966). See also James D. Barry, "In-
troduction," and Leo Ruth, "The Uses of EIMC
Materials in 1966: Significance for the Future,"
The Future of the English Curriculum, edited
by James D. Bury (New York: Modern Lan-
guage Association, 1967).

different children and youth. A year or so
earlier, the Congress had appropriated
funds to support the President's program
for the "war on poverty." These and other
developments demonstrated the country's
belated but growing awareness of the crises
in the economic, social, health, and educa-
tional aspects of the lives of the culturally
different in our cities and of minority
groups in other parts of the country. Some
of the leaders in the NCTE working in
large city school systems and long dedi-
cated to offering the best possible, most
relevant education to all the children in
their communities were among those who
participated in the institutes for teachers
of the disadvantaged and who took the
initiative in marshalling resources of the
National Council to join the war on pover-
ty but to do so by attacking first impover-
ished, misdirected education for the dis-
advantaged.

T N February, 1965, the Executive Com-
mittee of the NCTE decided that the

Council and the profession needed informa-
tion about educational programs in the En-
glish language arts then being offered the
disadvantaged in many parts of the country.
Thereupon the Executive Committee ap-
pointed the NCTE Task Force on Teach-
ing English to the Disadvantaged and ap-
pointed Richard Corbin and Muriel Crosby
Cochairmen. The group achieved the im-
possible. By November 1965, the Task
Force working through its crash
had completed its visas and surveyspr9n0
programs in 115 districts and agencies in
sixty-four cities and towns, including twen-
ty-eight involving the preparation of teach-
ers, and then wrote and published a three
hundred page report: Language Programs
for the Dssadvantaged."

In its chapter on teacher education the
Task Force discusses the work of the En-
glish teachers in schools and institutes and
also the preparation to teach English to the
disadvantaged offered in twenty-eight pro-
grams and ten institutes. It summarized
some of its findings as follows:

For many an English teacher a class-

" (Champaign, NCTE, 1965), pp. v,
167.

ti
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room of disadvantaged students is a cru-
cible. In it, otherwise insignificant handi-
caps are starkly revealed. A gap in prep-
aration, a narrow view of man, a limited
tolerance for variety in human nature
any of which might pass unnoticed in
another settingnot only come to the
surface, but virtually guarantee failure.
This failure is rooted partly in general
education programs that fad to provide
a broad view of man, in academic special-
ization divorced from the demands of the
work, in professional training that pro-
vides neither the rationale nor the skill
needed for teaching disadvantaged chil-
dren.loo

As shown earlier, Coulter cautioned in
1912 against academic specialization di-
vorced from the demands of the work of
teaching children. The issue of relevance
seems eternal.

On the basis of its analysis of the complex
of problems and of the programs designed
to prepare teachers of English to meet some
of these issues and to help the individual
human being who is so inadequately sum-
marized by any identifiable difficulties, the
Task Force makes several recommenda-
tions. Among them is that the person pre-
paring to teach English to disadvantaged
students must study cultural anthropology
and urban sociology and have practical ex-
periences that will help him understand,
among other factors, "the lives and the
learning styles of children in depressed
areas," "the psychological and sociological
roots of prejudice and the problems with-
in and between ethnic groups," and "de-
velop a positive attitude toward serving
in programs for disadvantaged students.
Through his study of the English language
he must learn "about the structure of lan-
guage, particularly of the English language,
and about language learning. 'Language'
here refers [to] not only its sounds, word
formation, and syntax but also its social,
geographical, and historical manifestations.
Of particular but not sole importance is
the emerging work in social dialectology."
Essential also are his leaning to teach read-
ing and his reading widely in literature ap-
propriate to these students. It also recom-

100/bid., pp. 167-168.

mends that teachers not p to teach
the disadvantaged should be helped to
"understand the problems and satisfactions
of those who do."101

A valuable guide to the reading pros-
pective and inservice teachers of the dis-
advantaged should do is now available to
them: We Build Together, A Reader's
Guide to Negro Life and Literature for
Elementary and High School Use, edited by
Charlemae RollinsJoe This timely guide is
a classified, annotated bibliography of books
by and about Negroes. It also includes an
informative introduction written by Charle-
mae Rollins and Marion Edman on the
nature of these books, criteria for selecting
them, examples of books judged according-
ly, and on the treatment of stereotypes.

In his preface to the Task Force Report,
Richard Corbin puts the case for educa-
tion in the nation's campaign, against the
corrosive effects of poverty upon the hu-
man being:

Without the skills, the knowledge, the
understandings that only training of the
mind provides, there can be no durable
solutions to the age-old human prob-
lems of vocational independence, slum
housing, social disjuncture, and intel-
lectual atrophy that are the fated prod-
ucts of poverty. Without literacy and
without the experience of literature, the
individual is denied the very dignity
that makes him human and a contributing
member of our free societyJoe

Somewhat at the other end of the social
and educational spectrum appeared another
report in 1965: Freedom and Discipline,
Report of the Commission of the __Col-
lege Entrance Examination Board.loo It rep-
resents the Commission's statement on the
nature of the English curriculum in the
schools, methods of teaching the compo-
nents of language, composition, and liter-
ature, and recommendations on the prep-
aration of teachers of English as a means

1011bid., pp. 171-181, passim.
nacolvuninee for 1967 Revision of We Build

Together (Champaign, Illinois: NCTE, 1967).
103Language Programs for the Disadvan-

taged, p. v.
104 (New York: College Entrance &Enka-

don Board, 196S).
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of improving the quality of instruction.
Its recommendations for the academic and
professional preparation reinforce those im-
plied in the Basic Issues Report, the stan-
dards of tion in The National he-
teren stns t Teaching of English, and
those stated in Volume V. The recom-
mendations on conditions in the schools
most conducive to the effective teaching of
English are practicable and highly relevant.

We saw in 1965 the culmination of wide-
ly held agreements on what the profession
was beginning to believe is prep-
aration of teachers of English for the
elementary and secondary schools. The
climate was highly favorable for the Ad-
visory Board of the English Teacher Prep-
aration Study to convene in Denver,
September 1965, to hold its first
and thereby launch the nineteen-
study to develop the Guidelines for the
Preparation of Teachers of English. The
account of this Study appears elsewhere
in this issue of the English Journal.

UNDOUBTEDLY, the most significant
event in 1966, perhaps in this decade,

related to the teaching of English in ele-
mentary and secondary schools and in-
directly to the education of teachers of
English was the Alo-American Seminar
on the Teaching of inglWi held st Dart-
mouth College during that stmuner.ng The
two reports on the conference by John
Dixon of England and Herbert Muller
from Indiana University have already been
mentioned. The NOTE is publishing six
monographs written by participants.

Of special pertinence here are the sec-
tions in the two reports on teacher edu-
cation. And yet comments on teacher edu-
cation are meaningful only in the context
of what was said and illustrated about the
teacher's point of view and functions as a
teacher of English. The point of view pre-
sented persuasively throughout the Seminar
by the school and college teachers from
Great Britain emphasized, first, the im-

iesTwenty-one representatives of schools and
colleges in Great Britain, one from Canada, and
twenty-five from U.S. schools and colleges met
for almost a month. Twenty-one consultants
from Great Britain, Canada, and the US. joined
the Seminar for brief periods.

portance of the teacher's concept of his
subject and of the relationship of it and
himself to his students, and, second, the
inescapable importance of the individual
child's experiences, especially those with

: his striving for some concept of
df, his encounters with life in and out of
school, his use of language in talking and
writing as a means of trying to shape him-
self and his world, his dramatizing, of his
experiences, his engs=rewith life ex-.
periences hmuncrifts as means
of seeing his world more clear-
ly. In short, teachers need "help in realizing
the full imponance of language in societr
*nd in the development of an individual s
personality and view of ralky."1

In his summary of the Dartmouth dis-
cussioe of the nature of English, Dixon,
Senior Lecturer in English at Bretton Hall
College of Education, Wakefield, York-
shire, writes:

To sum up:, language is learnt in
operation, not in dummy runs. In En-
glish, pupils meet to share their en-
counters with life, and to do this ef-
fectively they move freely between dia-
logue and monologuebetween talk,
drama and writing; and literature, b,
bringing new voices into the classroom,
adds to the store of shared experience.
Each pupil takes from the store what he
can and what he needs. In so dOil,
he learns to use language to build his
own representational world and works
to make this fit reality as he experiences
it. . . . In ordering and composing
situations that in some way symbolize
life as we know it we bring order and
composure to our inner selves.wr

This point of view= involving. the teacher,
his subject, and his pupils is refreshing.
Illustrations provided by the British are
impressive. To many Americans at the
Seminar, especially to professors of English,
all this came as a life-giving breeze fresh
1111

tesjohn Dixon, Growth through Emilie; 0.
cit., p.

p. 13. This concept of the role of
language was presented by Fred N. Scott in
1903 and this role of literature was viewed
somewhat by Barnes.
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THUS comes to a close this history of the
Lnpdreeration of teachers of English. It is

into to draw stemion to a succession
of events, documents, and people; each
seems to represent not only a culmination
of scattered tendencies but also a gathering
of forces for a fresh look ahead. Among the
many persons and contributions that might
have been considered, the following may
have served this dual : the strum=
and functions of the of Ten
and its Report (1192-1194); the professional
contributions of Fred N. Scott (1903. 1913);
the founding of the NCTE in 1911; Hosic's
Report on the Reorganization of .Englisb
ix Secondary Schools (1917); the work of
Walter Barnes (1911-1935); the achieve-
ments of the first NCTE Curriculum Com-
mission under the chairmanship of W.
Wilbur Hatfield (1929. 1940), notably ha
first report, An Experience Curricular*
(1935); the appointment of the second Cur-
riculum Commission under the directorship
of Dora V. Smith and its five
(1946-1963); the Conference onBasic=
(1958); the appearance of The Education
of Teachers of English for American
Schools and Colkvs (1963); the NDEA
Institutes for the Advanced Study of &L-

is=); and the convening of the
Conference (1966) in the midst

of the nineteen-month English Teacher
Preparation Study (1965-1967) that termi-
nated with the publication of the Guide-
lines in 1967.

Because of the attention given
our to the significance of the
ar.d workings of important committees and
commissions, the traditional and distinctive
features of the English Teacher Preparation
Study should also be noted in this context.
The historic gap between the worth of
-rcommendstions by earlier groups and the
failure in many instances to be implement-
ed by official public bodies is clear through-
out the decades. But the origins, of die
recent projects to develop ruidelhies for
the preparation of teachers of sciences and
mathematics (1963), of modern foreign lan-
guages (1965), and now of English repre-
sent a notable shift in the assumption of
responsibility for both initiating the stiles
and seeing that the endorsed guidelines are
actually put to use in state agencies having
considerable influence and authority. The

credit for taking this initiative belongs to
the National Association of State Directors
of Teacher Education and Certification
(NASDTEC) and its Executive Secretary,
William P. Vial!, who served as Director
of the Study.

Also to the credit of NASDTEC is that it
did not presume to have the academic and
professional expertise to develop by itself
guidelines for the preparation of teachers
of academic subjects.- Therefore, it request-
ed and obtained the co-sponsorship of learn-
ed and professional societies in each field;
in the.ptesent case, MLA and NCTE. These
organizations did much more than per-
functonly sponsor the study: they devoted
their resources and personnel to supporting
the endeavor. The Advisory Board and
the Director's staff were comprised of

nta
rep-

The associate directors wereortt:7..
resetives of the three

Shugrue, Anistant Secretary for English
of MLA, and Eldonni L. Everts, Assis-
ant Executive Secretary of NCTE. Mr.
Shugrue with the able MIMIC* of Mrs.
Events assumed the enormous responsibility
of not only contending with the mountain
of paper created by each of the four re-

meetings and the national conference
also thoughtfully, patiently sifting out

the gems essential to the endlessly evolving
drafts of the Guidelines. The combination
of the sponsorship and endorsement of the
Guidelines by NASDTEC, MLA, and
NCTE and of the endorsement of a wide
cross section of the profession engaged
in the teaching of English st an levels and
in pavariq teachers of English augurs
wdl for the meaningful influence of the
Guidelines upon the education and certifi-
cation of teachers for elementary schools
and teachers of English for secondary
school&

But what now? Certainly one major
shift in die focus of American education
must be recognized by the entire profession.
In the late 1930s, Dora V. Smith saw, ss
reported earlier, that many experienced
teachers deprived of professional insistence
in smaller communities needed the help
of the NCTE, She had °braved that teach-
ers in the lsrger cities, however, were al-
ready being helped by local and national
organizations. But by the 1960s, the entire
nation had begun to realize that whatever
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problem may still be confronting individual
*schen in smaller communities seem al-

most featherlight weighed against the
crushing burdens being borne by whole
school systems in 1,ge urban centers. The
very survival of may public school sys-
tems may be the ultimate educational is-
sue confronting the nation as well as the
cities. From its :reception, the National
Council of Teachers of English has teen
responsive to public as well as educstional
problems. It is urgent indeed that the
Council now draw upon its extensive pro-
fessional and human resources to carry on
the valuable contrilutions made by the
Task Force on Teaching English to the
Disadvantaged by helping uaatutions and
urban communities recruit and prepare
teachers qualified by personal stmInzese
background, education, and experiences to
teach English to disadvantaged youth in
urban centers and elsewhere.

The Task Force asked that all teachers
understand the problems and satisfactions
of those who teach the disadvantaged. It
did not unanimously agree, however, upon
other aspects of programs for teachers of
the disadvamwa that should be required
of all teachers of English: "work in urban
sociology, in teaching standard English
as a second dialect, in the literature and
the history of American minority ;soups."
Why shouldn't all teachers of English have
such preparation?. And shouldn't all stu-
dents who read American literature in
public schools and those who take college
and university courses in it know about the
contributions American Negro writers have
been making to our national culture for at
least two hundred years and to have read
s prop selections as literature per se
but as important commentary upon
certain aspects of our history?

It would seem now that programs de-
signed to prepare teachers of English for
our schoolswherever locatedbe based up-
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on the ETPS Guidelines, to be sure. But
to make certain the gap between them
and the realities of teaching now and in
the foresmble future is as narrow as pos-
sible, institutions should supplement the
Guidelines with such resources as the fol-
lowing. Esuis and Issues: IMPINI, a pub-
lication of the NCIE Commission on the
English Curriculum provides a good base
for identifying some of the realities of
teaching English in the public schools to-
day. The materials developed in the Cur-
riculum Study Centers should be evaluated
and built into the programs of preservice
and continuing education. The information
alai recommendations in the Task Force's
report, Lessuese Programs for the Dis-
averaged, should be capitalized upon.
The two reports on the Dartmouth Con-
ference and the supplementary monographs
soon to Oef to be studied. To
these be added James R. Squire's
report on visits to forty-two schools in
Great Britain. Soon after 1960 the pro-
fession will have the benefit of the results
emerging from the experiments and studies
being conducted by each of the twenty
institutions in the Illinois State-
Wide Curriculum y Center in the Prep-
aration of Secondary School English
Teachers.

It may be some time, however, before
the next major projects are launched. But
hi --.eery warns to that we are probably al-
ready overlooking in wh.t.t is now going
on around UA clues to significant future
develop:vas In the teaching of English
and in the education of teachers. We must
beware lest we neglect the work of in-
dividuak, lay, of a Charles W. Eliot, *
Fred N. Scott, a James F. Mai; W,;tee
Barnes, W. Wilbur Hatfield, Dora V. Smith,
John Dixon, James Britton, David Hol-
brook, J. N. Hook, Paul Olson, James
Moffett, Herbert Kohl, or a James R.
Squire....
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ITT HEN the eighteen members of the
W Staff and Advisory Board of .tie En-

glish Teacher Preparation Study met for
ithe first time in Denver on September 13,

1965, they were fully aware of the magni-_
rude and importance of the task they were
andeetaking. Previous NASDTEC studies
in science and mathematics and in the mod-
em foreign languages had demonstrated
that effective Guidelines for the preparation
of teachers could influence the certification
policies of the states and teacher prep-
aration programs in colleges and umver-
skies throughout. the United States. The
NCIE Committee on the Preparation and
Certification of Teachers of English, led
by Eugene Slaughter; Donald Tuttle, and
Autrey Nell 'Wiley, had long urged that
a national study build upon previous rec--
ommendations and the expertise of schol-
ars and teachers to produce guidelines
which could ime:vve teacher
in English in the United Statis ePtrIalearnels.
Now, with a grant of $172,214 from the
Cooperative Research Program of the U.S.
Office of Education to Western Michigan
University, NASDTEC, MLA, and NCTE
could such a study under the direc-
tion of M112A1 P. 'Via% Executive Secre-
tary of NASDTEC.

At its first meeting the Advisory Board
made three important decisions about the
directions the Guidelines should take over

the next twenty months. It concluded, first
of all, that the document should discuss
"the teacher of English at any level"
rather than isolating the: preparation in
English of the elementary school teacher
from that of the secondary school teacher
of English. It agreed, further, that the
Guidelines should be stated in terms of
teacher competencies rather than in numbers
of = hours or lists of courses. Finally, it
decided that the Guidelines should emerge
from a series of drafts presented for dis-
cussion, review, and revision to as many
organizations, associations, and individuals
as the Board could reach -between Septem-
ber 1965 and March 1967.

Between October 1, 1965 and Apnl 20,
1967, twenty drafts of the Guidelines were
presented to thirteen association meetings,
ten state meetings, four regional confer-
ences, and a national conference, in twenty
states and in Washington, D.C. Prelinunary
drafts printed in the Bulletin of the As-
sociation of Deponent.= of English (No-
vember 1966), the Newsletter of the Con-
ference on English Education (November
1966), and the Round Table (March 1967)
invited more than 4,000 teachers to review
and comment upon the document. In the
summer of 1967, the newly-printed Guide-
lines were distributed to 6,000 instructors
and in NDEA Summer In-
stitutes in , Reading, Disadvantaged

525
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Youth, and English as a Foreign Lan-
guage. In September and October 1967,
through PMLA, Elementary English, the
English Journal, and College English, the
C reached the 125,000 members and
subscribers of the NCTE and the 30,000
members and subscribers of the MLA. In
October 1967 alone, more than 1,200 copies
were distributed as the result of a state
meeting held a* Asilomar in California On
September 29-30. The development of the
ETPS Guidelines is a story worth follow-
infer

During the Anglo-American Con' mice
on the Teaching and Learning of 'Jsh
at Dartmouth College in August-Sept. nber
1966, Nelson Francis of Brown Udeasity
wryly' called the ETPS "die older., con-
tinuing, floating conference in America."
The process by which the Guidelines was
revised and polished became, in fact, as
important a way of makingthe educational
community aware of the need for reform
in teacher preparation programs as the
document itself. Continuing discussion,
questioning, and revision demonstrated both.
a keen interest and a growing awareness
of the need for improvement on the part
of educational I .ees from many disci-
plines in every part. of the country. That
college English teachers should discuss the
content and implementation of the Guide-
lines at the annual meeting of the Modern
Language Association in 1965 and at the
South Central MLA, the South Atlantic
MLA, the Midwest MLA, and the Rocky
Mountain MLA was essential. That school
teachers and those who supervise teachers
should discuss them at the national meeting
of the NCTE in Boston in 1965 and again
in Houston in 1966 as well as in affiliate
meetings throughout the country was equally
necessary. Representatives from other
groups, too, reviewed the Guidelines and
offered suggestions for improving them:
the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, the Association for
Cluldhood Education International, the As-
sociated Organizations of Teacher Edu-
cation, the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, the College Con-
ference on Composition and Communica-
tion, the Conference on English Education,
the Illinois State-Wide Curriculum Study
Center in the Preparation of Secondary

School English Teachers, the International
Reading Association, NASDTEC itself, and
the Speech Association of America. Mem-
bers of these associations met with state
school officers, teachers, and members of
the ETPS Staff in ten states to consider
how the Guidelines could improve current
certification policies: California, Florida,
Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri,
Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, and
Washington. To make the document truly
representative, persons from all levels and
sectors of public education and from every
state in the Union were invited to take part
in the continuing dialogue. To test the
practicality of the Guidelines for colleges
and universities, AACTE selected 100 in-
stitutions to examine the document in 1966
and to prepare written evaluations of the
Guidelines for the use of the ETPS Board.
Someone closely identified with the Study
usually a member of the staffworked
with each of these groups to outline the
nature of the study and to record sug
getitions and revisions. William P. Viall,
Director, Eldonna Events and Michael

;.Shugrue, Associate Director; traveled
more than 50,000 miles each in the course
of the study to explain its background, to
take part in discussions, to analyze the re-
visions and recommendation's which came
from each meeting, and then to draft the
document again.

In preparation for the Northeast Regional
Conference, held in Boston on November
28-29, 1965, the Staff drafted Guidelines
based on recommendations published by the
NCTE, the Commission on English, and
ISCPET, and reviewed by the Board in
Denver. After revisions by the Board mem-
bers, the draft was studied by twenty-
seven chairmen of departments of English
at the South Central MLA on November
4, 1965. A further revision, draft number
three, was ready on November 15 for the
Northeast Regional Conference. Sixty-three
scholars and teachers debated issues and
rewrote sections of the draft for two
days; the Staff then revised the document
again before mailing copies to the eighty-
four persons who took part in the Western
Regional Conference in Salt Lake City on
January 9-11, 1966. As a result of a series
of conferences with orenizations and state
groups, six more -revisions preceded the
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Midwest Regional Conference, held in con-
nection with the Midwest MLA at Iowa
City on April 30--May 2, 1966. At that
meeting sixty-one persons radically revised
the document. Basic issues such as the
nature of the composing process and the
responsibility of the English teacher in
reading were hotly debated. The Advisory
Board met early in June to consider the
hundreds, of recommendations and re-
writings which had been submitted to the
Staff during the first year of the study.
Diaft twelve emerged,from that conference.
The Staff continued to polish the document
over the summer months until draft sixteen,
approved by the Board, was sent on Octo-
ber 26, 1966 to the seventy peisohs who

ipated in the Southern Regional Con-
erence, held ,in Charlotte, North Carolina,

on November 13-14, 1966, in connection
with the meeting of the South Atlantic
MLA. Although draft seventeen did not

reach members of the Board until Christmas
Eve, it contained an urgent request from
the Staff to read the Guidelines, comment
upon, revise, and return them before the
first of the year. Draft eighteen, a tribute
to the dedication of the Advisory Board,
was mailed to the 132 persons invited to
attend the three-day national conference in
Chicago on January 26-28, 1967.

The weather intervened. When the snow
began to fall during the night, no Chicagoan
thought that Thursday, January 26, 1967,
would be a day to remember. Even the
weatherman had predicted only a snowy,
blustery, winter day typical of Chicago
in January. That morning, teachers and
scholars across the United States packed
their bags, studied the final draft of the
Guidelines, and prepared to travel to Chi.a-

go. Thirty-five NASDTEC members, in
session for a meeting of their own prior to
the national ETPS conference, noticed at
noon that the snow was coming down
harder and wondered if the snarl of traffic
on State Street was a sign that late trains
and planes would delay those coming to
the three-day discussion session on the
Guidelines. By late afternoon it was ap-
parent that Chicago was in the grips of a
blizzard unparalleled in the modern his-
tory of the city. Despite twenty-six inches
of snow, seventy-nine persons began their
deliberations on Friday morning. Some,
who had come by train or bus, were de-
layed for many hours. James R. Squire,
Chairman of the ETPS Advisory Board,
boarded a bus in Detroit on Wednesday
night, became trapped in the snow drifts
near Gary, Indiana, and did not reach
Chicago until Saturday morning.

Despite the harassments of the weather,
the ETPS national conference successfully
refined the document, bringing it close
to final shape. At the end of the Saturday
session, NASDTEC members retired to
consider the Guidelines; their endorsement
came quickly, subjeCt only to the final
editorial revisions suggested by the national
conference. By late March, after the Board
had discussed draft nineteen, the Guidelines
were finished and had been officially en-
dorsed by the Executive Committee of
NCTE and the Executive Council of MLA.

The history of the project has, then, a
happy ending. That happy conclusion is,
however, really only the beginning. The
Guidelines must now stimulate discussion
and provoke action. throughout the United
States to strengthen teacher preparation
programs in English.
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THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
THESE guidelines for the preparation of teachers of English in the secondaryschools

and for that portion of the preparation of elementary.teachers related to the teaching
of English emerged from the English Teacher Preparation Study, a project conducted
jointly by the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certifi-
cation (NASDTEC), the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), and the
Modem Language Association of America (MLA), with the cooperation of Western
Michigan University, Kalamazoo. The Study was supported by a grant from the United
States Office of Education. The Guidelines were prepared between September 1965, and
March 1967, through a series of four regional conferences and a national meeting, as well
as through consultations and conferences with interested agencies, organizations, insti-
tutions, and individuals. Throughout the Study, successive drafts of the Guidelines were
widely distributed for evaluation to those who attended these meetings and to others
who were invited to react to them. From the beginning, classroom teachers, professors
of English and of Education, deans of instruction, and state school officers helped iden-
tify critical issues in the preparation of teachers of English, and helped draft and refine
these recommendations.

The Guidelines are intended to suggest desirable competencies for teachers of English.
They should help State Departments of Education evaluate a) programs for the prepara-
tion of teachers offered by institutions seeking accreditation and b) individual applicants
for certification. The Guidelines should also help colleges and universities develop and
evaluate programs which prepare teachers for elementary schools and teachers of English
for secondary schools and should encourage institutions to select and recruit good teach-
ers for the teaching profession.

These Guidelines should not be applied arbitrarily, in the certification process. They
are intended, rather, to set a context within which programs for the preparation of
teachers of English can be evaluated with discretion and imagination. They should be
used to encourage a college or university to experiment judiciously with curriculums
which give promise of improving the teaching of English. They reinforce the responsi-
bility of departments of English to participate actively in the development of teacher
preparation programs and suggest that departments of English and of Education, work-
mg together, will need to design new courses and new course arrangements for the
preparation in English of teachers for elementary and secondary schools.

These recommendations for the preparation and certification of teachers of English
focus upon personal qualifications, skills, and kinds of knowledge which contribute to
effective teaching: the teacher's personality and general education; his skills in listening,
speaking, reading, and writing; and his knowledge about and ability to teach language,
literature, and composition. The document uses the divisions of English into language,
literature, and composition to describe the various responsibilities of the English teacher,
but emphasizes that, while it encompasses many areas of study and practice, English is
herein conceived of as a unified discipline. Anyone studying and using these Guidelines
must recognize the importance of this conception.

Although English studies in American colleges and universities have emphasized chiefly
the reading and appreciation of literature, the preparation of the elementary school
teacher and of the secondary school teacher of English must include work in the English
language, in composition, and in listening, speaking, reading, and writing, both to extend
the teacher's own background and to prepare him to meet the full range of his obligations
as a teacher of English.

By language is meant the structure and historical development of present-day English.
By literature is meant chiefly British and American writing of distinction, but also any
other writing of distinction an English or in English translation. By children's literature
or literature for adolescents is meant literature which has particular interest and value
for children or adolescents. By composition is meant oral and written composition and
the relations of these two modes to rhetorical theory.
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The phrase, "the teacher of English at anv level," refers not only to the secondary
school teacher of English, a specialist in English, but also to the elementary school teach-
er, who, despite his many other professional obligations, spends some 40 to 60 per cent
of his time teaching English and related skills. The Guidelines identify basic areas of
study for the teacher of English at any level and suggest preparation relevant to the
special needs of any elementary or secondary school teacher. However, teachers in-
terested in working with, or assigned to work with, preschool children, junior high
school youngsters, students who are disadvantaged, or those learning English as a
second language must supplement the basic preparation outlined herein.

Two basic assumptions underlie these recommendations: first, to ter ;h the content of
his subject effectively, the teacher not only must know the varied subject matter of En-

ish but also must understand how to communicate his knowledge and appreciation to
is students; second, his preparation; for teaching English should be based upon and

supplemented by a background in the liberal arts and sciences, including psychology.

The Guidelines are intended not to suggest the efficacy of one kind of classroom or
school organization over another, but rather to emphasize the importance to the teacher
of preparation in his subject and in related fields.

The Guidelines attempt to identify and emphasize the competence that should be
developed by a satisfactory program of English teacher preparation. They do not
identify in any detail, however, specific courses which might exist within a program or
the arrangement of such courses, nor do they attempt to prescribe the specific number of
credit hours in English required for adequate preparation. It was the consensus of those
participating in the conferences, however, that at least fifteen semester hours (or
equivalent) in English above the level of freshman English would be required for the
adequate preparation of the elementary classroom teacher and that at least thirty-six
semester hours (or equivalent) above the level of freshman English would be required
for the adequate preparation of the secondary school teacher of English.

The Guidelines do not imply that every beginning teacher will have a mastery of all
the knowledge and skills described, but do identify areas in which the beginning teacher
must have studied and also suggest the directionas well as the diversity and the depth
of further study. Not all of the work outlined herein must be taken during four under-
graduate years of college; some students will bring strong secondary backgrounds to
college; others will need to complete a fifth year of study before they enter the class-
room. The beginning teacher of English at any level has a special responsibility to be
well qualified because he is a member of his profession from the moment he begins to
teach. He must have special training in English and he must have a real understanding
and awareness of students, their needs and interests, and the world in which they live.
Although the-teachet of English incorporates journalism, dramitics, speech, and the
teaching of reading skills into his teaching of English, he is not a specialist in these areas.

These Guidelines are indebted, in part, to recommendations on the preparation of
teachers recorded in The Education of Teachers of English for American Schoolr and
Colleges (NCTE, 1963), Freedom and Discipline in English (Commission an English,
CEEB, 1964), and many studies listed in the continuing bibliography on certification
reported each spring by the NCTE Committee on the Preparation and Certification of
Teachers of English.

Two studies served as immediate precedents for this project. The first, completed in
1963, established guidelines for preparing teachers of science and mathematics; it was
conducted by NASDTEC and the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. The second, completed in 1965, produced guidelines for the preparation of
teachers of modern foreign languages and was conducted by the MLA and NASDTEC.
Both studies were supported by the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
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GUIDELINES FOR 'ENGLISH TEACHER PREPARATION

I. The teacher of English at any level should have personal qualities which will con-
tribute to his success as a classroom teacher and should have a broad background
in the liberal arts and sciences.

II. A. The program in English for the elementary school teacher should provide a
balanced study of language, literature, and composition above the level of freshman
English. In addition, the program should require supervised teaching and English
or language arts methods, including the teaching of reading, and it should provide
for a fifth year of study.
B. The program in English for the secondary school teacher of English should con-
stitute a major so arranged as to provide a balanced study of language, literature,
and composition above the level- of freshman English. In addition, the program
should require supervised teaching and English methods, including the teaching of
reading at the secondary level, and it should provide for a fifth year of study, largely
in graduate courses in English and in English Education.
C. The teacher of English at any level should consider growth in his profession as
a continuing process.

III. The teacher of English at any level should have an understanding and appreciation
of a wide body of literature.

IV. The teacher of English Many level should have skill in listening, speaking, reading,
and writing, and an understanding of the nature of language and of rhetoric.

V. The teacher of English it any level should have-an understanding of the relationship
of child and adolescent development to the teaching of English.

VI. The teacher of English at any level should have studied methods of teaching English
and have had supervised teaching.

GUIDELINE I

The teacher of English at any level should have personal qualities which will contribute
to his success as a classroom teacher and should have a broad background in the liberal
arts and sciences.
A. Like all other teachers, he should be able to work successfully with children or

adolescents and with his peers. He should have a mature personality and possess
such important qualities as creativity, a sense of humor, self-discipline, and a genuine
appreciation of the variety of linguistic and cultural backgrounds of his students.

B. He should be an educated person who has a critical awareness of himself and of
the world in which he lives. Careful counseling should help him plan a balanced
program from among the many disciplines which can contribute to his intellectual
growth and to his effectiveness as a teacher of English.
1. History, speech, fine and applied arts, and foreign language would be particularly

appropriate in a program for the teacher of English at any level.
(a) Because American literature is an integral part of the curriculum in the

secondary school, the teacher of English would benefit from a study of
American social, cultural, and intellectual history, as well as political history.
The inclusion of the works of many British authors in the curriculums of
American elementary and secondary schools suggests the value of the study
of British Cultural history. The increasing appearance of African, Asian, and-
Latin American literature in the curriculum makes courses in the cultural
history of nonEnglish speaking peoples useful for all, and essential for some,
teachers.

(h) Preparation in speech *should help the prospective teacher listen more criti-
cally, speak and read aloud more effectively, and assist students in developing
these proficiencies. Such preparation should also broaden the- teacher's
knowledge of the processes of oral communication, help him relate these
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processes at both theoretical and functional levels to other uses of the English
language, and provide him with the means of assessing the effectiveness of
his own use of spoken language in varying teaching situations.

(c) Study and practice in the fine and applied arts, valuable in themselves, would
enhance the teacher's ability to recognize, to nourish, and to evaluate stu-
dents' creative work and artistic techniques.

(d) A knowledge of at least one foreign language should not only broaden the
cultural background of the secondary school teacher, but also supplement
his knowledge of the English language and of literature written in English.
Instead of merely reading or hearing aboin 0 difficulties and deficiencies
of translations and about the differences between the structure of English

' and that of other languages, he should learn about these matters directly
through study of another language, classical or modern. Especially appro-
priate is the study of a foreign language having a literature that has signifi-
candy influenced English and American literature. But in the present world,
important advantages accrue from a practical command of any living foreign
languagle.

The increasing frequency and intensity of problems of bilingualism and
multi-dialectalism in American schools make it virtually imperative. that
bothh the elementary school teacher and the secondary school teacher..of
English be familiar with a foreign language, with the methods by which
English is taught to speakers of another language or dialect, and with the
psychological processes involved in learning a second language or dialect.

2. Philosophy, hir.ory, sociology, psychology, andiropology, and ge taphy, valu-
able in themselves, would help the prospective teacher become familiar with a
growing body of information that contributes to our understanding of man, his
languages, and his literature.

3. The sciences and mathematics would give the prospective teacher some knowl-
edge of these subjects, an understanding of their importance in the modern
world, and an introduction to methods of scientific analysis.

GUIDELINE H

A. The program in English for the elementary school teacher should provide a balanced
study of language, literature, and composition above the level of freshman English.
In addition, the program should require supervised teaching and English or language
arts methods, including the teaching of reading, and it should provide for a fifth
year of study.
1. The elementary school teacher spends between 40 and 60 per cent of his time

teaching English and related skills in almost any pattern of school organization.
(a) His preparation program should, therefore, develop his own skills and in-

crease his knowledge of the components of English.
(b) His program must, in addition, include study of materials and methods for

teaching English to elementary school children.
2. The fifth-year program may be taken either prior to teaching, during summers,

or through accredited extension or inservice courses taken during the school
year, but it should ordinarily be completed within the first five years of teaching.
The elementary school teacher should study English and English Education to
supplement his basic preparation. His needs, deficiencies, or special interests, de-
termined through careful counseling,. may suggest undergraduate or graduate
work in these or other areas.

B. The program in English for the secondary school teacher of English should consti-
tute a major so arranged as to provide a balanced study of language, literature, and
composition above the level of freshman English. In addition, the program should
require supervised teaching and English methods, including the teaching of reading
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at the secondary level, and it should provide for a fifth year of study, largely in
graduate courses in English and in English Education.
1. The secondary school teacher of English i; a specialist in English:

- (a) His preparation program should, therefore, develop his own skills and in-
crease his knowledge of the components of English.

(b) His program must, in addition, include study of materials and methods for
teaching English at the secondary level.

2. The fifth-year program may be taken either prior to teaching, during summers,
or through accredited extension or inservice courses taken during the school
year, but it should ordinarily be completed within the first five years of teaching.
The secondary school teacher of English should ordinarily. study English and
English Education at the graduate level. His needs, deficiencies, or special inter-
est; determined through careful counseling, may, however, call for undergradu-
ate or p aduate studies in these or other areas.

C.. The teacher of English at any level should consider growth in his profession as a
continuing process.
1. He should broaden his knowledge and understanding of the content and teaching

of English through reading, observation, research, formal course work, inservice
study, workshops and institutes, and travel.

2. He should read publications which report investigations of the organization and
content of the English curriculum, describe new and improved methods and
materials for the teaching of English, report relevant research, and examine the
philosophical bases for the teaching of English.

3. He should seek further professional growth through such activities as member-
ship in local, state, and national professional organizations, study in the United
States and in foreign countries, and experience as an exchange teacher.

GUIDELINE III

The teacher of English at any level should have an understanding and appreciation of a
wide body of literature.
A. His undergraduate progrim should have prepared him to read for his own enjoy-

ment, to gain insight into himself and the world around him, and to understand and
appreciate how writers order experience.
1. He should have developed a strong commitment to literature as an experience

to be enjoyed both in and out of school classes.
2. He should have developed the habit of reading beyond classroom necessity so

that he can bring to his teaching a wide experience with literature and with the
means of stimulating his students' creative responses and reactions to literary
works.

B. He should have studied' literature systematically.
1. He should know a wide range of significant works of literature recognized as

classic 414,in addition, examples of other well-written discourse.
2. He should have studied such major literary genres as drama, poetry, fiction, and

the essay.
3. He should be able to relate contemporary writing to the traditions from which

it grows.
4. He should have studied important writers and writings of English and American

literature both to extend his knowledge of literary history and convention and to
develop his critical skill.

5. He should have studied some representative works from literatures other than
English and American.

6. He should have studied in depth some major authors (such as Shakespeare) and
at least one literary period.
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C He should have acquired critical and scholarly tools.
1. He should be able to use his knowledge of language and rhetoric to analyze

literature more perceptively.
2. His study of different ways of analyzing a work of literature should include

some formal training in the theories of literary criticism and practice in close
textual criticism.

3. He should be able to analyze and discuss language as it is used in various media
and literature as it is presented in such media- as radio, television, motion pictures,
and theater.

D. He should know literary works appropriate for the level at which he teaches.
1. The elementary school teacher should know a wide body of children's literature.
2. The secondary school teacher of English should know a wide body of literature

of adolescents.
E. He should have studied and practiced the strategies of teaching literature to students

who have a Wide range and variety of individual and group differences.
1. He should be able to foster in his students a taste for literature.

'2. He should be able to demonstrate processes of literary analysis to his students
through critical techniques appropriate to the literary work and to the level at
which he is teaching.

3. He should have a knowledge of the theories and methods of teaching children
and adolescents to read literature with skill and perception.

4. He should be able to insure a fuller understanding of literature through his own
oral reading and through classroom activities such as individual oral interpreta-
tion, choral reading, and appropriate dramatic activities of all kinds.

GUIDELINE IV

The teacher of English at any level,should have skill in listening, speaking, reading, and
writing, and an understanding of the nature of language and of rhetoric.
A. He should hive developed skill in speaking and writing.

1. He should have had supervised practice in speaking and writing in a variety of
modes.

2. He should have acquired a functional understanding of the activities essennal to
the composing process, and of the qualities and properties of children's writing.

3. He should have had supervised practice in describing, analyzing, and evaluating,
for purposes of teaching, various kinds of speaking and writing, both historical
and contemporary.

4. He should have had special work appropriate to the level at which he will teach:
(a) to develop his skill in reading aloud and in storytelling;
(b) to develop his ability to help students control and expand their linguistic

resources for conversation and other forms of oral discourse, such as story-
informal or structured discussions and reports, or fully developed

speeches for public occasions;
(c) to develop his ability to help students find adequate means of expression in

both imaginative and factual writing;
(d) to increase his awareness of the origins, the objectives, and the potentialities

of composition teaching in the schools;
(e) to prepare him to teach spelling, handwriting, and other conventions of

written expression.

5. He should have had instruction in writing beyond the college freshman level,
either through an advanced course in composition or through supervised indi-
vidual instruction and practice.

B. Not only should he be prepared in the technical anctexpository aspects of composi-
tion, but he should also have explored the creative and liberating functions of
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speaking and writing and the relations between such creativity and other forms of
expression, e.g., pawns and pantomime.

C. He should have a well-balanced descriptive and historical knowledge of the English

rignould have some understanding of phonology, morphology, and syntax; the
sources and development of the English voo&hiry; semantics; and social, re-
gional, and functional varieties of English usage.

2. He should be acquainted with methods of preparation and uses of dictionaries
and

byeHe should be well-grounded in one grammatical system and have a working
acquaintance with at least one other.system.

4. He should have studied bask princaples of language learning in order to apply
his knowledge at various grade levels to the problems of those learning to speak,
listen, read, and write to a variety of audiences.

5. He should have an understanding of the respective domains of linguistics and
rhetoric, and of the range bf. choice available within the structure of the

D. He should be able to utilize his knowledge of language and of language learning to
develop his own and his students' ability to read and to listen. His knowledge should
include an understanding of the components of reading and listening processes and
of the variety of ways in which people read and listen.

E. He should have acquired a functional understanding of the nature and substance of
rhetoric.
1. He should have some acquaintance with the principles of classical rhetoric, and

should understand their relationship to modern rhetorics.
2. He should have some acquaintance with the influence of rhetorical theory on

the teaching of comption.
3. He should have sufficient acquaintance with the principles of rhetoric and the

nature of the writing process to be able to use the former, where relevant, in
analyzing the latter or products thereof, whether written or oral.

4. He should have sufficient acquaintance with the principles of rhetoric, as related
to the writing process, to be able to use them, where relevant in his own writing
and speaking, and also in his teaching.

GUIDELINE V

The teacher of English at any level should have an understanding of the relationship of
child and adolescent development to the teaching of English.

A. He should in a formal way have studied human behavior, with emphasis upon the
sage level at which he plans to teach, and should explore relevant research on child
and adolescent development for iti possible implications for the curriculum in En-
glish.
1. He shOuld have studied the language development of children and adolescents:

their interest in language, their growth in using vocabulary and syntax, in under-
standing and using figurative speech, as well as their growth in the ability to
distinguish among several varieties usage.

2. He should be aware of the growing knowledge about the relationships between
language development and personal development

3. He should be aware of the growing knowledge about the specific relationships
between control of spoken language (sentence patterns, vocabulary, dialect) and
success in reading.

4. He should recognize aspects of child development that will help the teacher
select literature which children or adolescents are likely to understand and enjoy.
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B. Because he must constandy evaluate the performance of his students and the effec-
tiveness of his own,teaclung, both subjectively and by diagnoing and measuring
student performance, he should understand the technitres, possibilida, and limita-
tions of testing and of grouping students by interest, aptitude, achievement, and task.

C. He should be familiar with theories of reading and be able to apply appropriate
methods to improve the reading abilities of students at various levels of achievement
and with various rates of progress.
1. The elementary school teacher should have an understanding of develop:m..41

reading from early childhood to adolescence and be able to utilize that under-
standing in his teaching.

2. The secondary school teacher of English should have an understanding of devel-
opmental reading, particularly at the junior and senior high school levels, and be
able to utilize that understanding in his teaching.

GUIDELINE VI

The teacher of English at any level should have studied methods of teaching English
and have had supervised teaching.
A. He should have considered and analyzed the purposes of English instruction in the

schools.
B. The elementary school teacher should have had supervised teaching or an internship

which includes the language arts guided by ers and supervisors prepared in
this area, should be able to relate the language arts to other elements in the curricu-
lum, and should be aware o,° recent developments in the teaching of English.

C. The secondary school teacher of English should have had supervised taching or an
internship at the level at which he plans to teach. He should be guided by a
supervisor who has successfully taught English at that level and is aware of recent
developments in the teaching of English.

D. He should have learned to use in his teaching what he knows about children,
adolescents, and the psychology of learning.

E. He should have learned to analyze units of instructioncto prepare individual lessons
and teaching materials, and to understand and evaluate the development and design
of courses of study.

F. He should know how to create or find, evaluate, and use significant instructional
materials from various media: texts of all kinds, films, kinescopes, tapes, records,
slides, and programmed materials.

G. He shout.' know how to select, adapt, and develop activities and materials appro-
priatt to different age group distinguished by maturity, culture, ability, and
achievement, and to individual students.

H. He should have learned how to recognize students who have the kinds of differences
or disabilities in the language skills which should be referred to specialists for
attention.

L He should have analyzed and practiced a range of teaching techniques, with par-
ticular attention to the techniques of inductive teaching.

J. He should have learned how to correlate the contents and skills of listening,
, reading, and writing with one another and with other subjects in the

c um.
K. He should have studied and practiced ways to foster creativity in the speaking and

writing of his -tudents.
L He should understand the kinds of problems which censorship and nda can

bring to the school and have learned procedures for handling spec is situations.



IV Classic Statements on Teacher Preparation
in English

The 1958 NASDTEC Declaration of
Policy on Teacher Education and Certifies-
Hon

The changing needs of society make
increasing demands on teaches for the
education of all citizens. If the teacher
is to. meet these demands, his education
must be broader and more intensified than
ever before.

Every state requires a license for those
who direct the education of children and
youth in order to protect and promote the
educational welfare of its citizens. Similar
provisions exist for licensing in all pro-
fessions. The scat directors of teacher
education and certification are the admin-
istrators of thii legal authority for state
licensing of teachers. The National As-
sociation of State Directors of Teacher
Education and Certification, recognizing
the obligation of states to provide com-
petent teachers for their youth, will con-
tinue to work for the improvements needed
in the education and certification of teachers.

NASDTEC believes that the growing
and changing demands on society in the
last half of the twentieth century require
that;

(1) Prospective teachers be carefully se-
lected from among our more capable
college students.

(2) The beginning teacher have com-
pleted a well-planned college pro-
gram of at least four years.

(3) All teachers have a broad education
in the arts, the sciences and the
humanities; intensive study in the
subject-matter field(s) to be taught;
awl thorough p .paration in the edu-
cational process.

(4) School districts assign teachers only
to subject-matter field(s) in which
they are adequately prepared.

(5) Standards and procedure for approv-
ing colleges and universities which
prepare teachers be strengthened and
enforced.

(6) Reciprocity in teacher certification
among the states be accorded to

graduates of approved teacher-edu-
cation programs in colleges and uni-
versitieL

NASDTEC believes that the quality of
the educational program is directly affected
by the quality of theteacher. Furthermore,
the association believes that to attract and
retain competent teachers, it is necessary
that increased funds be provided to raise
the economic status of teachers and to im-
prove teaching conditions.

NASDTEC will continue to work for the
objectives which its members consider vital
to the needed improvement of our system
of public education. The Members in their
respective states, as well as in their national
association, will continue to work closely
with lay and professional groups and per-
sons to inirrove programs of teacher edu-
cation throughout the United States.

From The Basic Issuer in the Teachin g
of English and "An Articulated English
Progranel

The report of the "Conference Basic
Issues in the Teaching of English" states
dearly the motives for studying "English,"
and presents thirty-five interrelated issues
(together with tin/ complex implications).
The conferees defined an "issue" as an
unsettled point on which the possibility
of taking opposed positions exists, and on
which agreement is likely to be difficult.
The. miss ;on of the Conferences was to
define sui.h issues, to present them as show-
ing the parlous situation into which the
teaching of English in the United States
had drifted, and to provide a basic "work

lTbe Basic Issues, published in 1958, emerged
from four conferences held under the auspices
of the American Studies Association, the Col-
lege English Association, the Modem

1Association, and the National Council (41341T-
ers of English and supported by a grant from
the Ford Foundation. An Articulated English
Program" written by some of the members of
the Basic Issues Conferences 'Tared in PMLA
(September 1959) 13-19.
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paper" for concentrating the attention of
members of the profession on developing
solutions. Of the thirty-five Basic bars,
ten were concerned with the
and certification of teachers for CPscalltliol:

Elementary Level
22. How much and what kind of train-

ing in English should the elementary
teacher have? Often the elk
teacher has had no course in
other than Freshman Composition and
possibly a survey course. Is =this
enough? Should he be expected to
spend some specific freeness of his
college program in English courses?
What levels of competence might be
defined for him? What subjects are
essential? Should he have more train-
ing in writing? Should he have
course in children's literature?

23. What skills should an elementary
school teacher have in order to de-
velop eagerness in pupils to learn to
read and write well? The child's
environment outside of school seems
now to be less favorable to the de-
velopment of a love of reading and a
desire to write well than it used to be.
How can the teacher, the school pro-
gram, and the school library most
effectively stimulate the student's in-
tezest? How can the teacher-in-train-
ing acquire the necessary skills?

24. How much of the teachtfs training
should be in education courses and
how much in courses primarily de-
voted to language and literature?
This issue is not peculiar to the sub-
ject of English, of course, and it ap-
plies to the secondary level as well as
to the elementary. But the el

eteacher is the least specializejtr
teachers; he quite naturally focuses
his attention more upon the child
than upon any one of the several
subjects he teaches him. Consequent-
ly he must study child development
and have various kinds of laboratory
or .practice-tesching expenences to
train hint in dealing ands children.
Does his training teach Km enough
about children's capacities for learn-
ing to read and write well? What
are the most productive kinds of study
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in English 'or the prospective ele-
mentary teacher?

Secondary Level
25. Ideally, how muck college sr, of

language and literature is deniable
for the secondary school teacher?
English- teachers should know their

But their teaching of English'y
to be sounder if they also

know at least one foreign l
other humanities, saikg th
social sciences and natural sciences.
Should courses in language and liter-
ature occupy, say, one fourth to one
third of the college curriculum of the
future secondary school teacher?
What gaps are there in the preps-
ration of the English teacher at this
level? What parts, if any, of his
present training, both academic and
professional, have little value for him?

2& What standard qualifications in En-
glish can be established for secondary
school English teachers? In many
communities some teachers with only
a weak miror or even less training
in English are assigned classes in En-
glish. 'their performance as teachers
may be poor because of insufficient
knowledge of language and liter-
ature. Some standards should be avail-
able to guide school administrators
and principals, and to enable the
public to fudge the quality of the
schools it pays for. That a large
professional group can actually agree
upon a clear statement of such stan-
dards has recently !seen demonstrated
by the teachers of modern foreign
languages. What should be the stan-
dard qualifications in English?

27. What is the responsibility of liberal
arts colleges in the p don of ef-
fective teachers What
provisions can be made for
menting the knowledge of liberal arts
graduates and for giving appropriate

expaience, m order_to
arils thew. for secondary teachi,g in
minimum time? Contrary to the gen!
oral impression, most secondary school
teachers come from liberal ens col-
leges and universities; only a small
proportion come from teachers col-
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leges, which generally concentrate
upon preparing elementary teachers.
Yet the liberal arts college frequently
recognizes litde. or no responsibility
on its part to qualify its students to
teach. More exploration is needed in-
to what kinds of courses would in-
crease the student's command of En-
glish language and literature and at
the same time count as educational
training of value toward certification.
What are the posulllitiei of spread-
ing to -the rest of the country such
programs as the Master of Arts in
Teaching- at Harvard and Yale? Or
such well-established fifth-year pro-
grams as are found in some states
where a master's degree or equivalent
is required of secondary teachers?
Or the three-summer teacher - training
program of the State of New York?

28. What kind of training in teaching
methods does the future secondary
school English teacher need? It seems
clear that the teacher should know
how to stimulate and satisfy the in-
tellectual curiosity of the adolescent,
but the pedagogical methods by
which this is done are not so clear.
What part of Oedagogical training
focuses on developing the habit of
reading and fostering. a love of liter-
ature? How much is known about
this subject? It seems evident -that
much closer cooperation between De-
partmenii of English and Depart-
ments of Education is necessary if

- this issue is to be resolved.

sidered a baby Ph.D. degree, some-
times a consolation prize for those
who cannot achieve the doctorate.
Thoughtful reconsideration of the
purposes and content of the M.A.
program might make this degree
much more serviceable for the secon-
dary teacher and contribute signifi-
candy to the whole sequential and
cumulative nature of the ideal En-_ glish curriculum.

33. How can we achieve articulation of
teaching and teacher training at all
levels in English? If _ the 'English
program_is to become ideally sequen-
tial and cumulative, there must be
much closer communication and co-
operation among the teachers at the
various levels. Sr e states and some
national organizations have made ef-
forts toward better articulation in re-
cent years, but much more remains
to be done. The atmosphere of mutual
cordiality at the Bowling Green Con-
ference in 1958 and the success of
recent conferences of high school and
college English teechers under the
auspices of the Advanced Placement
Program are encouraging signs that a
greater degree of articulation can be
obtained.

34. How can opportunities be made for
continued education ar.d intellectual
growth fci--..nglish teachers on all
levels? Because English is a subject
which requires rersonal involvement,
the intellectual liveliness and interest
of the teacher are Rely to be re-

2 How can the Master of Arts degree fleeted in the student. Yet many En-
ne made more effective in the prep- dish teachers have such heavy teach-
station of secondary school teach- mg loads and supervisory duties that
ers? This issue refers to the Master they cannot find die time for read-
of Arts in the regular graduate de- ing, writing, playgoing, and studying
partment of English. This degree that would keep them alive and grow-
might serve well the needs of the ing. Would fellowships, travel grants,
secondary school teacher of English summer workshops, and conferences
except for the fact that he is some- remedy this situation?
times excluded from taking it be-
cause of ifildequateundergraduate Teacher preparation for all levels de-
preparation in English, and so takes mands a more thorough knowledge of both
his master's degree in Education, literature and the process of writing than is
sometimes with adequate provision customarily demanded. Every English teach-
for content courses in English and er, no matter at what level, should have
sometimes without The ambiguous had a course in advanced writing.
M.A. in English is sometimes. con- The teacher's job, on all levels, is to
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fur 1. the student's mind, to stimulate it,
an .c suggest (and hold to) high standards
of student performance. A. teacher un-
equipped with knoWlageOf myth, folk-
lore, Biblical lore, and fairy tale can furnish
no young tnind with it, and lacking satu-
ration in it and enthusiasm can neither adapt
it to nor stimulate the child's nund for it.
The same holds in increasing degree for
the secondary school teacher of English in
the widened sphere of literary knowledge
he must have, and it is axiomatic for the
college teacher. 110

The besetting problem of the elementary
school teachers of English is knowing too
little literature. The besetting problem of
the English teacher in secondary school
is the same, compounded by the problem
of adapting the at-present rigid sort of

knowledge he gains from the
pattern of graduate courses to effective
use in high school classes._ Further prob-
lems of teachers in both elementary and
secondary schools derive from the sterility
of their continuing professional and intel-
lectual development. The M.A. tends to
become terminal, routines of committee
work set in, infrequent participation in
p. sessional or learned societies leaves teach-
ers isolated, and the still rather formalized
pattern of graduate school programs
(keyed to the PhD. as the research de-
gree) offers little for them.

Every elementary school teacher should
have a minor in English with special courses
in children's literature which include read-
ings in the fields of myth, folk and fairy
lordand-mtional legends, and courses in
the teaching of reading and writing.

Every secondary school teacher of the
subject called English should have a sound
English major, of the comprehensive type
mentioned above, and acquire the master's
degree-in_ English for advincement. The
need is apparent for instituting a course
beyond the M.A., leading perhaps to
Ph.M. (master of philosophy) degree, espe-
cially designed for teachers in senior high
school and the first two years of college,
but which, broad in content, might equip
him to teach at higher levels too.

This course should re a full year's
work in the fields of ary criticism,
literary backgrounds, linguistics, and the
teaching of writing.

We recommend further that teachers
colleges articulate their work in .English
with the substance and directions suggested
above for the liberal arts colleges, and that
liberal arts colleges work with them to
achieve this.

"A Standard of Preparation To Teach
EngliSh"2

What is a good standard of preparation
to teach English? Basic to all efforts to
.upgrade ; the quality of teaching is the
identification,of competent teachers. To
that end, a spicial committee of the National
Council of Teachers of English has sug-
gested-die essential qualifications of an
English teacher-in the elementary school,
the secondary school, the college, or the
university. Teaching by persons who can-
not meet this standard will not produce the
communication skills or the sense of human
values needed so urgently in our nation.
Certainly both beginning and experienced
teachers must, through study and practical
experience, work further to achieve and
maintain the highest qualifications. The
standard outlined represents only the qual-
ity of education in English needed by
teachers to achieve the goals identified in
the foregoing chapter; it is realistic and
can be met.

While the committee's statement assumes
a common basis- for teachers of English,
it allows for appropriate specialization to
teach in each of the several positions from
the elementary school to the university.
The capable, industrious student should
fulfill the requirements of the statement
by the end of his baccalaureate or master's
degree, to the extent that these apply to
his preparation as a teacher in the ele-
mentary or secondary school, and by the
end -of his doctoral study as they relate
to college teaching. Let's assume that our
prospective English teacher has good op-
portunities to learn language and literature
during his childhood and youth. Much of
the basic knowledge of English as

2The "Standard of Preparation to Teach
English," initially prepared by the NCTE Com-
mittee on the Preparation and Certification of
Teachers, is taken from The National Interest
and the Teaching of English (Champaign:
NCTE,1961); pp. 39-42.
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native languagewhich he understands,
reads, speaks, and writeshe should have
by the time he enters college. Likewise, by
that time he should have read a number
of major works that belong to English
and American literature and some foreign
pieces in the original Iiiiguage or English
translation. He should consequently have
developed a fair ability to judge and a taste
to choose among literary works. During
his four or five years of collegiate study,
he should extend and sharpen his funda-
mental knowledge of the English language
and literature and should acquire the special
knowledge of English, together with the
science and art of teaching it, which he
will need for his work in the elementary
or secondary school. If he intends -to teach
in the college or university, he shoild
shape his program of studies to that end.

Those who subscribe to this statement
hope that the teacher of English (1) has
the personal qualities which make an ef-
fective teacher, (2) has received a well-
balanced education, including knowledge
of a foreign language and a basic grounding
in science, mathematics, the social sciences,
and the arts, (3) has received the appro-
priate training in psychology and profes-
sional education, and (4) has dedicated him-
self to humanistic values.

A Standasyl-44Preparation to Teach En-
glish

I. The teacher of English should have a
certain fundamental and specialized
knowle, of the English language and
its 'literature, togiiiiirividi certain
abilities and skills which enable him to
perform expertly in his discipline.
A. In language, he should have:

I. A fundamental knowledge of the
historical development and pres-
ent character of the English lan-
guage: phonology (phonetics and
phonemics), morphology, syntax,
vocabulary (etymology and se-
mantics), the relations of Ian,
guage and society.

2. A specialized knowledge of the
language which is ap-

propriate to the teacher's panic-
tlar field of interest and responsi-
bility.

3. An informed command of the arts
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of languagerhetoric and logic;
ability to speak and write lan-
guage which is not only unified,
coherent,. and correct but also
responsible, appropriate to the
situation, and stylistically effec-
tive.

B. In literature, he should have:
I. A reading background of major

literary works which emphasize
the essential dignity of the in-
dividual man. This background:
a. Implies a knowledge of major

works, writers, forms; themes,
and movements of the litera-
ture of the English-speaking
people.

b. Reflects intensive study of
many literary pieces.

c. Includes familiarity with some
of the outstanding literary
works in English translation,
or in the original language, of
the Greek, Roman, Norse,
Italian, French, Spanish, Ger-
man, Slavic, and Original
peoples.

2. A specialized knowledge of
whatever writers and literary
works, forms, themes, media, and
movements are appropriate to
the teacher's particular field of
interest and responsibility.

3. An ability to analyze and evalu-
ate independently the various
forms of imaginative literature as
well as the utilitarian forms of
verbal expression, and the insight
to use suitable critical approaches
in order to discover their literary
and human values.

II. The teacher of English should have cer-
tain abilities and knowledge which be-
long to the science and the art of teach-
ing language and literature.
A. These abilities include:

1. The- ability to envision how his
students may develop their poten-
tialities through the study of
language and literature.

2. The ability to excite their in-
terest and direct their learning.

3. The ability to help them wider-
stand and .use Eng1Mt -practically
sad creatively.
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4. The ability to elevate their taste
and critical powers.

S. The ability to lead them to a
perception of human problems
and in appreciation of human
values.

6. The ability to evaluate their
progress and the efficacy of his
own methods.

B. These abilities presuppose not only
the fundamental but also the special-
ized knowledge and skills of the En-
glish language and literature which
the teacher needs to fulfill his pro-
fessional responsibility.

C. These abilities imply knowledge of
the philosophies of education and the
psychologies of learning as they re-
late to the study and teaching of the
English language and its literature.
Such knowledge:
1. Reveals how an individual un-

folds and grows through his
use and understanding of lan-
guage and literature.

2. Supplies the teacher with a variety
of methods for use in teaching
his students the skills and arts
which are appropriate to their
level of attainment in English.

3, Informs the teacher of the rela-
tion which each phase or level has
to the total school, college, and
university program.

4. Includes an awareness of the
basic issues in the teaching of En-
glish-

"Resolutions Adopted at a Seminar of
English Department Chatanen"s
The General Obligation of the Profession

1. The preparation of teachers of English
and their continuing education as
teachers are among the important re-
sponsibilities of college and university
departments of English. These respon-
sibilities may call for the development
of sustained programs of teacher edu-
cation. Departments should, regularly
review and evaluate their n-ammg. pro-
grams for teaching assistants and their
courses designed for the preparation

gran College English, 24 (March 1963) 473-
475.
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of high school teachers. Such efforts
to strengthen the teaching of English
should be accepted as professional ob-
ligations; hence their vigorous pro-
motion should not be contingent upon
the receipt of Federal funds.

Activities within the Individual Institution
2. English teachers returning for post-

baccalaureate study should be encour-
aged to enroll in courses in English
and American literature and language.
For*those teachers who are ineligible
to enroll in graduate degree programs,
English departments should consider
providing suitable courses and special
graduate certificates.

3. The teaching of English and research
in teaching will profit from joint ef-
forts by specialists in English, English
edudation, psychology, and other areas,
and from cooperation, wherever thisis
appropriate, with such agencies as the
United States Office of Education,
state departments of education, and
local schools and school systems.

4. Research in teaching and in the in-
struction of teachers can contribute to
the same ends as a liberal discipline,
inasmuch as teaching brings into focus
the issues of literary and linguistic
theory. Faculty members engaged in
research in the teaching of English
should be considered eligible for any
reduction in teaching loads that is
available for those engaged in literary
or linguistic research, and the results
should be evaluated by criteria com-
parable to those applied in literary and
hnguistic disciplines.

S. Teachers of English education should
hold appointments in English depart-
ments whenever possible.

Activities Involving Other Groups
6. College and university departments of

English should expand their programs
of cooperation with elementary and
secondary school teachers of English
by providing, for example, more de-
partmental consultants who will work
with the schools and by developing
special programs for teachers such as
summer workshops, institutes, seminars
cs1;:j the regular academic year, and

conferences.
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7. Continued support should be sought
from Federal and other agencies, as
well as from university and college ad- 2.
ministrations, for:

Summer institutes for teachers
of English, patterned in general
after those offered in 1962 under 3.
the sponsorship of the Com-
mission on English of the Col-
lege Entrance Examination
Board.

(b) Seminars patterned in general
after those sponsored by the
Commission on English in 1961
for college and university teach-
ers of English who are prepar-
ing to serve as directors and in-
structors in institutes or inser-
vice training programs. 4.

(c) Institutes, courses, and demon-
strations in English- language,
composition, and literature (with
or without credit) for elemen-
tary and secondary school teach-
ers in service.

(d) Seminars enabling college teach-
ers of English to extend their
knowledge of literature and lan-
guage.

(e) The preparation and production
of printed and audio-visual ma-
terials for use in teacher-train-
ing programs.

(a)

"Major Recommendations for Educating
Teachers of English for the Elementary
School"*

1. Higher standards of selection of candi-
dates for elementary school teaching
are being set up throughout the
country. A candidate's qualifications
should include a dynamic personality,
adequate mental health, acceptable 2C2-
danic scholarship, interest in children,
and appreciation of the function of
the public schools in a democracy.
Progressive evaluation of the candi-
date's fitness for the professional pro-
gram should occur at intervals during

*The recommendations are taken from Alfred
Grommon, ed, The Education of Teachers of
English, prepared by the NCTE Commission on
the English Curriculum (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1963), pp. 18-19.

5.

his course, especially before he is per-
mitted to enter student teaching.
In this and other aspects of the pro-
gram of preparation for teaching, both
academic and professional staff should
cooperate.
Because of the importance. of the can-
didate's cultural and professional prep-
aration ,for teaching, his program
should include a relatively equal em-
phasis upon (1) general education, (2)
professional education, and (3) an aca-
demic field of concentration. The aca-
demic area should preferably be a
broad one such as in natural and physi-
cal sciences, social studies, or the lan-
guage arts, combining literature, lan-
guage, speech, and composition.
In English he should have ample prac-
tice in the effective use of both oral
and written language for socially valid
purposes. He should understand the
historical development of the English
language, the processes of linguistic
change, and the social bases of usage.
He should also have opportunity to
read major works of English and
American literature with some under-
standing of literary types and stan-
dards of selection of books. For this
purpose, shorter courses than the usual
long introductory ones offered for
majors in English should be made
available to him. Some acquaintance
with the myths and hero stories of
classical literature would also be useful.
For this purpose the following types
of courses are recommended as a mini-
mum for all elementary school teach-
ers: at least one course in advanced
composition beyond freshman English;
one in the historical development,
structure, and social functions of the
English language, taught with the non-
majoring student in mind; and two in
literature, one covering masterpieces
of American literature and one in En-
glish or world masterpieces.

6. In the professional program, teachers
should understand the funeirciiii of
education in a democracy, the prin-
ciples of child development and learn-
ing, and the processes of curriculum
planning and instruction for elemen-
tary school children. Directed obser-
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vation and practice in the elementary
school classroom are indispensable. So
also are a course in children's litera-
ture and book selection and one in the
principles of speech, including atten-
tion to creative dramatics and the oral
interpretation of literature.

7. A prospective elementary school
teacher should have enough under-
graduate work in one academic area
and preferably in two to be eligible
later to pursue graduate courses in
them. Academic departments might
well consider permitting such students
as are otherwise well qualified to enroll
in whatever courses they need for
strengthening their backgrounds.

8. Institutions preparing teachers for ele-
mentary schools should move as rapid-
ly as possible toward five-year pro-
grams planned '2S a unified and well -
articulated sequence in bot.' academic
and professional work.

"Major RecomMendations for Educating
Teachers of English for the Secondary
School"

I. Recruiting able students for teaching
should begin in secondary schools and
continue in undergraduate years.

2. The entire college faculty should ac-
cept responsibility for planning pro-
grams, selecting candidates, and
strengthening standards of admission
for teacher education.

3. The prospective secondary school
teacher should give at least 40 per cent
of his study to general education, at
least 40 per cent to academic speciali-
zation, no more than 20 per cent to
professional preparation.

4. Instruction in general education, the
major and minor, and professional
preparation should emphasize the basic
structures of disciplines and the inter-
relationships among theme

S. The minimum major or minor in En-
Flish should include at least one course
in composition beyond the freshman
year, courses in the history of the
language and in modern grammar, and
training in public speaking, in addition
to a balanced program in literature.

5Ibid, p. 144.

6.`A minimum professional program
should include study of the psycholo-
gical, social, and philosophical founda-
tions of public education, a practical
course in methods, observation in
schools, and practice teaching.

7. All segments of the program in teach-
er education should be subject to con-
tinued evaluation and intelligent re-
vision.

8. While present requirements should be
consistently enforced, teachr.s in
schools and colleges, through :heir
subject matter organizations, scholarly
societies, and professional associations
should seek jointly to strengthen certi-
fication requirements.

"Recommendations to ImprOve the Qual-
ity of Instruction"6

For five years members of the Commis-
sion have talked and worked with En-
glish teachers in all parts of the country.
Their inescapable conclusion from data and
direct observation is that a high propor-
tionperhaps a majorityof English teach-
ers know much less about their subject
than they should know in order to teach
it even reasonably well. The reasons for
this condition are many and not easy to
correct, but further decline is inevitable
unless immediate efforts are made to im-
prove training, to tighten certification re-
quirements in subject study, and to make
the English teacher's job more attractive.

The recommendations that follow repre-
sent not an ideal set of standards but a
reasonable minimum for sound, vigorous
teaching of secondary school English. Some
school systems already require and provide
more than these recommendations set forth,
and the fact that their graduites regularly
perform better than the average in national
examinations such as the C011ege Board Ad-
vanced Placement Examinations is evidence
enough that these recommendations mark
a level below which schools cannot oper-

6The recommendations are taken from Free-
dom and Discipline in English: Report of the
Commission on English (New York: College
Entrance Examination Bo rd, 1965), pp. 9-13.
The recommendations on curriculum are not
included.
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ate without impairing the quality of instruc-
tion they offer.

Professional Standards
Certification standards in most states are

far too low to guarantee that teachers ad-
mitted to the classroom are adequately
prepared for- the work they must do. The
argument that short supply makes increased
requirements impossible is self-defeating.
Experience in other professions has shown
that in the long run both quality and sup-
ply increase when requirements rise, be-
cause able students are attracted to those
professions which set high standards for
admission. Because the machinery of state
certification is complex and difficult to
change, the onus at present must fall on
college and university English departments
to set, independently, sound requirements
for graduation with teaching certificates in
English.

Recommendation 1. That certification to
reach secondary school English be based on
evidence of creditable work, at the mini-
mum, of the following kinds:

formal study of the history and structure
of the English language
study in rhetoric and composition above
the level of freshman course
work in critical theory and practice with
attention to bibliography and library re-
sources
at least one course in speech and the oral
interpretation of literature
two semester courses in American litera-
ture
four semester courses in English litera-
ture, of which one should be the Andy
of a single writer (preferably Shake-
speare) in depth, and of which others
should reoresent approaches not exclu-
sively historical
at least one course in English social and
cultural history

enough study of one foreign language to
guarantee reading facility.

Recommendation 2. That, in addition to the
minimal requirements it subject matter,
study in pedagogical prom: the
following:

one course in the psychology of learning

one course in the, methodology of the
subject (selection of materials, lesson
planning, curriculum development, re-
view of relevant research)

one course in the history of American
educational theory and institutions
one semester of full-time practice teach-
ing under close and competent supervi-
sion.

Recommendation 3. That temporary certifi-
cates be valid for only one year at a time
with renewal dependent on evidence of
professional study, in the subject or in
pedagogical processes, 'whichever may be
lacking in the candidate's preparation to
meet the requirements listed under 1 and 2.

Recommendation 4. That school systems
assume some responsibility for the expense
of study beyond that required for certifi-
cation, through stipends, tuition-free
courses, and substantial salary increments.

Teaching Conditions

Although situations differ so greatly that
what may be reasonable teaching conditions
in one place will be unreasonably difficult
in another, the consensus of English teach-
ers is that unless a ceiling for the teaching
assignment can be established (Recommen-
dations 5 through 7) there is little hope for
materially improved instruction.

Recommendation S. That the English teach-
er be assigned no more than four classes.

Recommendation 6. That the average class
size be no more than 25 pupils.

Reconmzendation 7. That the English
teacher be responsible for, supervision of
no more than one continuing extracurricu-
lar activity during a school year.
Recommendations 8 through 11 go beyond
teaching assignments to spell out provision
for space, equipment, and clerical assistan.:
that would be taken for granted in business
or in another profession but are far too
seldom available to the teacher.

Recommendation 8. That specific class-
rooms be set aside for English.

Recommendation 9. That each of these
classrooms be equipped with reference
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books and filing cabinets and wired for
audio-visual 'Machines, and that all English
teachers have access to a record player,
tape recorder, television set, slide machine,
motion-picture projector, and an opaque or
overhead projector.

Recommendation 10. That space be pro-
vided for an English office equipped with
a typewriter and a duplicating machine, and
that clerical assistance be available for the
cutting of stencils and the production of
teaching materials.

Recommendation 11. That in addition to
the annual budget for the school library,
at least $1 per student per year be allotted
for purchase and rental of special materials
in English (books, slides, photographs, spe-
cial issues of magazines, films, and the like).

"Qualifications of Secondary School
Teachers of English: A Preliminary State-
ment"'

The Illinois State-wide Curriculum Center
for Preparation of Secondary School
Teachers of English (ISCPET) is supported
by funds supplied in accordance with a
contract with the U. S. Office of Education.
Representatives of the twenty institutions
involved in ISCPET are conducting a five-
year study of ways of improving teacher
preparation. They have prepared as a work:
mg guide the preliminary lists of qualifica-
tions that follow. The representatives,
drawn from Departments of English and
Education, base this statement upon their
own experience and observation; upon the
recommendations of an advisory committee
composed of twelve nationally known per-
sons in English, Speech, and Education; and
upon additional recommendations from Il-
linois authorities on certification, school
administrators, secondary school English

7From College English, 27 (November 1965)
166-169.

consultants, English department heads, and
English teachers.

The lists have these five headings:
Knowledge of Language; Knowledge and
Skill in Written Composition; Knowledge
and Skill in Literature; Knowledge and
Skill in Oral Communication; and Knowl-
edge and Skill in the Teaching of English.

Although no specific list of competencies
in general education has been prepared,
there is a consensus that any teacher of En-
glish should possess at least basic knowl-
edge of social science, natural science, and
the humanities other than English, includ-
ing at least a fair command of a foreign
language. No attempt has been made to list
the personal qualities that are involved in
successful teaching. Such a list, incorporat-
ing as it must such varied items as integrity,
willingness to work hard, liking for chil-
dren, and a pleasant voice, would be little
more than a catalog of virtues desirable in
any human being.

Persons responsible for planning college
curriculums based upon the competencies
must realize that no one-to-one ratio exists
between competencies and courses. That is,
the attainment of one competency may re-
quire more than one college course, and,
conversely, a single course may sometimes
provide sufficient instruction to cover sev-
eral of the competencies.

In these lists, the "minimal" level of quali-
fication describes the competencies to be
expected of a secondary school English
teacher who has no more than a teaching
minor in English. It may, however, also
describe the competencies of an English
major whose ability is only mediocre or
whose college preparation has been of less
than average quality.

The "good" level of qualification de-
scribes competencies reasonable to expect
in able or fairly able English majors whose
ability and" college preparation have been
average or better in quality.

sAurors College
Bradley University
De Paul University
Greenville College
Illinois State University

at Normal
Illinois Wesleyan University

Knox College
Loyola University
Monmouth College
Mundelein College
North Central College
Northwestern University
Olivet Nazarene College

Rockford College
Roosevelt University
St. Xavier College
Southern Illinois University
University of Chicago
University of Illinois
Western Illinois University
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The "superior" level of qualification de-
scribes competencies to be expected in high-
ly able persons whose college preparation
has been of very good or excellent quality;
it is likely to include graduate work and
may require some years of ,teaching ex-
perience.

The "minimal" qualifications are not rec-
ommended. Rather, they are basic to attain-

ing the "good" qualifications. Each college
or university engaged in preparing secondary
schoolteachers of English should, in the
opinion of those responsible for this report,
attempt to prepare teachers who have at-
tained at least the "good" level.

J. N. HOOK
University of Illindis

1. KNOWLEDGE OF LANGUAGE

Minimal
An understanding ol how lan-
guage functions

A reasonably detailed knowl-
edge of one system of English
grammar and a working famili-
arity with another sy.cem

A knowledge of the present
standards of educated usage:
knowledge of the various levels
of usage and how those leveli
are determined

Good Superior
A detailed understanding- of
how language functions, includ-
ing knowledge of the principles
of semantics

A detailed knowledge of at
least two systems of English
grammar

A thorough knowledge of levels
of usage; some knowledge of
dialectology, a realization of the
cultural implications of both

A knowledge of the history of
the English language, with ap-
propriate awareness of its pho-
nological, morphological, and
syntactic changes

Sufficient knowledge to illus-
trate richly and specifically
the areas listed under "good"

2. KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL IN WRITTEN COMPOSITION

Minimal Good
Ability to recognize such char-
acteristics of good writing as
substantial and relevant content;
organization; clarity; appropri-
ateness of tone; and accuracy in
mechanics and usage

A basic understanding of the
processes of composing

Ability to analyze and to com-
municate to students the spe-
cific strengths and weaknesses
in their writing

Ability to produce writing with
at least a modicum of the char-
acteristics noted above

A well-developed ability to rec-
ognize such characteristics of
good writing as substantial and
relevant content; organization;
clarity; appropriateness of tone;
and accuracy in mechanics and
usage

Perception of the complexities
in the processes of composing

Ability to analyze in detail the
strengths and weaknesses in the
writing of students and to com-
municate the analysis effectively

Proficiency in producing writ-
ing with at least considerable
strength in the characteristics
noted above

Superior
In addition to "good" com-
petencies, a detailed knowl-
edge of theories and history
of rhetoric and of the devel-
opment of English prose

Perception of the subtleties.
as well as the complexities,
in the procesies of compos-
ing

Ability to give highly per-
ceptive analysis of the
strengths and weaknesses in
the writing of students, to
communicate this exactly,
and to motivate students
toward greater and greater
strengths

Proficiency, in producing
writing of genuine power;
ability and willingness to
write for publication
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3. KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL IN LITIRATURE

Minimal Good Superior

Acquaintance with the most im-
portant works of major English
and American authors

Awareness of the patterns of
development of English and
American literature from their
beginnings to the present

Ability to read closely an un.:
familiar literary text of average
difficulty with comprehension
of its content and salient liter-
ary characteristics

Familiarity with the important
works of major English and
American authors; knowledge
of the characteristics of various
genres and of major works in
English and American literature
in the genres

As part of the awareness of pat-
terns of development, a knowl-
edge of such backgrounds of
English and American literature
as history, the Bible, mythology,
and folklore

Ability to read closely an un-
familiar literary text of above-
average difficulty with good
comprehension of its content
and literary characteristics

Familiarity with a considerable
body of literature suitable for
adolescents

In addition to the "good"
competencies:

Intensive and extensive
knowledge of one or more
major authors and of at least
one genre, and one period;
knowledge of major works
of selected foreign writers,
both ancient and modern,
and of comparative literature

Familiarity with major criti-
cal theories and schools of
criticism

4. KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL IN ORAL COMMUNICATION

Minimal

An understanding of basic prin-
ciples of preparing and present-
ing an oral report

An awareness of the role
listening in communication

Good Superior

An unuerstanding of the princi-
ples of group discussion, group
dynamics, oral reporting, panel
discussions, classroom dramati-
zations, and choral reading; an
understanding of the relation-
ships between speaking and
other facets of English

of A knowledge of current infor-
mation relative to listening tech-
niques

An ability to speak clearly and
effectively, and in conformity
with present standards of edu-
cated usage

An ability to read aloud well
enough to convey most aspects
of the interpretive artmean-
ing,-mood, dominant emotions,
varying emotions, overtones,
and variety

An ability to speak with clarity
and in conformity with present
standards of educated usage

An ability to read aloud well
enough for ready comprehen-
sion

In addition to the "good"
compdtencies: touches of
expertise and showmanship
that a professional speaker,
oral interpreter, or actor
p .SSCSSeS
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5. KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH

Minimal Good Superior

Some understanding of basic Knowledge of educational psy-
principles of educational pry- etiology, especially of the learn-
chology ing process and adolescent psy-

chology

Introductory knowledge of
American sec-Aary educatic

A basic understanding of the
content, instructional materials,
and organization of secondary
English programs

A basic knowledge of ways to
teach English, with an aware-
ness of the importance of devel-
oping assignments that guide
students in their study of lan-
guage, written and oral com-
munciation, and literature

Some knowledge of corrective
and developmental reading tech-
niques

Understanding of basic princi-
ples of evaluation and test con-
struction in English

Knowledge of the philosophy,
organization, and educational-
programs of American second-
ary education now and in his-
torical perspective

A good understanding' of the
content, instructional materials,
and organization of secondary
English programs, and of the
role of English in the total
school 'program

A wide knowledge of effective
ways to teachEnglish, to select
and adapt methods and materials
for the varying interests and
maturity levels of students, and
to develop a sequence of assign-
ments to guide and stimulate
students in their study of lan-
guage, written and oral commu-
nication, and literature

Moderate knowledge of correc--
tive and developmental reading.
techniques

Broad understanding of basic
principles of evaluation and test
construction in English

"Resolutions of the Anglo-American Con-
ference on the Teaching and Learning of
English"'

°For reports on the Conference, see John
Dixon, Growth Through English (Reading,
England: The National Association of Teach-
ers of English, 1967), and Herbert J. Muller,
The Uses of English (New York: Holt, Rine-
hart, and Winston, Inc., 1967).

Competence in the knowl-
edge and application of edu-
cational psychology; detailed
knowledge of the stages of
language growth in children
and youth

A thorough understand;- ; of
the content; instructional ma-
terials, and organization of
secondary English programs,
and of the role of English in
the total school program;
knowledge of principles of
curriculum development in
English

A thorough knowledge of
r-the most effective ways to

teach English, to select and
adapt methods and materials
for the varying interests and
maturity levels of students,
and to develop sequential as-
signments that guide, stimu-
late, and challenge students
in their study of language,
written and oral communica-
tion, and literature

A relatively thorough knowl-
edge of corrective and devel-
opmental reading techniques

Thorough understanding of
basic principles of evaluation
and test construction in En-
glish

A blueprint for redirecting the focus of
English teaching in Anglo-American coun-
tries emerged from the deliberations of
more than fifty scholars and specialists in
the teaching of English at a month-long
meeting at Dartmouth College held in Au-
gust and September 1966 under a grant
from th: Carnegie Corporation of New
York
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In concentrated sessions conferees from
the United Kingdom, Canada, and the
United States reviewed current practice,
research and development, and promising
new ideas affecting the teaching of English
and the preparation of teachers for all edu-
cational levels.

Calling for determined action to review
and reform the teaching of English in
British and American schools, Seminar par-
ticipants reported general agreement on the
following eleven-point program:

1. The centrality of pupils' exploring, ex-
tending, and shaping experiences m the
English classroom.

2. The urgency of developing classroom
approaches stressing the vital, creative,
dramatic involvement of children and
young people in language experiences.

3. The importance of directing more at-
tention to speaking and listening for
all pupils at all levels, particularly those
experiences which involve vigorous in-
teraction among children.

4. The wisdom of providing young peo-
ple at all levels with significant op-
portunities for the creative uses of lan-
guagecreative dramatics, imaginative
writing, improvisation, role playing,
and similar activities.

5. The significance of rich literary ex-
periences in the educative process and
the importance of teachers of English
restudying particular selections to de-

termine their appropriateness for read-
ing at different levels.

6. The need to overcome the restrictive-
ness of rigid patterns of "grouping"
or "streaming' which limit the lin-
guistic environment in which boys and
girls learn English and which tend to
inhibit language development.

7. The need to negate the limiting, often
au-ltifying, impact of examination pat-
terns which direct attention of both
teachers and pupils to aspects of En-
glish which are at best superficial and
often misleading.

8. The compelling urgency of improving
the conditions under which English
is taught in the schoolsthe need for
more books and libraries, for better
equipment, for reasonable class size,
for a classroom environment which
will make good teaching possible.

9. The importance of teachers of English
at all levels informing themselves about
the scholarship and research it to
English language so that their class-
room approaches n e guided ac-
cordingly.

10. The need for radical reform in pro-
grams of teacher education, both pre-
service and inservice.

11, The importance of educating the pub-
lic on what is meant by good-English
and what is meant by good English
teaching.

The Importance of the Study
(Continued from page 477)

English teaching really requires. Some peo-
ple think the requirements of the Guide-
: es are unrealistically difficult. Others feel
that they are so general that they cannot
be effective. These criticisms may bevalid.
But the reactions of the hundreds of ex-
perienced individuals involved in this study
persuaded me and persuaded the other
members of the Advisory Board who sat

through the countless conferences and meet-
ings all over the country that led up to the
guidelines that any English department=or
any school system that will try honestly
to plan a program in accord with these
guidelines will "professionalize" its teachers
and thereby improve its English teaching.
to a striking degree.



V Certification Requirements To Teach English

in Elementary or Secondary School-1967

Eugene E. Slaughter

Head, Department AC English
Southeastern Oklahoma State College
Durant, Oklahoma

THIS report on 1967 teacher certification
updates the similar study of 1964 and

continues the surveys by John H. Fisher of
the requirements to teach English in the
high school and by an NCTE committee of
the requirements to teach language arts in
the elementary' school. The data have been
obtained from the 50 states, the District of
Columbia, and Puerto' Rico and compared
with the comprehensive studies of Stinnett
(1967) and Woe liner and Wood (1967-68).
Differences between the figures in the man-
uals and those contained here-are not noted
unless they affect an interpretation. Two
definitions which are used here to classify
all certificates vary from the manuals' use.
A regular initial certificate is taken to mean
a probationary or provisional certificate is-
sued, and renewable or continuing, on state
prescribed requirements, in contrast to an
emergency or temporary certificate granted
by special dispt.nsation. A standard certifi-
cate is a regular certificate which is perma-
nent or may be continued on a prescribed
number of years' use in teaching and with
little or no further preparation.'

'Studies referred to are these: John H. Fisher,
"We Look to the High Schools," College En-
glish, 16 (March 1955) 362-365; "Certification. of
High School Teachers," College English, 19
(May 1958) 344-348; "1960 Certification

State requirements for teacher certifies,
tion consider age, citizenship, health, moral
character, college studies, and teaching.com-
petence. Regarding preparation, they imply
that a teacher needs (1) a liberal education,
(2) one or more concentrations in subjects'
of areas of knowledge commonly taught in
the schools, (3) a professional education
that includes the psychological, and sliCio-
logical foundations of the teaching-learning
process, teaching methods, and student
teaching, and (4) for the elementary school,
a subject matter specialized for teaching to

quirements," College English, 22 (January 1961)
171-275; Eugene E. Slaughter, "1964 Certifica-
tion to Teach English in the Elementary or the
Secondary School," College English, 25 (May-
1964) 591-604; NCTE committee, The National
Interest and the Teaching of English (1961),pp.
39-48; T. M. Stinnett, with Edna N. Frady and
Geraldine E. Pershing, A Manual on Certifica-
tion Requirements for School Personnel in the
United States (Washington, D.C.: National
Education Association, 1967); Elizabeth H.
Woellner and M. Aurilla Wood, Requirements
for Certification, , 1967-6S (Chicogo: University
of Chicago, 1967); NCTE guidelines' for the
preparation to teach English and the language
arts in the elementary and the secondary school
were published in-Alfred H. Grommon, editor,
The Education of Teachers of English for
American Schools (A pc.::.ton-Century-Crafts,
1963).

511 ,
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children. Among the states, although the
statutes specify certain requirements to be
enforced, there is an increasing practice of
publishing guidelines for planning and judg-
ing programs of teacher education, of ac-
crediting colleges and universities, approv-
ing their programs, and depending on the
institutions to recommend the graduatis as
to character, prtrtetison, and corn
before the ce are issued.
most states report using the approved-pro-
gram approach to some extent (see St tett,
p. 35). There is also an increasing practice
of granting a provisional first license on the
approved college program and permitting
successful teachers to convert the Initial cer-
tificate into one which is valid or renewable
as long as they are teaching. For the conver-
sion, there is a tendency to require a fifth
year of college as well as successful class-
room experience, and to recognize by cer-
tificate the study done beyond the master's
degree. Certification is intended to ensure
minimum preparation and competence in
elementary and secondary school teachers
when they begin and as they continue to
teach. Proper assignment of licensed teach-
ers according to their qi lifications depen4s
upon the professional integrity of the school
administrators and the teachers. It is en-
forced by a state's granting of funds and
accreditation tc the public schools that ob-
serve the teachers' credentials, and the with-
ia..icling of funds and accreditation from of-
fenders. Standards for accrediting schools
are included in this study when they enforce
s minimum preparation of teachers.'

The total amount of college credit re-
quired for certification varies considerably.
Of the 32 states (this term will hereafter in-
dude the District of Columbia and Puerto
Rico), 46 require the bachelor's degree for
the lowest regular elementary school cer-
tificate, and 6 (Idaho, Nebraska, North Da-
kota, Puerto Rico, South Dakota, and Wis..

'State standards of school accreditation are
influenced by regional associations, especially
the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools for 19 states and the North-
-vest Mum: ion for 7 states. The NCA requires
that the high ichool English teacher have at
least IL semester hours in the English area, with
adequate preparation in each subject taught; the
14MA, at least 16 hours, with 6 hours in each
subjr

conies) require 2 years of college. For the
standard elementary certificate, 48 states r--
quire the bachelor's degree, and 11 of these
require a fifth year of college within 10
years after the teacher begins teachine Ari-
zona and New York, 5 years; Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, and Washington, 6 years;
California and Indiana, 7 years; New Mex-
ico, 8 years; Connecticut, Kentucky, and
Maryland, 10 years Until new regulations
become effective, in 4 states an elementary
teacher with a provisional certificate may
obtain successive renewals on a few more
college hours and so teach a long while be-
fore completing the bachelor's degree: in
rural Nebraska, 24 'years, in North Dakota,
Puerto Rico, and South Dakota, indefinite-
ly. For the lowest regular secondary school
certificate, the District of Columbia requires
the master's degree, and the other 31 states
require the bachelor's degree. For the stan-
dard secondary certificate, all states require
the bachelor's degree, and 13 of them re-
quire a fifth year of college within 10 years:
District Of Columbia as prerequisite, Ari-
zona, California, and New York, 5 year%
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and
Washington, 6 years; Indiana, 7 years; New
Mexico, 8 years; Connecticut, Kentucky,
and Maryland, 10 years.*

SINCE 1964 there has been an increase in
the college preparation required for cer-

tification, and a further increase announced.
For the standard elenientary or secondary
certificate Kentucky requires a fifth year of
preparation to be completed by the tenth
year of service. Idaho has moved from a
3-year college requirement to a bachelor's
degree for the lowest reg. '.. Acondary cer-
d&ate. For the initial elementary certificate,

'Because he defines the lowest regular cer-
tificate differently, Dr. Stinnett reports Cali-
fornia as having a 5-year minimum co"ege prep-
aration for the elementary. or secondary school
teacher, Idaho requiring the bachelor's

deg eras a minimum for the elementary school
and Arizona setting a fifth year of college as a
minimum for the secondary school teacher. Cal-
ifornia i-zes a conditional credential on a bach-
elor's degree for secondary teachers through 5
years of service, and for elementary teachers
through 7 years. Arizona grants an initial sec-
ondary certificate, valid 5 years, on a bliheloe's
degree.
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Nebraska has raised the minimum from 40
to 60 semester hours, and Montana from 2
years of college to a bachelor's degree. An-
nounced increases in minimums for the low-
est regular elementary certificate are these:
Idaho, 96 semester hours in 1968, bachelor's
degree in 1972; North Dakota, bachelor's
degree in 1969; South Dakota, bachelor's de-
gree for independent school districts in 1968,
for rural schools in 1970; Wisconsin, bach-
elor's degree in 1972.

The tables at the end of thi survey give
the elementary certificate requirements, ex-
pressed in semester hours, which each state
reported for 1964 and 1967 as minimums in
English (including !speech, dramatics, and
journalism), in professional education, and
in reading methods, childrefes literature, and
combined language arts fqr the elementary-
school. For the English area, the require-
ments range from 6 to 24 hours, with this-
tering at 6 and 12 hours for both years;
median 8 hours in 1964, 6'hours in 1967 In
1967, 5 states reported higher minimums,
and 1 state lower, than in 1964. The stares
and their changes of English minimums
from 1964 to 1967 are as follows: Virginia
increased from 15 to 18 hours; Mississippi,
12 to IS; Arkansas, 6 to 12; Delaware, 8 to
12; and Illinois, 8 to 9; Vermont decreased
from 18 to 15 hotirs. For professional educa-
tion, the r yuirements range from 16 to 36
hours in 1964, 16 to 40 hours in 1967; for
both years, median, 24 hours, with cluster-
bags at 18, 20, 24, and 30 hours. In 1967,
6 states reported higher minimums, and 4
states lower, than in 1964. The states and
their changes of education minimums from
1964 to 1967 are as follows: Puerto Rico in-
creased from 21 to 24 hours; Kentucky, 24
to 33; Idaho, 20 to 24; North Carolina, 18
to 24; Ohio, 21 to 28; Wyoming, 20 to 23;
Alabama decreased from 30 to 27; Illinois,
18 to 16; New Hampshire, 27 to 24; Utah,
30 to 26 hours. Most states did not report

specific requirements in elementary school
language arts, even though they indicated a
requirement in the area. By the states that
specified, 2 to 3 hours each for reading
methods and children's literature were re-
ported in 1964 and 1967; and for combined
language arts a range from 2 to 12 hours,
median, 3 hours, for both years.

The tables at the end of this survey also

give th secondary certificate requirements,
expressed in semester hours, which each
state reported for 1964 and 1967. The re-
quired professional education ranges from
12 to 30 hours, median 18 hours, for both
years. In 1967, 6 states reported higher min-
imums for education, and 2 states, lower,
than in 1964 The states and their changes of
education requirements from 1964 to 1967
are these: Puerto Rico increased from 21 to
24 hours; Kentucky, 17 to 26; Ohio, 17 to
18; Montana, 16 to 18; Arizona, 24 to 30;
Utah, 18 to 21 hours; the District of Colum-
bia decreased from'18 to 15 hours; Alabama
24 to 21 hours. The minimum in kt-nglish
.(often including speechh, draaatics, and
journalism) required for teaching English
as a full load of 3 or more classes ranges
from 12 to 40 hours, median, 24 hours, for
both years. M- specifically, in 1967, for
teaching Eng ,h as a principal assignment
in high school, 3 states require the teacher
to have only 12 hours of college English;
S states, 15 hours; 2 states, 16 hours; 9 states,
18 hours; I state, 19 hours; 2 states,r20..hours;
I state, 22 hours; 14 states, 24 hours; 1 state.
?8 hours; 8 states, 30 hours; S states, 36
hours; 1 state, 40 hours. In 1967, 5 states
showed an increase, 6 states a decrease, as
compared to 1964 English minimums for a
major reaching assignment. The 6 states
whose reports indicate a decrease in the
English requirement are Puerto Rico down
from 36 to 30 hours; New Mexido, 24 to 18;
Oklahoma, 24 to 18; West Virginia, 24 to
18; Alaska, 16 ro 12; Colorado, '8 to 12
hours. The states showing increases in the
English prei Aration required for teaching a
full English load are these: Minnesota from
IS to 36; North Carolina, 30 to 36; Virginia,
24 to 30; Wyoming, 24 to 30; Utah, 12 to
IS hours. The 13-year box score on the rela-
tion of the states' education and English
requirements for the English lather in high
school is as follows:

1954 1957 1960 1964 1967
Less education

than English 11 15 25 32 29

Same amount
of each 7 5 7 5 6

More education
..than English 31 29 20 15 17

Total states 49 49 52 52 52
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The major, especially a teaching major in
the area of English, is receiving increased
attention. In the 1960 reports, 23 states
marked ffie.-ieqiiirement "unspecified," in
1964 only 9 states failed to supply statistics
or description for the English major, and in

1967, with the trend continuing steadily to-
ward the use of an approved program for
teacher education, only 4 states replied "un-
specified," three of whom declared they
were perriii "tniigdie institutions to plan the
major program. The tables, below, with the
notes on them, reveal a desire to have pro-
spective English teachers follow a full pat-
tern of college studies in literature and the
English language, not only in the bachelor's
program but also in graduate courses. Guide-
lines issued by the states for a teaching area
in English require from 24 to 51 hours in
1964, 18 to 54 hours-in 1967, median, 30
hours for both years. These requirements
reported for 1967 are distributed as follmis:
1 state, 54 hours; I state, 51 hours; 2 states,
SO'hours; SIMMS, 48 hours; I state, 42 hours;
1 state, 40 hours; 8 states, 36 hours; I state,
34 hours; 3 states, 32 hours; 16 states, 30
hours; I state, 28 hours; 1 state, 25 hours;
9 states, 24 hours; 1 state, 18 hours; 4 states,
unspecified.

The credit which is allowed on the En-
glish certificate for college courses in speech,
dramatics, and journalism is often unspeci-
fied (19 states). When reported, it ranges
from 0 to 18 hours in 1964, from 0 to-36
hours in 1967; median for both years is 6
hours. Sometimes this allowance appears to
be a compromise made to obtain enough
teachers to fill school positions, but it also
reflects-a conviction that an English teacher
needs ,college preparation in these areas.
Effects of counting speech, etc., on the En-
glish minimum are illustrated by the 1967
reports of 16 states, New Mexico provides a
composite of 54 hours in the English area,
allows 36 hours for speech, etc., nets 18
hours for language, literature, and composi-
tion. The comparable figures for others run
thus: Connecticut, Districrof Columbia, and
Virginia, 12 of 30, net 18 hours; Missouri,
5 of 24, nets 19; West Virginia, 3 of 20, nets

17; Ili ...is, 8 of 24, nets 16; Utah, 27 of 42,
nets 15; Kansas, 9 of 24, nets 15; South Da-
kota, 10 of 25, nets 15; Arizona, S of 18, rens
13; Alabama and Wyoming, 6 of 18, net 12;
Idaho, 18 of 30, nets 12; Nevada and North
Dakota, 6 of 16, nets 10 hours. Only 13.
states iu 1967 (2 states fewer than in 1964)
require every one who teaches English in
high school to have at least 20 semester
hours in English language, literature, and
composition, not including speech, dramat-
ics, and journalism. They are Florida, Indi-
ana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Missis-
sippi, New York; North Carolina, Ohio,
Puerto Rico, Tennessee, Texas, and Wash-
ington.

For teaching English in high school less
than half time, 12 states do not require as
much college English as for teaching a full
load. Delaware, Minnesota, and Pennsyl-
vania require 36 hours for teaching English
full`time and 18 hours for 2 classes; likewise,
New Hampshire, 30 and 12; Puerto Rico,
30 and 24; Wyoming, 30 and 18; Vermont,
30 and 15; Oregon, 28 and 20; Nebraska, 24
and 18; Arkansas and Hawaii, 24 and 12;

'Massachusetts, 18 and 9. The minimums for
a part load of English which are given in
the tables below range from 9 to 40 hours of
college English (sometimes allowing speech,
dramatics, and journalism), with clustering
at 24, for both years; median is 20 in 1964,
18 in 1967. In 1967 these minimums are dis-
tributed as follows: I state, 40 hours; 2
states, 36 hours; 4 states, 30 hours; 12 states,
24 hours; I state, 22 hours; 3 states, 20 hours;
I state, 19 hours; 13 states, 18 hours; 2 states,
16 hours; 6 states, 15 hours; 6 states, 12
hours; I state, 9 hours. In 1967, 4 states re-
ported higher minimums, and 7 states lower,
than in 1964. The 7 states showing a decrease
are Puerto Rico down from 36 to 24 hours,
Vermont from 30 toigS, Delaware and New
Mexico and WyoMing from 24 to 18, Colo-
rado from 18 to 12, Alaska from 16 to 12.
The states reporting an increase in mini-
mums for a part load are these: North Caro-
lina from 30 to 36 hours, Virginia from 24
to 30, Minnesota from 15 to 18, Utah from
12 to 15.
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196. A.L.EMAITARY SCHOOL CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
10 TEACH ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

Expressed in Semester Hours
A =area. G=graduate edit. U=unspecified. U-R=unsPecified-reqr. ed.

(1)
Minimum

College English
STATE ( including speech,

etc.)

Specialized Subject Matter in English Language Arts (5)
Professional(2) chat. (4) EducationReading 's Language Arts (standardMethods Literature in general certificate)

1964 1967 1964 1967 1964 1967 1964 1967 1964 1967
Alaska U U U U U U U U 24 24
Arizona 6 U U 3 U 3 6 6. 24 24
Colorado U U U U U U U U U
D. C. U U U-R 3 U-R 3 12 12 24 24
Florida 8 U 2 2 U U U U 20 20
Georgia 13 U U U-R U U 3 U 20 zo
Hawaii U U U-R U U U U U 18+U 18+6G
Iowa U U U U U-R U U-R U 20 20
Kansas 12 U U U-R U 24 24
Massachusetts U U U U U U U U 18 18
Michigan 12 U U-R U U-R U-R U-R 20 20

Alaska. For the regular certificate the 24 hours of
education must include 8 hours in elementary methods
and a course in student teaching. Provisional and emer-
gency certificates are issued to persons bolding a
bachelor's degree but lacking some required professional
education.

Arizona. Initial Certificate, valid 5 years, requires gen-
eral education in five fields which include communica-
tion and humanities; academic concentration may be
in English, 30 hours for a major, 12 to 18 hours for
a minor. Standard certificate ds to initial certificate re-
quirements: master's degree or 30 hours of aroved
upper-division or graduate wort increasing thW pro-
fessional education to 40 boars. A one-year. non-renew-
able permit to teach in elementary or secondary school
may be rued to holders of a bachelor's degree includ-
ing 18 hours of professional preparation with student

s

ee plans. See details and= the Re-
no every 5 years, the teacher may by any

1"-torado. Foc the regular certificate (T A), re-

qui...mentr for Colorado.

District of Columbia. No comment.

s
Florida. The 20 hours of professional education

includes foundations of education, general methods, the
teaching of reading, and teaching internship. Instead
of the internship of 6 hours, a teacher may present 2
years of teaching with Thu of directed teaching or
3 years of teaching. Three ranks of elementary certifi-
mte are issued with requirements as follows: Rank Ill
a bachelor's degree with a major in elementark educa-
tion or a bachelor's degres with 21 hours in elementary
education including materials for tnching children, na-
ture study or science, social studies, health and physical
education, art, music, and arithmetic; Rank 1Ia mas-
ters degree with a graduate major in elementary edu-
cation or a mast s decree with 27 hours in elementary
education including the areas specified for Rank Ill;
Rank Ia doctor's degree with a doctoral major in
elementary education or a doctor's degree with 33
hours (at least 6 at graduate level) in t, areas speci-
fied for Rank Ill. For use of eiraminatio. in certifica-
tion, see the note under Secondary Requirements.

Georgia. Data refer to the regular certificate based
on a bachelor's degree. Elementary school professional

certificates are also issued: one based on a master's
degree (which includes 10 hours of educational Psy-chology and curriculum and 17 hours of content sup-
plementing the teaching fields), and one based on a
sixth-year program (a year bond the master's de-
gree). The two years of graduate study should be
planned to give the teacher 33 hours of content in the
teaching fields. 10 hours of educational psychology, and
10 hours in school programs and problems.

s

Hawaii. Provisional certificate requires 18 hours of
education. the professional certificate 24 hours, of which
6 must be in graduate courses. Besides the courses in
education, both certificates tens' re practice teaching orscars of teaching experience the elementary school.

s

Iowa. Typically, approved institutional programs, all
of which prov", a general education core of 40 hours
and a cower don in an academic area, include En-
glish, children. ' rature, and language arts methods.

*

ICausas. An initial elementary school certificate. valid
three years and after 2 years of teaching renewable for
5 years, is issued on an approved bachelor's degree pro-
gram which requires 50 hours of general education (in-
cluding 12 hours of oral and written communications.
literature, and foreign languages), 24 hours of profes-
sional education, and 15 hours in specialized elementary
school content and methods courses (which may include
language arts). Subsequent five-year renewals require
specified additional experience and college credit. A
one-year certificate may be issued to an out-of-state ap-
plicant who has a standard certificate based on a de-
gree program that includes 35 hours of general educa-
tion and 12 hours of professional education.

a

Massachusetts. No comment.

Michigan. Although preparation for the elementary
school certificate vanes, approved Programs is Michigan
institutions require language arts including reading
methods and children's literature. The provisional cer-
tificate, based on an approved bachelor's degree pro-
gram, is valid 5 ears; with 3 years of teaching under
ft and an additional 10 hours of college credit, 0
teacher may be issued a permanent certificate.
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Expressed in Semester Hours
A=area. G=graduate credit. U= unspectfied. U-R=tanspecified-required.

STATE

(1)
Minim

CollegejEnglish
( including

etc.)

Specialized Subject Matter in English Language Arts
Profess(5i)onal
Education
(standard

certificate)
speech. lt

(2Children's
meeri 'ocg Children's

Literature

4 )
Language Arts

in general
1964 1967 1964 1967 1963 1967 1964 1967 1964 1967

Minnesota U U U U U U U U 30 30
Montana U U U U U U U U U U
Nevada U U U 2 U U U U 30 30
New Hampshire U U U 3 U U U 3 27 24
New York U U U U-R U-R U-h 2 U-R 36+U 40
Oregon 10 U 2 U-R U U-R U U-R 20 20
Rhode Island U U U U U U U U 36 30+U
Utah 6 U U 2 U 2 4 8 30 26
Washington U-R U-R U . U li U U-I1 U-11 24+U 24+UG
Wisconsin U U U-R U-R U U U-R U-R 28 26
Wyoming 6 U U U U U 10 U 20 23

Minnesota. No comment.

. Montana. Requirements for the provisional and the
standard certificate, bcoh based be bachelor's de-
gree, depend upon the progrr owed for the insti-
tution which prepared the to A professional cer-lt based on an appro .h -year program, is
also avanable.

I

Nevada. Data above air the standard certificate.
Although course work is n.. pearled. a requirement of
6 hours in basic subjects includes methods of teaching
language arts. Upon request of a county superintendent,
an emergency elementary certificate may be issued on 3
years of college preparation. This 5-year emergency
certificate is not renewable, and the holder must com-
plete the bachelor's degree to remain in tellebMg
a professional elementary certificate is gramma on a
master's degree.

New Hampshire. Standard elementary certificate is
issued on a bachelor's degree in a program for ele-
mentary school teachers. Secondary teachers and liberal
arts graduates of accredited colleges must include ele-
mentary teaching of reading 3 hours and language arts
3 hours as part of 24 hours of professional education
in the requirement for the elementary. certificate.

New York. For a teacher in nursery or elementary
school through Grade 6, the provisional certificate
(valid 5 years) requires 75 hours in liberal arts, 24
hours (6 upper-division or graduate level) in an aca-
demie concentration, 24 hours in professional education
( with a minimum of 3 hours in the socio(ogical, philo-
sophical, and historical foundations of location, 6
hours in educational mid developmental ps,..hology and
9 hours in instructional materials and methodsinclud-
ing the teaching of the basic skills), and 10 hours (300
clock hours) of supervised teaching. For the same school
level, the permanent certificate requires 90 hours in
liberal a..; 30 in an academic e. ncentratioo. 30 in Pro-
fessional education, and 10 of supervised teaching; the
graduate study (a master's degree or 30 bouts) must
inchicle 12 hours in a liberal arts field related to the
candidate's teaching and 12 hours in the social and
behavioral sciences related to teaching.

For teacher in nursery school, elementary school,
and secondary school through Grade 9, the requirements
are the same as those given above, except that for an
English teacher 80 clock hours of the 301 hours in

-supervised teaching must be in English and the aca-
demic concentration in English must be at least 30 hours
for the provisional certificate, 36 hours for the perma-
nent,

&modem

including the same areas as those required for

(see
the New York second& school certificate in English

School ts).

Oregon. Data are for the basic elementary norm.
Reading methods is a part of 20 bout' in elementary
specialization. The standard elementai certificate, is-
sued on a planned five-)ear college pieparation plus
teaching experience, requires 30 hours of professional
education and an academic concentration of 20 hours
which may be in language arts.

Rhode Island. Guidelines for the aptrroved.. lament=
stipulate only the amount of education. which is 30
hours for the provisional certificate. The fifth year com-
prises 36 hours in a program of studies /not ner..warily
professional education) approved for the preparation
of elementary school teachers.

Utah. Approved institutional programs for the cer-
tificate based on a bachelor's degree require at least
20 percent of the total credit to be in psychology and
educatron, 30 percent in subject matter of the teaching
fields, and the rest in general education. The elementary
school certificate is valid also in kindergarten on evi-
dence of the appropriate competence and college
credit. A professional certificate is issued on 3 years of
teaching and an approved fifth year of preparation in-
cluding 8 hours in subject matter and 8 hours in
professional education.

Washington. Guidelines of a ear program require
35 percent in liberal arts and si ors, 35 percent in an
area of learning applicable to the school ( possibly En-
glish). 20 percent in education ( including language
arts methods), and 10 percent in electives. The fifth
year (required within 6 years after the teacher begins
service) must further the preparation for elementary
school teaching; must include academic and professional
education.

Wisconsin. An approved program usually includes
English in general education and reading methods and
language arts as part of education. The teacher with
an initial 64-hour certificate must earn the bachelor's
degree within 7 years, the 96-hour teacher within 6
years. In 1972 the initial certificate will require a
bachelor's degree. For kindergarten certificat' z a teach-
er must have a bachelor's degree In kindes uteri edu-
cation.

Wyoming. English is part of humanities, and lan-
guage arts is included in 8 hours of elementary meth-
ods, 'quired for the standard certificate. Endorsement
of t. elementary certificate for kindergarten requires a
course on kindergarten teaching, fat remedial reading
6 hours in the field. A professioual certificate is issued
on a master's degree or equivalent and teaching ex-
perience.
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Expressed in Semester Hours
G= graduate credit. U=unspecified.

STATE

( I)
Minimum for

load h

(2)
Minimum for

part
e

( 2 classes)

(3)
Standard `

requirement
(atm larger

than minimum)

(4)
Allowed for

speech.
dramatics.
journalism

(5
Professional
Education
(standard

certificate)
1964 1987 1964 1967 1964 1967 1984 1967 1964 1967

Washington 40A 40A 40A 40A 40A-f 40A-f U U 24+U 24-!-UG
Delaware 36 36 24 18 38 36 3 3 18 18
Minnesota IS 38 15 18 24 38A 6 6 18 18
New York 38A 36A 38A 36A SIA 51A U U 24 24
North Carolina 30A 36A 30A 36A 30A 36A 6 8 18 18
Pennsylvania 36A 38A 18 18 36A 38A U U 18+12G 18+12G
Connecticut 30 30 30 30 30A 30A 12 12 18 18
D. C. 30 30 30 30 30 30 U 12 18 15
Florida 30 30 30 30 30A 30A 6 6 20 20
New Hampshire 30 30 12 12 30 30 U U 18 18
Puerto Rico 36 30 38 24 36 36 U U 21 24
Vermont 30 30 30 15 30 30 0 3 18 18

Washington. Guidelines of a 4-year program to pre-- pare the English teacher require 3.5 per cent in liberal
arts and sciences, 35 per cent in the field of English
(allowing speech and Journalism). 20 per cent in edu-
cation. and 10 per cent in electives. The fifth year,
which must be completed within six years, must further
the teacher in English and include academic and profes-
sional education.

a a

Delaware. English teaching field requires 36 hours
(30 if freshman English is waived), including English
literature, 6; American literature, 6; a foreign litera-
ture in the original language or English translation, 3;
advanced composition, 3; speech, 3; linguistics or
modem grammar or history of English language, 3.
Highly recommended electives are teaching of reading
and children's literature or literature for adolescents.

a a

Minnesota. A full load of English teaching requires
college major in English (typically 36 hours) in-

cluding one or two courses in speech, etc.; a half load
of English requires a minor (18 hours).

a

New York. Provisional certificate in English requires
36 hours in these areas (not courses): advanced writing;
concepts, procenes, and media of communication; de-

t, structure, and function of the language;
rniMenAmeiican, and world literature; oral interpre-
tation of literature; oral composition; improvement of
reading; literary materials for adolescents. Permanent
certificate in English requires 15 hours of advanced En-
glish. Provisional certificate requires 18 hours of edu-
cation, the permanent certificate 24 hours. Applied to
an English teacher, this requirement in professional
education specifies a distrliution of 8 hours in the
social, philosophical, and psychological foundations of
educational theory and practice. 8 hours in materials
and methods of teaching English, and 80 class periods
(about 2 semester hours) supervised teaching.

North Carolina. Minimum scores on National Teacher
Examinations (common and appropriate field) are also
requiredin 1968 the minimum is 500-it bachelo'
degree level, 600 at master's degree level

a a

Pennsylvania. To the 36-hour Elijah.' area of the
provisional certificate may be added hours in reading
methods for special endorsement. Graduate work must

include 12 hours of academic subjects (possibly En-
glish) and 12 hours of education. In an emergency, for
3 years an English teacher may have only 18 hours of
English.

a

C nnecticut. Data apply to both provisional and
sun, rd certificate. Within 10 years the provisional
certificate must be converted into the standard, which
requires 3 years of teaching and completion of an ap-
proved fifth-year program.

District of Columbia. No comment.

Florida. The 20 hours of professional education in-
cludes foundations of education, general methods, teach-
ing of English, and teaching internship. Instead of the in-
ternship of 6 hours, a teacher may present 2 years of
teaching with 3 hours of directed teaching or 3 years of
teaching. Three ranks of secondary school English cer-
tificate are issued with requirements as follows: Rank
IIIa bachelor's degree with a major in English or a
bachelor's degree with 30 hours in English including
freshman English. sneeeh, advanced composition, En-
fll.iistikh grammar. and American and English literature;

11a master's degree with graduate major in En-
glish or a master's degree with 36 hours in English in-
cluding the areas listed in Rank III; Rank Ia doctor's
degree with a doctoral major in English or a doctor's
degree with 42 hours (at least 8 at graduate level) in
English including the areas in Rank III. Florida uses
examinations as prerequisite for regular certification.
Minimum scores required are 500 on National Teacher
Examinations, 800 on Graduate Record Examination,
verbal and quantitative,

New Hampshire. With either a 30-hour major or a
12-hour minor in English, the teacher must have 6
hours in the subject taught The junior high school cer-
tificate requires 9 hours for less than half a load, 18
hours for more, with 6 hours in the subject taught.

a a a

Puerto Rico. The certificate cited requires a course in
teaching English as second language.

Vermont. Approved programs at bachelor's level re-
quire a major of 30 hours in English as a teaching field
and 18 hours of professional education.
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Expressed in Semester Hours
A = area. G= graduate credit. U= unspecified.

STATE

(1)
Minimum for
full English

load

Minimum
(g)

for
part English

(2 classes)

(
Standard

requirement
(often larger

than minimum)

(4)
Allowed for

speech.
dramatics,
journalism

5
Profe(ssi)onal
Education
(standard

. certificate)
1964 1967 1964 1967 1964 1987 1984 7.987 1984 1967

Virginia 24 30 24 30 30 6 12 15 15

Wyoming 24 30 24 18 -4 30A 12 6 20 20
Oregon 28 28 20 20 28 28A U U 24 24

24 24 12 12 24A 24A 6 8 18 18

Hawaii 24 24 12 12 38A 36A U U 18+U 18+6G

111Ws 24 24 24 24 32A. 32A 8 8 16 16

Indiana 24 24 24 24 48A - 48A 6/40 6/40 18+6G 18+6G

Kansas 24 24 24 24 2.4A 24A 9 9 20 20

Kentucky 24 24 24 24 30/48A 30/48A 18/48 18/48 17 17+90

Virginia. The required minimum preparation in the
English area (including advanced grammar and English
and American literature) increases to 30 hours in July
1988. A postgraduate professional certificate is also
granted on the master's or the doctor's degree.

a

Wyoming. Standard certificate based on a bachelor's
degree in an approved program for teachers requires 30
hours in English (allowing 6 hours of Journalism and
speech) for endorsement to teach in the area. With 30
hours in the field of English, a teacher may obtain an
endorsement for journalism with 12 hours of journalism,
and for speech with 18 hours of speech and dramatics.
Accreditation enforces a minimum of 18 hours in a
teaching minor. A professional certificate is granted on a
master's degree or equivalent and teaching experience.

Oregon. The 28-hour requirement (basic norm) in-
cludes advanced composition; English language; Ameri-
can. English, and world literature; speech; and reading
methods. To these areas, the 40-hour requirement
( standard norm) adds literary criticism. Twenty hours
in these subjects are required of the teacher who has a
class combining English and social studies. Initial Ger-
tificate requires 14 hours of education Including special
methods; the continuing certificate requires 24 hours of
education, which must include the teaching of reading.

a

Arkansas. The 24-hour area requirement must include
6 hours in subjects taught, such as composition, English
literature, American literature. Any one qualified for the
standard certificate may qualify for a secondary class-
room teacher's master certificate by completion of a
master's degree including 6 hours of psychology and edu-
cation and IS hours of subject matter courses in field
commonly taught in the secondary school. One-year
emergency certificates may be issued to holders of a
bachelor's degree who lack specific requirements in pro-
fessional education, provided they have a certificate
teaching field.

Hawaii. Provisional certificate requires a 24-hour ma-
jor and a 12-hour minor in subject fields. The professional
certificate, based on a five-year preparation, requires one
teaching field, which for English is 36 hours phis a
course in teaching English. Practice teaching is required
in addition to 18 hours of educational theory. Professional
certificate requires 24 hours of education, including 6
graduate hours.

a

Illinois. For certification in English a teacher mutt
have 32 hours of college work in the area; for accredits-

tion of the school the English teacher must have 24 hours
in the field including 6 hours in rhetoric and composi-
tion allowing not more than 8 hours In speech and
ournalism. lie must have at least one course in each sub-ject

taught, such v- grammar, American literature, En-
glish literature, w Id literature, reading, dramatics.

.. a

Indiana. For the provisional certificate: the minor in
English is 24 hours including advanced composition. 3;
advanced English language study, 3; literature, 12 (En-
glish and American required, world literature. 3 hours
allowed); but not allowing speech or journaiism; and
the major is 40 hours including advanced composition 3;
advanced English language study, 5; literature, 20 (En-
glish and American required, world literature, 5 al-
lowed); spec , 3; and journalism. 3. For the profes-
sional cernficale, 8 hours of graduate work in English is
required, and the master's degree may be taken in En-
glish alone. For junior high school: Provisional certificate
requires a 24-hour subject concentration for endorsement
on an elementary certificate; or two 24-hour minors, or
a comhlnation of 40-hour majors and ..4 -hour minors,
otherwise. Professional certificate requires one 40-hour
major and one 32-hour minor, with 8 hours of graduate
courses in the Maim', in the minor, and in each subject
endorsement that is consorted from provisional to profes-
sional status. Provisional certificate requires 24 to 27
hours of education including reading methods: the Pro-
fessional certificate requires 8 hours of education on the
master's degree.

Kansas. An initial secondary school certificate, valid 3
years and after 2 years of teaching renewable for 5
years. is issued on an approved hacheloes degree which
requires 50 hours of general education (including 12
hours of oral and written commc 'cations, literaturei
and foreign languages) and 20 hours of professicial
education. Subsequent 5-year renewals require speeded
additional experience and college credit. A one-year cer-
tificate may be issued to an out-of-state applicant who
has a standard certificate based on a degree program
that includes 35 hours of general education and 12
hours of professional education. The 24-hour minimum
in the English area must include 8 hours in each subject
taught, one course in speech, and 15 hours in English
composition and literature, with at least one course each
in American literature and advanced compositicn. Ju-
nior high school teachers must have a minimum of 15
hours in each field taught.

a
Kentucky. The 24-hour minor and the 30-hour major

in English do not ordinarily include speech or journalism,
but the accredited college decides, The 48-hour English
area clism ontains 18 hours in speech, dramatics, and jour-na.
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Expressed in Semester Hours
A=area. G=graduate credit. U= unspecified.

STATE

(1)
Minimum for
full English

load

(2)
Minimum for
part

loa
English

d
(2 classes)

3
Sta(nda)rd

requirement
( often larger

than minimum)

(
Allow4)ed for

speech.
dramatics.
Journalism

(5)
Profess:anal
Education
(standard

certificate)
1964 1987 1964_ 1967 1964 1967 1964 1967 1984 1987

Louisiana 24 24 24 24 36 36 0 0 18 18
Maryland 24 24 24 24 U 24 6 0 18 18
Mississippi 24 24 24 24 30 30A 3 3 18 18
Nebraska 24 24 18 18 U 36A U 12/36 18 18
Ohio 24 24 24 24 24 24 0 0 17 18
South Carolina 24 24 24 24 U U U U 18 18
Tennessee 24 24 24 24 U U 0 0 24 24
Texas ra 24 24 24 24 24 0 0 18 18
Wisconsin 22 22 22 34 34 U U 18 18
California 20 20 20 20 244-U 244-U U U 15 15
Montana 20 20 20 20 30 30 U U 18 18
Missouri 19 19 19 24A 24A 5/24 5/24 20 20

Louisiana. Certificate to teach English requires. 12
hours of English in addition to the general education r-
quirement of English 12 hours. English major is usually
36 hours, minor 30. Certificate to teach speech requires
12 hours of English and 18 hours of speech. Certificate
for journalism requires 12 hours of English. 12 hours of
journalism.

Maryland. The advanced professional certificate, re-
embed after 10 years of teaching under a standard cer-
tificate, is issued on a master's degree or an approved
program of 34 hoursone half is in content and one half
may be in professional education.

Mississippi. The class-A secondary school teacher's
certificate, based on an approved bachelor's degree pro-
gram, requires 12 hours of English and 3 hours of speech
as part of 48 hours in general education. For this certifi-
cate, the English area of specialization requires 30
hours, which must include 3 hours each in American
literature, English literature, Shakespeare, and advanced
grammar and composition, and may include 3 hours of
speech.

Nebraska. Data is the table refer to the standard
certificate based on an approved bachelor's program,
which typically requires a major of '24 hours in a
subject or 36 hours in an area, with 18 hours of pro-
fessional education. A minor is usually 18 hours. For
endorsement of a certificate in English (Grades 7-12),
the requirement is 36 hours in English allowing 12 hours
in dramatics, speech, and journalism; for English (Grades
7-91, 24 hours in language arts including a course in
methods of teaching reading. A professional certificate is
issued on an approved fifth year of college.

Ohio. The 24 -hour minimum in English must include
composition and language, 9 hours, American and En-
glish literature, 12 hours.

South Carolina. The 24-hour requirement includes
composition, 6; English literature, 6; and American lit-
erature, 6. Speech and journalism are allowed as English
if the college counts them on the English major. An en-
dorsement it speech and drama requires 18 hours in the
area. A one-year provisional certificate is issued on a
bachelor's degree which did not include the required pro-

fessional education. National Teacher Examinations are
used as a prerequisite for initial certification and as an
opportunity for teachers to raise the level of their certifi-
cate.

Tennessee. Both professional and temporary certifi-
cates require 24 hours of English for endorsement. Pro-
fessional certificate requires 24 hours of education, tem-
porary certificate, 4. For renewal every 2 years, the tem-
porary certificate requires 8 hours of additional credit
applicable on the professional certificate. An advanced
certificate is issued on a master's degree.

Texas. These minimums apply whether the certificate
is based on a 4-year or a 5-year college preparation.

Wisconsin. Minimum preparation approved for the
English teaching minor is 22 hours, for the major, 34.
Each accredited college determines its specific major
and minornumber of hours, pattern of subjects, and
allowance for speech and journalism. English methods
must be included in the 18 hours of education.

California. A teaching minor in English is 29 hours
at any level, a teaching major, 24 hours in upper-
division courses. A teacher with an interdepartmental
major in humanities may count 15 hours of upper-divi-
sion or graduate English as a subject major. Regular
credential requires a years of college; conditional cre-
dential (based on bachelor's degree) is limited to a
total life of 5 years.

,

Montana. Requirements for the provisional and the
standard certificate, both based on the bachelor's de-
gree, depend upon the program approved for the institu-
tion which prepared the teacher. The usua' English
major is 30 hours; minimums for endorsement in En-
glish are a minor of 20 hours in English and 18 hours
in professional education.

Missouri. The regular 24 -hour English certificate in-
cludes composition, rhetoric, and grammar, 5 hours;
American literature, 5; English or world literature, 5;
and ar.ows 5 hours of speech. The provisional certificate
requires 19 hours of English, allowing 5 hours of speech;
it pernits a 5 -hour deficiency in education.
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STATE

(1)
Minimum for
full kmEnglisha

(2)
Minimum for
part English

load
(2 classes)

(3)
Standard

re iu
q rement

(often larger
than minimum)

(4)
Allowed for

speech,
dramatics,
journalism

(5)
Professional
Education
(standard

certificate)
1964 1967 1964 1967 1964 1967 1964 1967 1964

24
1967
21Alabama 18 18 18 18 .30A 30A 6 11

Arizona 18 18 18 18 30 30 U 5 24 30
Maine 18 18 18 18 30/50A 30/50A UU U

U
18

12
18

12Massachusetts 18 18 9 9 il 18
New jersey 18 18 18 18 24A 24A 6 U 184U 18
New Mexico 24 18 24 18 24/36A 54A U 36 28 28
Oklahoma 24 18 18 18 32A .. 32A 8/32 8/32 21 21
Rhode Island 18 18 18 18 30 . 30A U U 18+U 18+U
West Virginia 24 18 18 18 U 36A/50A - 2 3/20 20 20
Neva 16 16 16 16 30A 30A 6 6 18 18

Alabama. 1967 data in table are for class-B secondary
professional certificate, valid eight years. Basic require.-
ments include one co. -se in speech. Class-A secondary
professional certificate. , slid 10 years, requires a master's
degree including six hours in English and 0 hours in
education; class-AA secondary professional certificate,
valid 12 years, requires completion of a sixth -year 'Pro-
gram (a year beyond the aster's degree)-in astandard
institution approved for w doctoral degree. All three
classes of certificate may be continued upon evidence of
a specified period of successful teaching or additional
study.

* * * *
Arizona. High school accreditation enforces 18-hour

English minimum. Initial certificate, valid 5 years, re-
quires 30-hour area in English (with 5 hours allowed
in speech and related sulnects) and 22 hours in pro-
fessional education. Standard certificate requires (be-
yond an appropriate ',labeler's degree) a master's de-
gree or 30 hours of apdroved upper-division or graduate
work for secondary school teachers. A one-year, non-
renewable permit to teach in elementary or secondary
school may be issued to holders of a hachelo"s degree
including 18 hours of professional preparation with stu-
dent teaching.

* * * *

Maine. Under the blanket certificate a teacher may be
assigned to teach English without endorsement, but ac-
crediting offici ; expect the teacher to be prepared in the
teaching E4d. The basic program of teacher education
requires a major field of 30 hours Plus a minor of 18
hours, or a50 -how area of specialization.

* *

Massachusotts. No comment.

* *

*

New Jersey. Regular certificate, valid 5 years, requires
an 18-hour minor to teach English. Permanent certificate
requires a 24-hour major for English endorsement. Be-
sides 18 semester hems of educational theory, student
teaching for 150 cluck hours Is required, 90 of which
must be classroom teaching.

* * *
New Mexico. Provisional certificate, which may be

extended for a total use of 8 years, requires as part of
the bachelor's degree 18 hours of professional education
and one of four plans for teaching fields, namely (1) two

fields of 24 hours each, (2) a field of 24 hours and two
fields of 18 hours each, (3) a composite field of 36
hours and a field of 18 hours, (4) one composite of 54
hours. The continuing 5-year secondary cert.Scate, based
on a planned, 5-year college program with 30 graduate
hours, requires 28 hours of professional education and
for language arts teachers in high school, a minimum of
36 hours in language arts with at least 10 hours in each
subje^t taught, such as dramatics, journalism, speech,
mac'

* * *

Oklahoma. Approved program must require 32 hours
.n the area of English, including 8 hours f speech and
joumalbm and 24 hours of composition, linguistics, and
English, American, and .vorld literature. Provisional
certificate requires 20 hours, temporary certificate, 18
hours in the urea. High school accreditation standards
require the English teacher to have 18 hours in the field,
with 6 hours in the subject taught. Special methods may
be part of the English area or of the 21 hours required
in education for the standard certificate. The provisional
certificate (valid 3 years, not renewable) require! 15
hours of education, the temporary certificato 12 hours.

* * * * *

Rhode Island. Provisional certificate requires 18 hours
of English for endorsement; the professional ce 'Scat°,
which must be earned within 6 years of teaching, re-
quires 30 hours in English as a teaching area.

* * * * *
West Virginia. Provisional and professional certificates

require 3f hours of English as a teaching field, allowing
3 hours in speech. A comprehensive certificate in lan-
guage arts, issued on 50 hours, includes 30 hours of En-
glish, 15 hours of speech, and 5 hours of journalism. Both
types of certificate require 20 hours of professional edu-
cation.

* * *

Nevada. For high school accreditation the Northwest
Association requires that the teacher of English have
16 hours in the field. with 6 hours in the subject taught.
Standard certificate is based on a bachelor's degree with
18 hours -of professional education and a major and a
minor in recognized teaching fields. A professional cer-
tificate is io..0 issued on a master's degree. Provisional
secondary certificates are granted upon request of a
county superintendent; the teacher's total deficiencies in
preparation cannot exceed 6 hours and must be re-
moved within one year.
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E-pressed in Semester Hours
A=area. G = graduate credit. U=unspecafied.

STATE

)
Minim(1um for
full English

load

(2)
Minimum for
part English

loa&
(2 classes)

(
Standard

requirement
(often Urger

than minimum)

(5)
Allow4) ed for

speech,
dramatics,
journesm

Flute(:don't
Education
(standard

certificate)

1964 1967 1964 1967 1964 1967 1964 1S87 1064 1987

North Dakota 16 16 16 16 U 32A' 5 6 16 16

Idaho 15 15 15 15 30A 30A 18 18 20 20

Iowa 15 15 15 15 30 30A 0 U 20 20

Michigan 15 15 15 15/18 24 24 U U 20 20

South Dakota 15 15 15 15 24A 25A 9/24 10/25 20 20

Utah 12 15 12 15 20/40A 15/42A 0 27/42A 18 21

Alaska 16 12 16 12 18 18

Colorado 18 12/18 18 12/18 major major U(3 ) U U U

Georgia 12 12 U 12 30A 30A 9 10 20 20

North Dakota. Although the blanket certificate does
not stipulate the requirement, accreditation standards re-
quire the high school to have an English teacher with 16
hours in the field, allowing 6 hours in speech and
journalism. The accredited college defines the major in
English.

Idaho. An endorsement to teach English (whether it
is based on a 30-hour major or 20-hour minor) requires
composition 6 hours: American and English literature, 6
hours. Pre .isional cet.'ncate requires 9 hours of educe-
don, t1s standard certifir 'to 20 hours.

Iowa. Typically, approved institutional programs pro-
vide a general education core of 40 hours end a concen-
tration in an arndemtc-nr& including courses designed to
give eompetence in the subject taught. Preparation to
Mae% English as a major subject usually comprises 30
ho In in the area. Records of applicants with credits from
a college outside Iowa are evaluated for each teaching
area by comparison with standards ts Pica! of approved
9rugrams in Iowa colleges.

Michigan Approved teacher education* programs in
institutions ff the state usually exceed the minimum re-
quirements of the State Board of Education, which are
15 hours for a minor and 24 hours for a major in English.
(See note under Elementary Requirements, for statement
about provisions) and permanent certificate.)

South Dakota. Speech and journalism are not allowed
as part of the 15-hour minimum but may be 10 hours
of the 25-hour language arts area.

*

Utah. Approved institutional programs for the certifi-
cate based on a bachelor') degree require at least 17
per ant of the total credit to be in psychology and edu-
cation, 34 per cent in subjects taught, and the rest in
general educatiun. A professional certificate is issued on

3 years of teaching and an approved fifth year of prep.
aration including 8 hours in subject matter and 8 bouts
in professional education.

Alaska. For the regular certificate the 18 hours in edu-
cation must include 3 hours in secondary methods and
a course in student teaching. Provisional and emergency
certificates are issued to persons holding a bachelor's de-
gree but lacking some professional education required.
Northwest Association requires accredited high schools to
have English teachers with a minimum of 16 hours in
ianguage arts, including 6 bouts in the subject taught.

Colorado. State accreditation of schools requires 12
hours to teach English, North Central Association, 18
hours. For the regular certificate (Type A), renewable
every 5 years, the teacher may qualify by any of three
plans: (1) completion of an approved program of teach
er education through the bachelor's degree, plus recom-
mendation of the institution attended; (2) regular em-
ployment in Colorado schools for 5 years before 1P81.
(3) completion of baccalaureate degree and successful
performance on an examination approved by the Cola
rado Board of Education, plus 5 years of teaching. For
the professional certificate (Type B), renewable every
10 years; a person qualified for the regular- certificate
must complete 3 years of teaching and a planned pro-
gram of one or more years of work leading to an ad-
vanced degree, plus institutional recommendation.

Georgia. Data in table refer to the regular certificate
based on a bachelor's degree. School accreditation re-
quirements enforce a 1 feloroufresmiinimum for teaching first;

trueil: one based on a
professional

degree withes10 hours
of educational psychology and curriculum and 17 hours
of content in the teaching fields; and one based on a
sixth-year program. The two years of advanced study
should be planned to give the teacher 33 hours in the
content of the teaching fields, 10 hours in educational
Psychology. and 10 hours in school program and prob-
lems.


